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European Union 1 980:in
Citizens, municipalities and regions,
and what Governments propose
by Mr Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI, President of the Commission
European Union springs from a need inherent in the nature of things, in the palpable reality
of Europe today. - And precisely because it is overshadowed by the response we must make
to fundimental problems involving the long-term future of our continent, European Union
must be the focus of a genuine debate open to all those who, in one capacity or another,
and especially as the elected representatives of local authority, determine the destiny of
Europe.
Owing partly to pressure from outside, our countries are noto facing a big challenge . 
_ 
Eur-
ope's mastery of-her own destiny hinges on the outcome. Its vast proportions implicate
the conditions for economic activity and growth, the structure of our production machine,
the style of international economic relations and the principles for sharing prosperity
berween partners, especially between industrialized and developing corlnuies. And it is
adjustment to a different *orld which, in the last analysis, demands that a new Europe
emerges whose promise and above all whose need are epitomized by the European Union.
The need first of all to define the legal and institutional seting for new common policies
backed by effective tools for action, which can steadily secure Europe's economic and
monetary cohesion and distinguish her on the international scene.
Then the need to meet the ever more pressing call for overall consistency in the stewardship
and deployment of joint action, while avoiding the risk of inter-governmental decay alltoo
often bred by bluried boundaries between issues within the Community's province and
areas within the scope of political cooperation.
In both instances, redefining the authority and the overall economy of the Community
system does not beg any questions or depend on an arbitrary stance or a theoretical
inquisition into the future of Europe. The new definition is born of atrue,actualneedto
solve, on satisfactory terms, real pioblems common to all our countries, which nothing less
than a combined effort can overcome.
With this concepr of European Union at once ambitious and realistic, inspired by vistas of
the future and ilosely linked with the present, the project cannot get off to a sound start
without broad confrontation beforehand and without an immense surge of political activity
around Europe and her future.
The whole issue is too vital to be settled without argument, solely on the strength of
assessments by senior officials and political authoritiel. European Union must be the
culmination, the all-embracing co*pass of today's efforts made to restore to Europe the
means for a live and effectiie policy at home'and the means to discharge her world
responsibilities abroad. This ehdeavour involves all Europeans as citizens and as
ecohomic units. If they are left out of the grand design, then the conditions for achieving
the Union may well never be fulfilled. The Europe now in the making is too remote from
its citizens, who feel she has no part in their hopes and aims.
The very rerm 'European Union' derives from the top level in_itiative by !h. Heads of
Government in Octoter 1972. But it represents a longstanding aim of Community
integration underlying the direct course of the unification process begun twenty-five years
ago.
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Of course it is understood that each of the Community institutions will make its
conuibution to the Belgian Prime Minister, Mr_ Tindemans, so that he can make his report
to the Heads of Government. Nevertheless, their contributions can in no way extingilish
their right to speak or their capacity to act, nor sum up exclusively the aigumen-t on
European Union; they will serve as landmarks, guidelines and lamps to light the way.
The future election of the Elropean Parliament by direa universal suffrage confirms this
approach. When they set the date of 1978 for thL first direct elections tdParliament, the
Heads of Government were acnrally initiating the Europe of tomorrow by establishing
democratic processes. In so doing'they set 6ff a sup..b mechanism whose rang. 
"rr8results are bound to be felt. Personally, I cannot for a moment imagine that this sipreme
pledgt-,.which would tring public opinion completely into the coistruction of Europe,
should be counteracted by the very terms for working out and preparing European Union.
No, I feel that such a pledge means that we are duty bound to make an unprecedented
effort to guide and gather public opinion in Europe.
So the Commission will henceforth deploy all the resources it commands, tluough the
'relay stations' of the Europe-wide movements and organizations, of which you are one of
the leaders, to gradually bring the 'latent forces' of Europe to take a position and to come
out clearly in relation to the proiect of European Unioh. We are iounting not only on
their support, but on their opinions, mirroring tlrcir concern and their aims whose 'clash'
or confrontation must be a basic assessment fictor in defining the substance of the future
Europe.
The Commission hopes that this immense awareness will help to direct the various stances
in Europe into-a homogeneous and consistent pattern of thought and thus draw together
the conditions for an effective political democracy on a European scale.
I am sure that if we can achieve these two objeaives, Europe will have taken a big suide
forward. But I am also convinced that they will not be attained without the initiative and
drive of loc-al government leaders who are ihe mainspring of Europe's political, economic
and social life. In fact, the European Union will n6t dEvelop su...ss?dly wiihout their
privileged contribution.
It is not iust..the general economic balance in Europe that is affected by the necessary
process of adjustment to the new conditions in the-world; this will impinge on social
relationships and consequendy on the structure of the public authorities.
In shifting the process of European integration into a consistent framework and placing it
at the outset as a basic constituent of the response to Europe's problems, the prospeciof
European Union puts a different dimension on the exercise-of power, enablihg us to plan
and prepare a movement towards new concepts.
It goes without saying that European Union, which will not materialize overnight or at the
wave of a wand, cannot be inlended to make this redefinition abruptly. -But, like a
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watermark behind the words of European Union there undeniably lies the ambition to
eventually ensure a more equitable and effective administration of public responsibility.
So Europe's regained mastery of her own 
_destiny, what we are really playing for in the
European Unioi, cannot be divorced from the European_ citizen's regained mastery of 
.living
conditions. So ihe debate on European Union canhot be separateil from consideration of
the duties and powers of local authorities in tomorrow's Europe.
It is far too early to specify what those duties and powers- will be.. All things considered,
the disparate conditions of decentralized authority in the various European countries,
makes iny close appraisal of future trends very hazardous.
Even so, I believe that we can identify here and now some dominant features, two-of which
seem particularly suiking. First, there is a growing need of participation to be found
everywhere in Europe. - Second, there is i call for rationality and practicality in
deteimining the level of decision-making. The combined effea of the two is to highlight
the vital role which local authorities willlave to play in activating the European Union.
The hopes of Europe's citizens for a real share in the decisions which directly concern them
is, I believe, one of the major political and social phenomena of our time. It is emerging in
indusuy where workers 'are claiming a stronger 
-v-oicq in determinlB their working
conditions. But it can also be seen in ihe bedrock of the daily round of European life. Be
it protection of the environment, town and countryplanning, or.the installation of public
faiilities, our citizens want to be more closely invblled than before in projeas of public
concern which impinge directly on their everyday life.
For me, fulfilling these hopes is a key factor in achieving European Union, for I cannot
imagine that thJs can suicessfully 6e done without substantial improvements to the
coniepts and methods prevailing today.
Against this background, the local administrations which already form the natural theatre
foi the performarice of 'day+o-day' democracy will come to accept the new structures of
social participation which'are inescapable. They will enh.alce-the status, weight and
influen^ce of lbcal authorities in Europe's political ind social life and will achieve a radical
redistribution of authority.
But this basic redefinition must not be inspired solely by the concern for efficiency. Indeed
a number of functions, vitally necessary in affirming and developing F,uropean !Jnio-n,
cannot be effectively diicharged except 6y the local adminisuationi, and in particular the
municipalities.
The intention is to accomplish the European Union in the order of the realities most
immediately discernible to ih" citizen; so il is crucial that, to understand and. support the
Union, he 6e clearly aware that he is affiliated to a European community, in the true sense
of the word, uniting 250 million Europeans.
Electing the European Parliament will certainly help to develop this awareness, this feeling
of Eur6pean ideniity. But I do not think this is enough. Only a radical change in the
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cultural environment of Europeans can ensure a satisfactory development in habit and
outlook. Here the role of. thi municipalities in education, uaining ind leisure activities
means a unique responsibility for them. Achievement of this European proiect assumes
that they will shoulder it by itriving to foster more and more those thines'which knit and
strengthen the-feeling of sharing one and the same destiny, beyond the inherited barriers of
history or the frontiers imposed by the map.
Europe's cultural heritage, and here I do not mean fine arts or literature, but primarily the
same concerns, the like ways of life, the common hopes, Europe's cultural heritage miy be
the most genuine link tet*een our peoples. Only ii we know how to exploit ihis aiset,
can we nourish the dynamism anil the singlemindedness needed to achieve European
'Union.
But let there be no misunderstanding: what I am saying does not reflect an urge for
uniformity at any price; if we want io create a Euroiean Union, the needed ecoiomic
harmonizatior-Il qhe desirable social consistency mqst nofdiminish the marks of identity and
uniqueness which enrich Europe- They stem, rather, from the concern to prevent artificial
and unwarrantable divisions and to seek a unity of desisn yet resDect the diversities. This
approach would try to ensure great flexibility in achiev'ing European integration and thus
arrange adequate participation for all the various tiers of iesponiibility: institutions of the
European Union, States, regions,'municipalities, citizens, so that each one's activities do not
impede but enhance the other's.
Here. again, it.is not a question of attacking the problem with doctrines, but of trying
calmly and with no theological wrangle of any kind to ensure optimum conditions foi thE
use of authorify simply according to the yaidsticks of a more rounded democracy and
enhanced effectiveness 
,(
I do not underestimate the massive problems we shall certainly face in defining and then
implementing the.project of_ European Union. I am not overlooking the fai-t that the
heartening outlook for the,future cannot exonerate us from the often unrewarding and
ql.*"yl strenuous tasks of the present. 
_But once we have charted our course in the-rightdirection, Europe will_reach its goal. This meeting in Vienna and your splendid initiat"ive
which inspired it will help to poi-nt the debate on Elropean Union iri that direction. At all
events,-the Commission and-its President take great heart from you. May your acrion
mark the starting point for a confrontation of ideas and aims and may th'eii range and
quality match our ambitions for the Europe of tomorrow.,
1 Extracts from an address in Vienna on 3 April at the inaugural meeting of the XIth Etats g1n1raux
of European municipalities
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EVENTS AND
STUDIES
\ \
1. Employment and
structural adaptation :
Comm ission Proposals
to the Council
11,01,. On 21 April, the Commission laid a
programme of priority action on employment
before the Council. This consolidates certain
Proposals presented by the Commission over thelast year, with paiticular reference to the
employment of women and migrant wor-kers. Presented at the same time as"a proposal
for action by the European Social Fund to'help
structural adaptation work,, it is a response to
the concern expressed by the Governments at the
Paris Summit and by th6 Standine Committee on
Employment in the-face of a woisening employ-
ment situation.
Priority action
1102. The aim of the Commission,s pro-
gramme is to give the Community a basis
enabling it to develop its role in iespect of
employment. The Communication r" the
Council endeavours to highlight the key issues of
employment policy and thosd areas wliere Com-
munity action is urgently needed and where it
can be most effective.
Apart from a direct effect on emDlovmenr
tl'rough its operational instruments (Social hund,
free movement), which is still limited, the Com-
mission can also act as a drivine-wheel. bv
boosting its analysis potential and iti knowledsl
of the labour market, by helpine to break dofnharriers.and sharing in the-exlhange of expe-
rience which could iurn the various instruments
of employment policy to more flexible use.
So the priority action which the Commission isplanning ro deploy under this programme
IOCUSeS on three areas:
(i) concertation of employment policies,(ii) research into the employment marker,(iii) employmentforecas$.
10
Employment
,
Concertation of employment p olicie s
1103. Provided for by the Social Action pro-
gramme, and the Council Resolution of. 2l
January 797 4,' concertation of employment poli-
cies is 
"l Ih. present time.of the highest impor-tance, which the Heads of Governrient did'not
fail to stress at the Paris Summit.
The priority 
.assignments (for 1,975-75) whichthe Commission is proposing to work on with
the national and Community authorities range
around four focal considerations:
(a) 
. 
reciprocal exchange of information and
advice. on. the employment problems, outlook
and pnorrtres rn each country;
(b) joint investigation of problems peculiar to
certain 
.employee categorie-s 
-(women, yorng peo-ple, migrant workers); definition o[ pri6rities
and appropriate lines of Community action;
(.) boosting 
, 
the 
.national and Communityinstnunents of employment policy. As a start
tne Lommlsslon lntends:
. to step up cooperation between placement
1g1ngie1 and support the implementation ofSEDOC (the European system f6r the comDensa-
tion of the supply and demand of labour), ^
. Io investigate. the scope 
. 
for Community
action, particularly as part of the Social Funi
operations, which could be brought to bear on
the link berween iobs and training]
. to examine the contribution which the
various legislative or contractual instruments can
make. (with the 
-aim of securing a more effectivedistribution of the labour forcej to the necessary
redeployment of manpower resburces, and evai-
uate their impact on the general level of employ-
ment;
I Point 1106.
'z OJ C 13 ot 12.2.1974.
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(d) consideration of the major problems in the
long-term development of Community employ-
ment (full employment in new conditions of
economic growth, a slowing down in immigra-
tion) and the solutions they call for. The first
report on medium-term development should be
the initial premise for such consideration.
Research into tbe employment market
1,1.04. To amplify knowledge of the labour
market is a priority task of the Social Action
Programme. Despite the headway made here,
data available for Community discussion is all
too often patchy, outdated or inappro-
priate. The priority research programme pro-
posed by the Commission would focus on com-
parative projects based on empiric analyses avail-
ible in the Member States. To help the Com-
mission in running the programme, a manage-
ment group will be formed and assigned to
determine specific areas of Community interest.
Employrnent stdtistics and f or e casts
1105. The development of employment fore-
casts was adopted as one of the priority objec-
tives of the Social Aaion Programme. The
Commission has just laid down a work pro-
gramme to refine employment statistics and
forecasts in corlaboration with the Statistical
Office of the Communities and the national
authorities.
Action by the Social Fund to
assist structural adaptation
1106. When it laid its programme of priority
action on employment before the Council on 21
April, the Commission also proposed a new
weapon against employment. This proposal
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provided for Social Fund operations to assist
suuctural adaptation.
At their Paris meeting in December L974, the
Heads of Government had stressed the need to
take vigorous and coordinated action on employ-
ment and had contemplated swelling the resour-
ces of the Social Fund 'with due regard to the
problems of the regions and categories of wor-
kers most affected by employment difficul-
ties'.' The principle of Social Fund aid in this
context also found support on both sides of
industry.
Although observers disagree on the nature and
likely duration of the recession, or the crisis, now
besetting the Community, it is generally acknow-
ledged that the cyclical phenomena are highlight-
ing the problems of rapid structural adaptation
or-readjustment. On the employment side these
structural modifications will inevitably entail a
considerable mobility of labour in terms of
movement towards areas of innovatory activity
and change within companies and sectors rede-
veloping or diversifying.
This is why the Commission sent the Council its
Proposal to initiate loint specific action under
Article 4 of the Council Decision of 1 February
1971 on reform of the European Social Fund, in
order to facilitate the necessary structural adap-
tations.
It is understood that such a proposal would not
affea the resources already commanded by the
Fund in acting for the benefit of regions in
difficulty and migrant workers.
The action proposed by the Commission is
aimed to facilitate employment and the geogra-
phical and occupational mobility of people mak-
ing for a securelob, in economic activities where
point1l
28.
1704, paragraphs 25 toBull. EC 12-1974,
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development and s_tructural adaptation require
adequate training of labour.
The Commission feels that the activities to be
fostered are those bound up with:
(a) restructuring of the energy sector;
(b) promotion of industry or action ro meet
priority public needs, for instance in joint trans-
port arrangements or improving the quality of
life;
(c) the structural adaptation, diversification
and redevelopment of sectors, branches or indu-
sllies beset by structural problems (with serious
effects on employment) towards new activ-
ities. Unless the rising level of unemployment
and the negative prosplcts in certain stctors or
branches are not couniered, they will find them-
selves among those frequently mentioned in the
recent consultation at Communiw level. namely.
the motor, building, rextile and iertain'secrons
of the chemical industry togerher with some
branches of ancillary contracte-d aaivities.
To benefit from the Fund, operations within this
framework must be part and parcel of compre-
hensive action undef a prograrn.e worked ^out
for- a sector, State, regi6n or even a company,
and the economic context and range oi t6,i
adaptation and development_ must 6e clearly
indicated. The Commiision thus intends to see
that action- supported by aid from the Fund is
hedged with adequate guarantees in respect of its
timeliness and efficacity on the national front
and that it can be graduilly harmonized with the
Community's economic and social guidelines.
In accordance with the resolve expressed at the
Summit-to take-a special interest in those groups
of people and thos6 regions most severely"aftect-
ed by employment difficulties, the Commission
feels that Fund aid should so first to peoole in
sectors or branches with a"marked irrcreise in
unemployment, an-d to women and young peo-
ple, who,are usually among the most vulnirable
groups when a crisis or recession occurs. But it
t2
seems reasonable to keep this priority for people
in the regions hardest hit by'employrn.ni pro-
blems.
For women, the. priorities-will be given according
to selective criteria and for specific projeal
involving those activities linked with impjement-
ing the programme in the Commission-'s Com-
munication to the Council.
Lastly,-the Commission is proposing that all aid
covered by the relevant Regulition iow in force
may be assisted by the Fund-.
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2. Report on
Competition Policy
1201. The Commission has published its
annual Report on Competition Policy,' the
fourth to be prepared at the request of the
European Parliament, outlining Community
competition policy for 7974. The Introduction
reads as follows:
Competition Report
lntroduction
1202. 'During the period covered by this
report, the Commission's activities in relation to
competition policy have been influenced by its
concern, among others, to apply its best efforts
towards a solution of the difficulties which
confronted the Community as a result of infla-
tion, of tensions affeaing the markets for raw
materials (especially oil), and of increasing sec-
toral and regional disparities. Indeed, the Com-
munity must mobilize all means available to it
under Community legislation to contain infla-
tionary pressures and to help bring about essen-
tial structural changes; in this cdnnection, com-
petition policy has an essential, though limited,
role to play.
The Commission has accordingly been especially
watchful over the behauiour of undertakizgs so
far as restrictive agreements and abuses of dom-
inant positions may be concerned. Its object
has been to prevent additional price increases by
prohibiting horizontal and vertical price-fixing
agreements, market-sharing agreements and
agreements which voluntarily limit imports from
outside the Community.
Further, concerning state aids, the Commission
has erpressed its firm conviction that the Treaty
provisions must be respected if national aids are
to enable the Community to overcome effectively
and at the lowest cost, our current economlc
difficulties, and also to avoid overbidding
between Member Stares which would clearly
lead to negative results.
,.
The general approach of the Commission in the
competition policy field and its individual meas-
ures and decisions should been seen in this
context; and it is against this background also
that the Commission, with the encouragement of
the Council resolution of 17 December 1973, has
undertaken its study into price uariations record-
ed for a range of products in the different
Member States.
In a number of prohibition decisions the Com-
mission broke new ground in 1974. One case
saw the first application of the views expressed
in the Commission's statement published in 1972
as to the position of uoluntary restraint agree-
ments. In the case in question the Commission
decided that private agreements which prevent
imports from third countries into the Commun-
ity or which have the effect of increasing the
prices of such imports, conflict with the competi-
tion rules. Another Commission decision pro-
hibited an aBreement between undertakings with
the ostensible objective of maintaining "fair
trading rules". It was found in the case in
question that under the cloak of protecting fair
trading, competition between the parties was in
fact restricted in respect of prices, rebates and
terms of sale, to the detriment of consumers.
Questions of. selectiue distribution were probedin detail with the Member States' experts on
restrictive trade practices. In a first decision of
its kind, the Commission granted an exemption
in this field to a motor manufacturer on condi-
tions and for a limited period of time. In the
t Fourth Report on Competition Policy (Annexed to
the 'Eighth General Report on the Activities of the
Communities') Brussels-Luxembourg, April 1975.
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case of selective distribution agreemen$ in the
perfume industry a widely applicable solution
has been arrived at. In the light of the special
circumstances in this market which is charicter-
ized by numerous manufacturers each with a
relatively small market share, the Commission
can accept a situation in which dealers are
appointed under objective and non-discrimina-
tory standards of selection and in which the
freedom of dealers in respect of pricing and sales
to other dealers of the same distribution network
remains unimpaired.
The most important of the competition problems
which can arise in connection with patent licens-
ing agreements were reviewed in consultation
with resuictive trade practices experts of the
Member States. Views were exchanged on a
number of commonly employed contractual pro-
visions which restrict competition and which
jeopardize the free movement of goods.
The Commission for the first time issued a
decision in the EEC field concerning the problem
of. ioint enterprises, discrete economic entities,
set up for the purpose of producing or distribut-
ing goods or services. Such bodiei are a means
tluough which undertakings can cooperate effec-
tively, but the creation and management of thejoint venture are of themselves likely to have the
iffect of encouraging the conuolliirg undertak-
ings to 4_dopt a policy of mutual non-competi-tion. When dealing with individual casesf the
Commission must therefore have regard both to
the positive aspects of joint subsidiiries as well
as to any restrictive effects on competition.
The Commission has actively pursued its inquiry
into the oil tnarket. Numerous investigaiions
have been carried out into multinatioial oil
companies and their subsidiaries, as well as into
independent enterprises. The next step is to
examine and assess the behaviour of -the oil
companies in the light of the investigation res-
ults, and to reach conclusions. A report on this
t4
que,stion will be submitted ro the European
Parliament.
ln cases under futicle 66 of the ECSC, the
existing policy was continued of authorizing
critical concentrations only on conditions o-f
partial diuestiture. As applied for the first time
in the Thyssen/Rheinstahl case, the Commission
has adopted this approach to safeguard the
independence of the large steel producing groups
in the Community.
The Commission's activities in the ECSC field
included some notable new developments. Fol-
lowing the Court's decision in Milei Druce/GKN
which confirmed that it was for the Commission
to take all measures necessary to preserve the
status quo pending its substantive decision, the
Commission had recourse to the iflterim meas-
ures 
_provided for in futicle 66(5), third para-
Braph, in Marine-Firminy SA/Schneider SAIDe-
nain/De Wendel and Johnson & Firth Brown
Ltd.ESC/Dunford Hadfields Ltd.
These interim measures have proved to be a
useful tool, because they ensure, especially in
cases where a bid for the conuol of an underiak-
ing is announced, that a balance can be main-
tained between the parties in question, until the
Commission has been able to examine the appli-
cations for merger authorization in substance.
P*ing the period under review Communirylegislation was extended in an important
area. The Council approved Regulatioh EEC
2988/74 concerning limitation periods in pro-
ceedings and tbe enforcement of sarrc-
tions. This regulation assures a balance
between the needs for legal certainty on the part
of enterprises and the"public inierest in'the
prosecution of infringements.
Problems areas in the relationship beuteen Com-
rnunity competition rules and national lautswere
closely reviewed at a conference with govern-
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ment experts. The Metnber States share the
view of the Commission that it is not opportune
at the present time to deal with this relationship
by regulation and that double prosecutions and
the dangers of conflicting decisions should be
avoided through systematic consultations
between the Commission and the competent
national authorities.
Concerning state aids,the year 1974 was marked
I by continuing activiry on matters already initiat-
ed while action was also taken in new fields.
As regards the general regional aid systems, ot
which the control and coordination constitute an
essential element for the proper functioning of
the Common Market, the work designed to lead
to a new coordination solution was actively
pursued. In spite of certain difficulties the
Commission has succeeded in drafting the new
solution which takes into account the individual
'circumstances of each of the large regions, or
large groups of regions, of the Community.
The Commission also pursued the action it had
begun in regard to general ,aid schemes in order
to ensure that all applications of such schemes be
sent to it for examination and so that it could
eliminate the negative effects that these might
* 
have in certain cases on the Common Market.
As regards new areas, considering that protec-
tion o-f the enuironment should be considered a
priority objective for the Community, the Com-
mission, faced by a multiplication of state aids
designed to facilitate the adaptation of undertak-
ings to the new requirementi demanded by this
protection, has considered the guidelines it will
r apply to these aids in the examination that will
be made in the light of futicle 92 et seq. Adher-
ence to these guidelines by Member States will
allow these initiatives to achieve their objectives
without distorting trade or competition within
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the Community in a manner contrary to the
common lnterest.
Finally, it should be recalled once more that for
some months the Community has been faced
with the most serious economic and structural
problems since its foundation. The Commis-
sion accepts, as it is allowed to by the Treaty,
that in certain cases where grave conjunctural
problems exist, temporary aids may be given to
safeguard employment. However, it is necess-
ary to remember that in certain firms or indu-
strial sectors these conjunctural difficulties are
the result of fundamental problems which in
certain cases will sooner or later call for restruc-
turing or redeployment.
For the Community rapidly to overcome these
problems, the provisions of the Treaty as regards
the aids that Member States grant must fulfil
their task which is both to preserve an effective
competition system and to encourage as far as
possible an orderly evolution of industrial and
commercial structures within the Community.'
15
3. Consumer
protection:
Programme adopted
1301. After approving the programme pre-
sented by the Commission in December 1973,'
the Council, on 14 April 1975,' decided to
implement a consumer information and protec-
tion policy.
The programme is no less than a charter of
consumer rights and will enable all citizens to
claim them.
In its adopted Resolution, the Council approved
the principles, objectives and outlines of action
to be taken at Community level, as defined in the
Commission's programme. The Council noted
that the Commission will eventually put forward
appropriate Proposals for carrying out the pro-
gramme and undertook to rule on them within
nine months after their presentation.
The communiqu6 issued after the meeting of 14
April states: 'Aware of the need for the Com-
munity to conduct a policy which consolidates
and reinforces the various activities in this field,
the Council affirmed its commitment to improv-
ing the quality of life for European consu-
mers. The various experiments in progress in
the countries of the enlarged Community are
conducive to the rise of new ideas in this field
which, combined with the action being taken by
the Member States as a whole, make it possible
to view the status of consumers and the quest for
a better balance in the defence of their interests
differently than in the past.'
Aims of the programme
1302. A number of measures have already
been adopted in the area of consumer protection'
and information, both at national and Commun-
ity level, but never has it been dealt with in such
detail as in the EEC preliminary programme for
a consumer protection and information policy,
presented by the Commission on 5 Dectmber
1973 and adopted by the Council on 14 April
197 5.
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Consumers' programme
This.programme established the framework of a
genuine consumer policy and constitutes a con-
sumer charter based on five fundamental rights:
. the right to protection of health and safety;
. the right to protection of economic interests;
. the right of redressl
. the right to advice and guidance;
. the right of representation.
From now on consumer protection and informa-
tion will cease to be a matter of uncoordinated
action and will be ensured by reference to
specif ic consumer rights.
At Community leuel: consumer policy will con-
stitute a general framework for the provision of
better consumer protection under the different
Community policies such as the economic, com-
mon agricultural and social policies, as well as
the approximation of laws, all of which affect
the consumer's position.
At national leuel: it will induce Member States to
give official recognition to the five consumer
rights and thereby provide increased protec-
tion. It will also enable all citizens and consu-
mer associations to assert these rights, and to
benefit from their application within their own
country.
The five consr-er rights
1303. In this programme the Community does
not merely define the five basic consumer rights,
but also sets out the ways and means of protect-
ing them (basically by harmonization or, in some
cases, by suictly Community measures).
1 Bull. EC 1.2-1973, points 1301 to 1308.
'z Ol C9Z ot 25.4.1975.
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Tbe right to prouaion
of heahb and safety
This is the sector where all Member States
orovide most Drotection but even here it is at
iiff.r.nt leveli. What the right involves is
ensuring that the goods and services offered to
the con-sumer preient no hazard to health or
safew. under normal or foreseeable conditions of
use. 
' Specifically this ensures a much wider area
of protection.
Substances added to foodstuffs, for instance,
should be defined and their use regulated; food-
stuffs should not be adulterated or contaminated
during transport or marketing, while household
appliinces should be covered by a certificate
showine that they comply with safety stan-
dards. -The intended measures provide mainly
for harmonization.
Protection of the economic interests
of consumers
The aim here is to protec the consumer against
abuse of power bylhe seller with regard.to the
draftine of contracts, dissemination of advertis-
ins miterial and dlfinition of conditions of
.rEdit. The consumer must likewise be protect-
ed against damage resulting from defeaive pro-
ductJ or unsatisfactory services, and be guaran-
teed after-sales service.
The methods to be applied to protect the consu-
mer in this sector will be two-fold: harmoniza-
tion at Communiry level, or the adoption of
direct measures at that level.
The right of redress
This is the first time this right has been officially
recognized and stated.
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It involves the consumer's right to receive advice
and help in the matter of complaints and the
iniury oi damage resulting from the purchase or
use of defective goods or unsatisfactory services,
and to receive pioper redress for such iniury or
damage.
Since this right has been officially recognized, it
will not be applied at Community level but
remain within the iurisdiction of each Member
State. Only where the situation requires it, will
the Commission present proposals for improving
existing systems and putting them to better use.
The right to.aduice and guidance
The basic aim here is to make adequate informa-
tion available to purchasers of goods or services
notably concerning the nature, composition,
quantity and price of products for sale.
The buying public must also be in a position to
benefit from the results of comparative tests
carried out by specialist bodies in each Member
State and thireby be in a position to make a
more rational choice. The Community is like-
wise interested in consumer education, which
will be undertaken in centres specially set up for
this purpose in each Member State.
The Community will give practical expression to
this right by pursuing a comprehensive informa-
tion policy based on surveys, comparative stu-
dies, publications and conferences organized in
close cooperation with Member States.
Consumer consultation and repr esentation
When decisions which concern them are pre-
pared, consumers should be consulted and
illowed to express their views, in particular
through organiiations engaged in consumer pro-
tection and information.
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In this field the Commission will concenuare on
encouraging the setting up of such organizations,
studying the various -pr-ocedures foi consumer
consultation and representation employed in the
Member States and promoting exchanges of
information between Member -States on how
such consultation can be put into practice.
Priorities
1.3M. The Commission intends to DroDose a
number of priority objectives as the firit siage in
implementing this extremely comprehensive pro-
gramme:
The Commission will implement rhe Drogramme
drawn up by the Council' with a ii.* to
harmonizing the provisions laid down by law,
regulation or administrative action, partiiularly
with regard to the protection of conslrmer health
and safety in the following fields: foodsnrffs,
cosmetics, detergents, dangerous substances,
medicinal products...
During 1975 the Commission willprepare:(i) a Proposal for a Directive on door-to-door
selling and one on the labelling of foodstuffs;(ii) labelling regulations for certain categories
of product other than foodstuffs;(iii) a Proposal for a Directive relating to the
practice of- 
-stating unit prices for pickagedproducts sold by weight or volume;(iv) a Proposal for a Directive on the harmoni-
zatlol of general conditions of consumer credit,
including those relating to hire purchase.
The Commission will also encourage cooper-
ation between bodies carrying out comparaiive
tests, and organize surveys on ionsumer ittitudes
and retail price trends in member counuies.
' 9J CZe ot U.6.1969 and C38 of 5.6.1973 (Gen-
eral programme for the elimination of barriers to
trade; OJ Cl77 of 31.72.1973 (Action prosramme for
industrial and technological policy).
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4. Energy:
The preparatory
meeting Paris
1.401. The dialogue between the oil-producing
and oil-consumin{ countries, which itarted ii
Paris on 7 April, ended eight days later without
gaining the results anticiplted by some of the
participants. The Preparitory Meeting for the
International Energy Conference, on the sugges-
tion of the President of France, which ran f.rom 7
to 15 April finally came to an adiournment.
Various moves
1402. Before the meeting was called a number
of moves had been made 6y different countries
or institutions, prompted by the energy crisis and
its repercussions.
During 1974, the Shah of Iran had broached the
possibility of a dialogue between the oil-produc-
ing and 
-oil-consuming countries. Mr Yamani,the Saudi fuabian M-inister for Petroleum had
also considered it and mentioned the countries
who might take part.
On 2,4 October, Mr Giscard d'Estaing, the
President of France, proposed that a ConfErence
of producers and coniumers be convened.
The matter was taken further ar a meeting
between the Presidents of the United States and
France in Martinique from 14 to 16 December
1974. The two leaders agreed that such a
meeting should be called at-the earliest oppor-
tunlty.
1403. On 1 March, Mr Giscard d'Estaing sent
out invitations for a meeting to prepare aton-
ference_of 
.oil-importing and eiporting coun-tnes. I he rnvltauons went to:
. four producer countries (Algeria, Saudi fua-
bia,lran, Venezuela),
1_ th19e non-producing developing countries
( Brazil, lndia, Zaire),
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. two indusuialized consumer counuies (United
States, Japan), and
. the European Economic Community as such.
The letter to the Community read:
'On 24 Oaober last I proposed that a Confer-
ence be convened to examine energy problems
with which numerous aspects of international
economic relations are linked. This proposal
has been the subject of much discussion high-
lighting the urgent need for opening of a dial-
' ozue. This favourable reaction encourages us
td go ahead with a proiea in keeping with the
interests of all parties concerned.
It seems to us that this dialogue could be
organized in two stages: firstly, a preparatory
meeting to fix the date, membership and agenda
of a Conference and, secondly, the Conference
itself.
In order to ensure that the proceedings of the
DreDaratorv meeting are conducted with efficien-
, l,v and diioatch. ie have adopted the list of
countries which ihe Government-of the Kingdom
of Saudi fuabia suggested last year for such a
meeting. As you know, this list of participants
includei the European Economic Community
whose views will be stated, as decided by the
Council of the European Communities on 10
February 1975, by the delegate of the country
, 
holding the office of President of the Council.
We propose that the pr€paratory meeting should
open in Paris on 7 April.
I have no doubt that the representation of the
European Economic Community at this meeting
will inake a valuable contribuiion towards the
success of its proceedingp which is essential if the
international community is to find a concerted
r remedf for the difficulties facing it.'
14M. The Heads of Government meeting in
Council in Dublin on 10 and 11 March gave
, 
close attention to intensive preparation for the
t Bull. EC 4-1975
\
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Conference, as testified by the final Communi-
qu6,' and assigned the task to a topJevel Ad Hoc
bomrninee 
-id. up, under the authority of the
Council, of Member States' and Commission
representatives. The Committee met twice, on
20 March and 4 April, to prepare the Commun-
ity's position for the 'prepalatory meeting for the
International Conference on Energy and Related
Economic Problems'.
The preparatory meeting
1405. The preparatory meeting took place in
Paris from 7 -to-15 April 1975 with Mr L. de
Guiringaud, France's Permanent Representative
to the United Nations as functional Chairman.
The Community's staternent
1406. On the first day, the Community repre-
sentative made the following statement:
'On behalf of the European Economic Commun-
ity I should like to say how pleased I am that we
have come together to prepare for a conference
on the problems of energy, and the many aspects
of inteinational economic relations which are
linked thereto. Special thanks are due to the
President of the Fiench Republic for taking the
initiative in promoting the organization of a
dialogue along these lines between producer and
consumer countries.
The Community is also appreciative of the other
suggestions made and initlatives taken by both
pr6iucer and consumer .countries as regards the
ireed to commence this international dialogue.
This meeting is the formal stage in the prepar-
ation of whit might well be the most important
international conference in this field ever to be
assembled. This meeting is preparatory: our
' Bull. EC 3-1975,point2252.
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job is to put together in agreement, the agenda,
the composition and the practical details -of rhe
conference proper. In this sense the objectives
of this meeting are limited: but the repercussions
it will have on future relations between oil-pro-
ducing and oil-consuming States, extending over
both the developed and the developing woild are
of an importance that can scarcely 5e exagger-
ated.
The events of the last few years have made
increasingly clear to all of us the high degree to
which the functioning of the world economy is
dependent on .nergi and particularly on ihe
supply of oil. The rapid and very substantial
increase in oil prices has added to the serious
problems facing the indusuialized as well as the
developing consumer countries. Trade and bal-
ance-of-payments difficulties, recession and infla-
tion have been further aggravated in many parts
of the world.
More than ever before, we have become aware
of the close ties of interdependence that exist
between the economies of the oil-producing
countries, the indusuialized world and the non-
oil-producing developing nations. The Eur-
opean Economic Community has always been
convinced that the important problemi which
are connected with energy can be solved only by
common efforts in a spir"ii of mutual understind'-
ing between producer and consumer countries,
both developed and developing.
In striving f.or a fai-r balance in world economy
and trade, the Community has sought and will
continue to seek, within the limits of its ability,
solutions based on cooperation.
We have a ceftain confidence in the rightness of
this approach as the Community has-played a
constructive role in establishing economic rela-
tions with much of the- rest of the
world. Examples are the Community's gener-
alized preferences scheme, which wai reiently
substantially improved and will be extended
20
beyond 1980, and the Lom6 Convention
between the Community and forty-six African,
Caribbean and Pacific States. Together with
out partners in the developing countries, we are
making great efforts to find solutions to their
trade problems. The forthcoming GATT negot-
iations will provide further opportunities to
develop these Community policiei.-
We realize that the matters to be dealt with are
complex. For that reason all parties must be
prepared to make the efforts necessary to create
a sound basis for progress and stabiiity in the
world economy. Its present situation manifests
again the interdependence of our national econo-
mies.- Only thLrough cooperation and solidarity
can the concrete difficulties facing all our coun-
uies be resolved. Only a joint effort will ensure
a stable and balanced economic and social devel-
gpment in all our countries. The European
Economic Community approaches this diicus-
sion with goodwill. We iie ready to contribute
our share to the common endeavour to reach
solutions fair to all.' i
The final Cornmuniqud
1407. The difficulties encounrered at the
meeting focused on whether the energy problem
should be taken together with the ra* material
question and the situation of the developing 
r
countries.
The following Communiqu6, a statement by the
functional Chairman, wai issued after the meet-
rng:
'The prepararory meeting for the International
Conference proposed by the President of the
French Republic took place in Paris from 7 to 15
April 1975. {
The participants reiterated their support for the
principle of concertation. They are satisfied
that this meeting-has given them ihe oppor.tunity
to have a careful, thorough and compiehensivb
t
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discussion for the first time on the ways and
means of setting up a dialogue regarded as
imoerative bv all concerned to settle the econom-
ic'difficultiei which they are facing. All the
delegations have said that they are ready to
approach such a dialogue constructively and
wiih an open mind. They all paid uibute to the
initiative of Mr Giscard d'Estaing which began
it.
The delegations thank the French Government
for its hoipitality, for the facilities at the meeting
in the International Conference Centre and for
the contribution by the functional Chairman.
The delegations recognize that participation in
the Conference should be limited, with the aim
of securing firm results, but that the list of
delegates to the preparatory meeting ought to be
extended so that the interests involved are
adequately represented.
The Conference agenda was discussed in depth
during the full sessions, with select contact
groupi and via the exchange of notes thrrough
the functional Chairman.
Although certain differences of opinion were
narrowed down bv the efforts of all sides and
although much progress was made in the mutual
undersianding of individual positions, the discus-
sions did not enable a clear definition to be made
of the points to be dealt with by the Conference
or determine their relative importance.
At the close, all delegations agreed in acknow-
ledging that the preparatory meeting had, at all
events, made a worthwhile contribution to
advancing international concertation.
Desirous of continuing the dialogue, they have
agreed to keep in touch th,rough the appropriate
channels so that, as soon as conditions are
favourable they can resume preparations for the
Conference proposed by the President of
France."
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Community reactions
Commission
1408. On 17 April, the spokesman of the
Commission stated that, after hearing a report
from the Director-General of External Relations
who represented the Commission at the meeting,
the Commission found that the Community had
played an active and constructive part in seeking
iommon ground, which unfortunately proved
impossible. The meeting had therefore wisely
been adjourned.
Council
1409. Under the heading 'energy and raw
materials', the Communiqu6 published after the
Council meeting of 5 May states!
'The Council discussed the results of the prepar-
atory meeting for the Conference proposed by
the Presidenr of the French Republic, held in
Paris from 7 to 15 April 1975. It was noted
that the meeting had clarified the various points
of view and that all those taking part had
expressed a desire to continue the dialogue.
The Council also confirmed the need to give
priority consideration to formulating an overall
Community attitude in respect of primary pro-
ducts, with particular reference to the problems
of developing countries and, in this connection,
to preparing a constructive Community position
for foithcoming international meetings and in
particular the 7th special session of the United
Nations General Assembly.
The Council noted that during May the Commis-
sion would be forwarding a further communic-
ation on the problem of primary products. The
I Unofficialtranslation.
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meeting also heard a speech by the United
Kingdom delegation summarizing the discussions
which the Kingston Commonwealth Prime Min-
isters' Conference had held on the question of
primary products, on the basis of suggestions pur
forward by the United Kingdom Govelnment.
Finally, the Council instructed the Permanent
Representatives Committee to continue actively
with its study of this subject.'
22 Bull. EC 4-7975
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ACTIVITIES
IN APRIL 1975
1. Functioning of
the common market
lnternal common market
Customs union
Common Customs Tariff
Nomenclature
2101,. After a favourable Opinion from the
CCT Nomenclature Committee, the Commis-
sion, on 17 April,' adopted a Regulation laying
down the admission conditions for Port, Ma-
deira, Setubal Muscatel and Tokay (Aszu and
Szamorodni) wines, and sherry, under the CCT
subheadings 22.05 C III(a) 1 and (b) 1 and 2 and
22.05 C IV(a) 1 and (b) | and}. In respect of
imports of the above wines, the Regulation,
which will take effea on I July 7975,iniroduces
a Community-wide certificate of designation of
origin based on the outline recommeniled by the
United Nations to supersede the national cirtifi-
cates in use until now.
Tariff measures
Quotas
2102. Acting on a Commission Proposal, the
Council, on 21 April,' adopted a Regulation on
increasing the volume of tht Community's 1975
quotas for certain textile products (headings
55.05, 56.M, 60.05 and 61.01 of the CCT)
originating in Malta. These volume increases
are intended to ensure that Malta is treated no
less favourably than the countries enjoying gen-
eralized preferlnces, since the Council tias ?aIsed
the 1974 preference volumes by 5% for 7975 in
respect of textiles.
2103. On 18 April, the Commission also
proposed to the Council that a Community tarrtf.
quota be opened for the ACP States of 204503
hectolitres of. alcohol (rum, arrack, tafia) under
CCT subheading 22.09 C I over the period
24
1 July 7975 to 30 June 1976. This is actually
an advance application of Protocol 7 annexed to
the Lom6 Convention, which was agreed by an
exchange of letters on 28 Febrrary 7f75:
Gustoms value and taxes
of equivalent effest to customs duties
21M. On 14 April,'the Council amended its
Regulation ol 27 June 19580 on the customs
value of goods. Article 8 has been deleted and
Article 6 (2) changed. This step was taken with
the aim of applying the Community rules to
relations with East Gerrnany. With the deletion
of futicle 8, carriage charges across East Germa-
ny are to be included in the customs value of
goods coming from non-member countries.
But on the strength of the new version of futicle
6 (2), the Commission will take the necessary
technical measures to ensure that goods arriving
in Berlin are treated as goods whic[ have crossei
the Community frontiei, even if they are bound
for another part of the Community.
lnternal common market
Free movement of goods
Removal of technical barriers to trade
2105. On 14 April, the Commission presented
to the Council, an amended Proposal for a
Directive on approximating Member States' laws
on cosmetic products. The amendments to the
t OJ L111 ot30.4.7975.
'z OJ LlO4 of 24.4.1975.3 OJ L 102 ot 22.4.197 5.4 OJ L 148 o128.6.1,968. I
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original Proposal of Oaober 1972 take account
of the Opinions from the European Parliament
and trends in consumer opinion since 1972.
The main innovation lies in a new futicle
stipulating that the Commission will send the
Council relevant proposed positive lists (lists of
authorized substance-) compiled on the strength
of the latest technical and scientific knowledge.
The new Proposal mainly consists of negative
lists (lists of substances considered noxious and
therefore banned). But it is drawn up in such a
way that it can easily be amended by including
other positive lists, if these are deemed necessary
to enhince the protection of public health.
Since much more information is required con-
cerning a substance to determine whether it is
harmlels than to determine that it is harmful, it
takes some time before substances can be put
into the first category. To enable positive lists
to be approved quickly, the new futicle in the
Proposa'l-lays do*n a procedure to ensure that
the lists are compiled as soon as the required
technical data are to hand.
The amended Proposal also includes a general
ban, in that cosmetics marketed in the Commun-
ity must not carry any risk to human health
tluough normal use. It also expressly recog-
nizes that any Member State is entitled to require
manufacturers to furnish the appropriate author-
ities with relevant and sufficiendy detailed infor-
mation on noxious substances in the cosmetics(to facilitate prompt and appropriate treatment
should they have any harmful effect on the user).
The amended Proposal carries a safeguard clause
enabling a Membir State to ban an authorized
product temporarily when it is found to be
possibly dangerous to health or safety.
2106. The European Parliamezf, during its
part session from 7 to 11 April and the Econ-
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omic and Social Committee meeting on 23 and
24 April issued a series of Opinions on Commis-
sion Proposals to the Council concerning the
removal of technical barriers to trade (mainly in
respect of motor vehicles). )
Companies
The European Company
2107. On 30 April the Commission adopted
'an amended Proposal for a Council Regulation
on the statute of European Companies'. The
original text of the Commission's Proposal' pre-
senied to the Council on 30 June 1970, has been
substantially modified to take account of the
Opinions from Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee and of the outcome of a series
of discussions with governments, employers' and
trade union organizations and independent
exPerts.
2108. During its part-session from 7 to 1.1,
April the European Parliament gave its Opinion
on the amended Proposal, transmitted by the
Commission to the Council for the third Direc-
tive on company mergers.
Competition policy
Fourth Report on Competition Policy
21.09. April saw publication of the Commis-
sion's Report on Competition Policy.' The
Report, requested by the European Parliament,
agiin reviews the development of Community
competition policy over the past financial year.
t Supplement to Bull. EC 8-1970.2 Points l20l andl2O2.
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Restrietive agleements, mergers,
dominant positions: specific Gases
Termination of an export cartel
21.10. Following representations by the Com-
mission, four European floor coverings manufac-
turers have terminated their expori cartel for
linoleum (The Linoleum Manufacturers' Export
Convention).
The firms involved-Nairn Floors Ltd., Kirk-
caldy, Fife, Scotland; Barry Staines (Sales) Ltd.,
Staines, Middlesex, England; Forbo AG (for-
merly Continentale Linoleum Union), Zrtrich,
Switzerland; and Dlw-Aktiengesellschaft, Biet-
igheim, Wiirttemberg, Germany-were concert-
ing their practices on the basis of principles set
out in the more than thirty clauses of the
Linoleum Manufacturers' Export Convention
Trade Practices notified to the Commis-
sion. Uniform prices and discounts were fixed
at regular intervals, while terms of payment,
charges and standard thickness were harmo-
nized.
In the common market the Convention operated
in Belglum, Luxembourg, Denmark and lreland
and otherwise primarily in non-member coun-
tries. The Federal Republic of Germany, the
By providing for uniform prices and discounts,
the Linoleum Manufacturers' Export Convention
restricted competition within the meaning of
Article 85 of the EEC Treaty-not only in the
Member States direaly covered bv the Conven-
tion but also, in view of the positions held by the
four firms on their home markets, throughout
the common market. There was 
" 
iikrliho"od of
concerted practices as a result of the export
cartel even on markets in which the Trade
Practices did not operate.
The Commission was unable to exempt the
cartel under futicle 85 (3), having concluded that
the Convention did not contribule to improving
the production or distribution of goods nor
allow consumers a fair share of the benefit.
Mergers in tbe steel industry
2111. The Commission of the European Com-
munities has authorized Fried. Krupp Hilnen-
werke AG of Bochum (FKH) under futicle 66 (2)
of the ECSC Treaty to acquire a majority of the
share capital of Stahlwerke Siidwestfalen AG of.
Hiittental-Geisweid (SSW).'
FKH is the steel-producing subsidiary of Fried.
Krupp GmbH of Essen (Krupp) which is mainly
engaged in plant and mechanical engineering, in
shipbuilding, in steel distribution, etc. FKH-had
made agreements to buy back the shares of three
major SSW shareholders, namely Agricola Ver-
waltungsgesellschaft KG Munich (Bankhaus
Merck, Fink & Co.), Allianz Versicherungs AG,
Munich and the steel producer Hoesch Werke
AG.
The irarticular significance of this case lies in the
special steels field, since both FKH and SSW are
important producers of special steel pro-
ducts. Conversely the concentration will not
have any important new effects on the market
United Kingdom, Franci (including overseis ter-
ritories), the Netherlands and ltalfwere express-
ly stated as beine outside the scope of the trademg r t  t rad
Practices. The four firms marketed the bulk of
rn n f y wer
c Tr
their output on their respective domestic mar-
kets, on which they all held strone positions:
Forbo's Dutch subiidiary-Nederlaidiche Lin-
oleumfabriek BV, Krommenie-holds 95% of
the Dutch market and 80% of the Belgian and
Luxembourg market: DLW is the only linoleum
manufacturer in Germany and has a market
share of some 90%; in the UK, Nairn Floors has
about 67"/o of the market, the remainder being
accounted for by Barry Staines.
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for ordinary steels. The combined FKH/SSW
group will be responsible for about 10% of the
Community production of special steels, com-
pared with only 4% of the total production
taking ordinary and special qualities together.
Nevertheless, there will remain effective competi-
tion for steel products within the common mar-
ket from other Community producers and from
third-counuy imports, even for those special
steel products in which FKH/SSW have a partic-
ularly important market position. The study of
FKH's application has therefore led to the con-
clusion that the concentration meets the require-
ments of futicle 66(2) of the ECSC Treaty and
can be authorized; but that certain conditions
should be imposed on the Kuupp/SSW group to
ensure'their independence from their competitors
and the preservation of effective competition in
the oligopolistic markets for alloy bars, alloy hot
rolled strip and alloy cold rolled sheets. These
conditions are:
(i) No member of a management organ of any
steel production or steel distribution undertaking
in the Krupp/SSW group shall be a member of i
management organ of any Community steel
production or disuibution undertaking not in
that group.
(ii) Prior authorization shall be necessary for
ihe acquisition of 1.0o/o or more of the ihare
capital of companies manufacturing, marketing
or processing the above products (in so far as
they use more than 10000 tonnes per year).
211,2. The Commission of the European Com-
munities has adopted a Decision under futicle 66
of the ECSC Treaty authorizing Fiat SpA, Turin,
and Kliickner-Humboldt-Deutz (KHD), Col-
ogne, to form a holding company in the Nether-
lands known as International Vehicle Corpor-
ation (lueco), and to transfer to it all their
indusuial and commercial assets relating to the
production of commercial vehicles, buses and
tractive units.'
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With an 80% shareholding, Fiat will control
Iveco. The transaction thus constitutes a con-
centration between Fiat, a firm coming under
ECSC jurisdiction, and the firms transferred by
KHD to Iveco.
As regards the steel industry, the transaction
satisfies the tests for authorization under futicle
66 of the ECSC Treaty. The effeas of the
merger on the market for commercial vehicles,
buses and tractive units have been examined in
the light of futicles 85 and 85 of the EEC
Treaty.
Scrutiny of this operation revealed that KHD's
production, while strengthening Fiat's position,
does not change the ranking of the major pro-
ducers in the indusuy.
For lorries and vehicles of more than six
tonnes, Fiat, with a Community market share
of 19.010/", ranks second behind the Ger-
man Group Daimler-Benzlllanomag-Henschel(24.74%). Following the uansaction the new
Iveco group will hold a total of 22.29oh of the
Community market (an increase of 3.28%)with-
out changing its ranking.
The same applies to tractive units, where Iveco,
with 18.10% of the Community market, will
continue to hold second place behind Daimler-
Benz (23.56%). For buses, available company
figures show that the Iveco group will control
9.17% of the market after Daimler-Benz's
20.t7%.
Consideration was also given to the fact that Fiat
and KHD have deleted from the Memorandum
of Association of Iveco two clauses, concerning
limitations on the use of industrial property
rights not included in the uansfers made by the
companies involved, which had constiiuted
restraints on competition. The Commission
' OJ L 730 of 21.5.1.975.
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decided that this operation did not ca:riy any
restraints on competition and was not an abuse
of a dominant position by the firms concerned.
State aid
Sectoral subsrdies
Textiles
2113. The Commission felt that the contem-
plated action by the public authorities in France
in favour of investments by the wool-washing
companies to install anti-pollution plant, as stip-
ulated by French legislation for purifying water,
was compatible with the common market
according to futicle 92 of. the EEC Treaty.
The aid, granted as a subsidy, is to encourage
firms to install the prescribed plant by the end of
1980; it therefore represents no more than some
L0% of the ouday to be borne by the wool-
washing sector in tfus operation.
The Commission assessed the aid on the basis of
the provisions in the Treaty and the general
criteria in its Communication of November 1974
concerning a Community framework for envi-
ronment aid.' It was noted that the terms of the
aid would enable a substantial anti-pollution
programme to be carried out within the dead-
lines set, without causing the production prices
of washed wool to fall oi leading to undesirable
overcapacity in the indusry.
On these grounds the Commission felt that the
subsidies announced were compatible with the
common market according to futicle 92(3c) of
the Treaty. It also askeil the French Govern-
ment to forward data every year to enable it to
appraise the development of production capacity
and trade in washed wool.
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Fiscal policy and
financial institutions
Taxation
Tax exemptions for certain
small consignments
211,4. On 17 April, the Commission slightly
amended the Proposal for a Directive whiih it
had put to the Council in December 7974'
concerning tax exemptions for certain small
consignments of a non-commercial nature com-
ing from non-metnber countries. The amend-
ment made to the original text, on the strength
of the Opinions of the European Parliament and
the Economic and Social Committee, allows for
increases in the quantities of tobacco products to
be exempted.
I Bull. EC ll-1974, point 2115.
'z Bull. EC 12-1974, point 2135 and OJ-C18 of
25.1.197 5.
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2. Economic
and monetary union
Economic, monetary
and financial policy
Report of the Study Group 'Economic
and Monetary Union in 1980'
2201. The Study Group 'Economic and Mon-
etary Union in 1980', formed by the Commission
early in '1,974' to follow up and develop the
thinking on the economic and monetary union
has just submitted its report. This obviously
conveys only the uiews of the inilependent
erperts making up the Group chaired by Mr
Robert Marjolin, a former Vice-President of the
Commission. The following analysis of the
report was authorized by the Chairman:
'Without denying some headw ay ol a technical
nature, notably as regards cooperation between
the Central Banks, the Group considers that the
efforts undertaken since 1969 add up to fail-
ure. Europe is no nearer to economic and
monetary union than it was five years ago; in
fac.. rt there has been any movement it has been
backward.
National policies have never been more discor-
dant or more divergent thereby deeply affecting
the "Community achievement to date" especially
the common a[ricultural policy and liblraliza'-
tion of capital movements. Even the customs
union for industrial products is menaced by the
substantial balance-of-payments deficits which
several Member States are running.
The Group puts failure down to tluee main
factors:
(i) adverse developments, such as the interna-
tional monetary crisis which has shaken the
Western world since the end of the sixties and
the financial crisis brought about by the sharp
rise in oil prices in1973-
(ii) lack of political will on the part of the
Governments, so that instead of piompting a
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"leap forward", the crises provoked a general
stampede, with everyone trying to get out of
trouble as best they could;
(iii) insufficient understanding, whereby efforts
have been started to move towards economic
and monetary union without any clear idea of
what was involved.
The Group stresses the fundamental difference
between a customs union and economic and
monetary union. In an economic and monetary
union national governments hand over to the
common institutions all instruments of monetary
and economic policy, whose action should bl
deployed for the Community as a whole. These
institutions, moreover, must have a discretionary
power similar to that which national govern-
ments possess now, in order to be able to meet
unexpected developments.
Economic and monetary union requires an inte-
grated system of central banks, a large Commun-ity budget, and hence a European political
power. The institutions governing the union
would be called upon to act in their areas or
fields in much the same way as a federal State.
On these grounds, and in view of general politi-
cal and economic circumstances in Europe today,
the Group feels that it was not possible to draiv
up a sufficiently credible plan for economic and
monetary unlon.
Without underestimating the results obtained
from more than nventy years of effort to inte-
grate Europe, it feels that any further progress
requires proof of political will. That will is
today uncertain, and needs to be tested and
strengthened in combating the common perils of
unemployment, inflation and external imbal-
ances.
If, in these menacing surroundings, a minimum
of unity is not forthcoming it does not seem
' Bull. EC 4-1974, point 2201.
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worthwhile to pursue the discussion on econom-
ic and monetary union or European union.
The Group has accordingly drawn up a list of
actions which should be taken this year or over
the next two years to avert the dangers now
threatening noi only Europe but eacl of the
member countries individually, and save what
remains of Community achievement from obli-
vion.
The Group also considers that during this one-
or two-year phase the governments should swift-
ly take a number of longer-term decisions serving
to advance the moment when the creation of
economic and monetary union could be seriously
contemplated.
Short-term programme
On economic policy, the Group, having consi-
dered the major threats to the Community,
recommends a number of measures, namely:
(a) to encourage productive investment so as to
facilitate industrial restructuring, develop new
energy sources and. generally boost productive
capacity to meet an increase in external demand;
(b) to promote private saving, in particular by
issuing indexed loans to the public and, if
possible, the private sectors;
(c) to embark on a more ambitious regional
policy;
(d) to organize more active participation by
both sides of industry in discussing Community
policies.
On the ffionetaty and financial side:
(e) to establish a Community system of internal
and external monetary policies, backed, inter
alia, by medium-term guidelines with respect to
the movement of exchange rates worked out on
the basis of balance-of-payments projections;
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(f) to strengthen Community financial solidar-
ity by broadening the scope for borrowing at
Community level and by substantially expanding
short-term financial assistance among Member
States through an Exchange Stabilization
Fund. (The report goes into the details of the
Fund's operation);
(g) to develop the use of a European unit of
account defined in relation to a basket of Eur-
opean currencies.
Aaion which must be taken
to ffioue towards econotnic
and rnonetary union
Implementation of this short-term programme
would need to be accompanied from the outset
by measures essential to progress towards eco-
nomic and monetary union, including in partic-
ular:
(h) formulation of a new industrial pro-
gramme;(i) establishment of a European energy author-
ity possessing the powers now held by the
European institutions in respect of coal and
atomic energy, together with the additional auth-
ority needed to discharge the functions assigned
to lt;(j) rapid liberalization of capital movements so
that the Community can profit from the benefits
of a large market;(k) broadening of the functions of the Com-
munity budget and strengthening of the facilities
for rebalancing among the Community coun-
tries.
The Group feels that one useful rebalancing
device might be a Community unemployment
benefit scheme, which would have to be coupled
with an active employment and vocationaltriin-
ing policy. The principles are expounded in an
annex; another one contains some relevant per-
sonal contributions.
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The Group states that its report has been
approved overall, though it does not record all
the shades of each memter's views. The Group
feels, however that the consistency of the pro-
gramme as a whole is more important than each
individual proposal on its own.'
Coordinating economic policies
2202. Various matters were dealt with at the
Council meeting in Luxembourg on 21 April,
which was ch"aired by Mr f,yrn, Irela'nd's
Finance Minister.
The economic situation in the Communiry was
debated. Another discussion centred on a poss-
ible meeting within the Council of the Finance
and Social Affairs Ministers. The Committee of
Permanent Representatives was asked to look
into this.
The financial and economic side of energy Dro-
blems were also cursorily reviewed, after"hhich
the Council asked the Committee of Permanent
Representatives to follow up this work together
with the Coordinating Group for shori-term
economic and financial policy.
During a working lunch, as part of this very brief
Council meeting, the Ministers tackled several
other rather sensitive problems at greater
length. Information from Mr Ryan inilicated
that the following points were dGcussed: eco-
nomic concentration or consultation with the
United States, the possibility of bringing the
Swiss franc into the 'Community snaket anl the
problems involved, the French franc's return to
the snake, and the place of gold in the interna-
tronal monetary system.
Monetary Committee
2203. The Monetary Committee held its
203rd meeting in Brussels on 15 April with Mr
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Oort in the Chair. Its first task was to review
Denmark's monetary policy. It then endorsed
the conclusions of a report of the situation in the
United Kingdom, which indicate that the present
position and outlook of the UK's balance of
payments justify her decision not to share in
financing the medium-term financial aid granted
to ltaly.
The Committee also continued its study of
international monetary problems with a discus-
sion on how to allocate the quota increases of
the industrialized countries in the International
Monetary Fund and on modification to the
Articles of the Fund. The modifications will
again come up for discussion at the next meet-
ing. Finally, it was decided to adopt the draft
of the Committee's sixteenth activity report by
the written procedure.
22M. The Working Party on Sbort-term Cap-
ital Mouements met in Brussels on 28 April
1,975. It reviewed recent developments on rhe
Euro-markets and discussed those exchange con-
trol rules likely to affect them.
Economic Policy Committee
2205. The Working Party on 'Public Finance'
attached to the Economic Policy Committee held
its second meeting in Brussels on 29 April, with
Mr O'Horgain in the Chair. In carrying out its
assignment, it made a start on analysing the
effects of inflation on taxation in the member
countries of the Community.
Working Party
on Comparaison of Budgets
2206. The Working Party on Comparison of
Budgets met in Brussels on 22 April 1975. It
f.inaliz*d a layout for presenting expenditure and
revenue of public authorities and adopted the
3t
Regional policy
additional questionnaire to the ESA which is
used to gather statistics on the trends of public
finance in the Member States. In this context,
the group adopted its position in respect of the
draft IMF Manual on Government Finance Sta-
tistics.
Study Group on Inflation Problems
2207. The Study Group on Inflation Problems
held its fourth meeting on 22 April 1975 chaired
by Mr Maldague. The Group got down to its
first discussion on the draft of the Interim Report
which it expects to submit to the Commission in
June. The report analyses the phenomenon of
inflation and the main factors which breed and
feed it. It also makes a number of recommen-
dations for action which could gradually over-
come it.
,r
2208. During its plenary session of 23 and24
April L97 5, the Economic and Social Comrninee
issued an Opinion on the Commission's Proposal
to the Council which would amend the Regul-
ation of 3 April 7973 creating a European
Monetary Cooperation Fund.
Regional policy
European Regional Development Fund
2209. Following the Council Decisions of 18
March,' activation of the Community regional
policy was marked in April by discussions on the
budget for the European Regional Development
Fund' on which the European Parliament pro-
nounced on 29 April.
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Employment
Proposal for priority action
2210. On 21 April, the Commission presented
a Proposal to the Council for priority action on
employment.' It envisages activity which would
respond to the major considerations of employ-
ment policies, against the background of the
present crisis, and more sharply define the Com-
munity's role in dealing with it.
Meeting of employment directors
2211. The fourth meeting of Member States'
employment directors was held on t4
April. The agenda bore two major questions in
the context of the present employment crisis: the
concertation of national employment policies
and unemployed youth in the Community coun-
tnes.
The paper on concertation of national employ-
ment policies had already been discussed at the
previous meeting. This time the focus was on
defining the substance of work to be done in
1975 and setting out certain areas of action
within the province of the employment directors,
where Community action is needed to support
and encourage the efforts of the national author-
ities. Priority will be given to projects which
would activate national and Community instru-
ments of employment policy: cooperation
between placement services, better direction of
efforts in vocational training (Social Fund and
Social policy
I OJ L73 of 27.3.7975 and Bull. EC 3-1975, points
1201 to 1208.2 Points 2402 and 2448 of this Bulletin, and Bull. EC
5-'1.97 5, point 2402.3 Points 1101 to 1105.
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national public expenditure), use of instruments
to revitalize the labour market and create new
jobs.
The Commission departments submitted a work-
ing paper to the meeting on the Community's
unemployed youth, which is to be reviewed at
the next session of the Standing Committee on
Employment. The delegations put forward
their viewpoints and out[ines of specific meas-
ures to help young people. A review was made
of various possible projects, at national or Com-
muniry level, to promote the employment of
young people. This indicated that the implica-
tions for general employment levels would have
to be investigated.
Free movement and socia! security
for migrant workers
2212. On 10 April, the Commission sent the
Council' a Proposal for a Regulation on stan-
dardizing tbe system for paying family benefits
to workers, the members of whose families reside
in a Member State other than the country of
employment. The Proposal would extend to
workers in France the scheme already running
for workers in the other Member States, i.e., the
'exporting' of family benefits from the country of
employment. In this way, the system now in
effect could be standardized without any erosion
of workers'rights. The Proposal fits inwith the
action programme for migrant workers adopted
by the Commission in December 1974.'
Social Fund, re€mployment
and readaptation
Social Fund and structural
adaptation projects
221,3. On 21 April, the Commission presented
to the Council a Proposalon action by the Social
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Fund to assist structural adaptation proi-
ects.' These are specific projects, under Article
4 of the Decision on reforming the Social Fund,
to encourage vocational training or recycling
projects within the scope of structural adapta-
tion.
Social Fund aid
221.4. At its meetingof 23 April, the Commis-
sion approved in principle the /irst 1975 series o{
applications for Social Fund aid, submitted
under futicles 4 and 5 of the Council Decision of
1 February 1971. The applications, which had
been vetted by the Social Fund Cqmmittee on 19
Marcho and given a top priority rating, represent
the following sums:
Under Article 4,for readaptation projects, main-
ly for farm workers who have left the land,
textile workers, migrant workers and handicap-
ped people:
Financial year
1975
1976
1977
Financial year
197 5
L976
1977
Amount u.a.
22 942 686.42
5 318 874.08
3 171294.08
Amount in u.a.
27 682 330.3s
t0 274 068.10
1577 431.35
Under Article 5, for projects to help the unem-
ployed or underemployed in the less-developed
regions of .the Community; or for training to
meet the needs of technical and industrial pro-
gress; and lastly for some projects to help young
unemployed persons and elderly people, who
find it difficult to get a job:
I
2
3
4
Ol C96 of 29.4.1975.
Bull. EC 72-197 4, poinr 2217.
Point 1106.
Bull. EC 3-197 5, point 2216.
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The formal decisions approving the applications
will be adopted by the Commission as soon as
possible.
Readap tation rnedsur es
2215. In March, the Commission decided,
under futicle 56(2) of the ECSC Treaty to
increase by FF 125000 the credits already op-
ened for workers hit by closures of or reduced
activity in eight iron ore mines in France.
Vocational training and guidance
221.6. The Aduisory Committee onVocational
Training met on 15 April. After discussing the
status and development of vocational training in
the Community, thus continuing the debate
begun at the previous meeting, the Committee
considered priority projects as the basis of an
action programme for the newly created Euro-
pean Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training.' The meeting also examined the pros-
pects for action in vocational training for
migrant workers and women.
Social security
and social action
2217. On 18 April, the Commission laid be-
fore the Council, a Proposal for a Decision,
concerning the programme of pilot proiects and
studies to cotnbat pouerty. This Proposal takes
account of the Opinions from the European
Parliament' and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee.' It follows on the relevant Communica-
tion of L4 lanuary" from the Commission to the
Council, but being a Proposal for a Council
Decision, constitutes a more forceful legal instru-
ment.
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European Social Budget
2218. The group of gouernment experts as-
signed to prepare the European Social Budget in
liaison with Commission departments met on 8
April. They discussed the revisions to the first
social budget, in particular data relating to 7975,
and the objectives for subsequent social budgets,
under the brief given to the Commission by the
Council.
Living and working conditions
221.9. On 28 April,' the Council decided to
run a fresh survey on the 
.earnings of regular
farm workers. This sample survey will be made
on the strength of statistics for September, Octo-
ber or November 1975. It is the second of its
kind; the first was approved by the Council on
21 March 7974," and the results will be pub-
lished later this year.
2220. Under the first tranche (experimental
programme) of the seventh programme of aid for
financing low-cost housing for mining and steel
industry personnel under the ECSC Treaty, the
Commission approved a building projea of 50
dwellings for colliery workers in Belgium.
2221. The Commission approved the fol-
lowing projects as part of the second tranche:
United Kingdom (collieries), modernization of
3250 dwellings for t644051; France (iron and
steel), 130 dwellings for FF 656400 and (iron
ore mines) 12 dwellings for FF 51000; Denmark(iron and steel), 10 dwellings for Dl<r 400000;
Germany (collieries and steel), 179 dwellings for
DM 1102000.
' Bull. EC 12-1.974, point 1304.
'z Point 2401.I Point 2439.o Bull. EC l-197 5, point 2217.
' OJ t ll0 ot 30.4.1975.6 OJ L83 of 28.3.1974.
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lndustrial and occupational relations
2222. At the request of Danish seamen, initial
talks were held in Copenhagen on 10 April
between their representatives and Commission
departmental officials, with the aim of mounting
a social action programme f.or ocean trdnsport.
2223. Delegates from associations represen-
ting both sides of the sugar industry met on 24
April to discuss the Social Action Programme
and the possibilities of applying it in the sugar
sector. After additional data had been provided
by the Commission representatives, it was agreed
to consider forming a Working Party which will
be assigned to study joindy selected questions.
Health protection
2224. On 10 April, the Commission presented
to the Council the 'guidelines for a Cornmunity
prograffin e on safety, hygiene and heahb protec-
tion at work'. The guidelines set eight main
objectives for Community action, which cover
inter-State concertation on regulations and
research, refining statistics on accidents, the
development of training, guidance for participa-
tion by the social partners in accident preven-
tion. The guidelines also emphasize the need
for action at company level and to deal with
specific problems in certain sectors and certain
employee categories, in particular migrant wor-
kers.
The guidelines will be implemented by specific
measures adopted by the Commission working
together with the Advisory Committee for Indus-
trial Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection,
which was formed by the Council on 27 lune
1974' f.or this specific purpose. All this fits in
with the Social Action Programme and the
Action Programme for the Environment.
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2225. On 16 April, the Commission approved
and sent to the Council rwo Direaives aimed at
eliminating the dangers to human health from
lead in the enuironment.z They were presented
as part of the Community's Action Programme
for the Environment, where, on the scale of
priorities, lead and its compounds are considered
as first category pollutants.
The first Directive sets biological standards to be
respected by Member States in protecting public
health from environmental pollution by lead
outside work locations. The second sets air
quality standards in respect of lead, which the
Member States must maintain to safeguard
public health from air contamination, again
outside work locations.
2226. On 17 and 18 April a meeting of
national experts was held in Luxembourg to
establish health criteria in relation to organo-
halogen compounds.
2227. The Commission published technical
recommendations, finalized with assistance from
national experts, on checks for persons erposed
to external radiation. Dealing with an impor-
tant aspect of physically checking staff engaged
in nuclear work (covered by the Euratom Basic
Safety Standards), The Recommendations will
lead to more harmonization of Member States'
monitoring programmes. They also offer gene-
ral guidance to authorities drafting legislation on
radiation safeguards.
2228. The Research Committe e on the Tech-
nical Campaign against Pollution from Steel-
worhs met or L5 and 17 April at the Italsider
steel plants in Taranto, where it reviewed the
problems in countering pollution from large
integral plants on coastal sites.
' Bull. EC 6-1974,point2274.
'1Point2231..
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It also examined existing means for dealing with
gaseous emissions, dusts and effluents (Coking
plants, etc.). On 18 April a tour was made oI
the research installations at the Centro sperimen-
tale metallurgico in Rome.
Paul Finet Foundation
2229. The executive Committee of the Paul
Finet Foundation held its 25th meeting in
Luxembourg. The Committee reviewed -397
applications and awarded245 grants for a total
of Bfrs 2110000. Since the Foundation came
into being on 30 June 1965,it has received 6571
applications and awarded 4647 grants totalling
Bfrs 37082260 (FF 4362620). - The Foundal
tion has so far enabled 1,024 candidates to
complete their studies in more advantageous
conditions. 
,r
2230. On 10 April, the European Parliament
gave its Opinion on the Commission's Commu-
nication to the Council concerning a programme
of pilot proieas and research to c5mbat floverty,
and on 29 April its Opinion on the proposed
Directive 
- 
concerning equal pay for equal
work. The Economic and Social Committee,
meeting on 23 and 24 April, issued Opinions on
the Communication and concerning the propo-
sed Council Directive on preserving workers'
rights and advantages in iespect o-f mergers,
amalgamations and take-overs.
Environment
and consumer protection
Environment
Lead hazards in the enuironment
2231. On 24 April, the Commission laid two
proposed Directives before the Council concern-
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ing biological standards and air quality stan-
dards for lead, and on screening the population
in respect of the dangers to hufran hialth from
the presence of lead in the environment.
The Proposals fit into the Aaion Progamme on
the Environment adopted by the Council on 22
November 1973. The Programme regards lead
and its compounds as polluiants for top priority
consideration. The many uses of lead lin petrol
additives, elecuic batteriis, paints and vainish,
enamels, plastics, ceramics, printing, piping and
certain insecticides) and the faa thal it ii present
narurally in all environments means that it must
be carefully watched everywhere.
Waste disposal
2232. On 18 April, the Commission amended
its proposed Directive on waste disposal, in
consideration of the modifications profosed by
the European Parliament. These modificationsto the original text are of relative impor-
tance. But they stipulate that waste musi be
disposed of with no danger to flora and fauna;
moreoyer, for waste- considered to be particularly
hazardous or difficult to process, disposal
arrangements must be mandatory
2233. On 30 April, the European Parliament
gave its Opinion on the Commission's proposed
Direaive to the Council on reducing water
pollution by paper-pulp plants.
During its session of 23 and 24 April, the
Econornic and Social Cornrnittee issued several
Opinions on problems relating to the environ-
ment and, in particular, on the Convention to
protect international watercourses from pollu-
tlon.
' Bull. EC 9-1974, point 2211 -
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Consumer protection
Tbe Council adopts
th e pr eliminary p r o gr amm e
2234. On 14 April,' the Council passed a
'Resolution concerning a preliminary Commun-
ity programme for consumer advice and protec-
tion', thus acting constructively on the Proposals
presented by the Commission in December
7973;
Agricultura! policy
The wine crisis
2235. The wine sector, which has been in
trouble for some time, was the focus of attention
during April.
After the last two bumper harvests, the Com-
munity wine market has been in the throes of a
serious crisis for some months now and things
took a turn for the worse towards the end of
March. Despite the Council's Decision at its
meeting of. 20 and 27 January, which now
applies to 4600000 heaolitres of wine, the rates
moved in different directions according to the
marketing area. The data for February and
March showed that prices in France matched or
slighdy exceeded the activating prices whilst
Italian prices remained below that level. The
more advantageous prices on the ltalian, as
against the French market, resulted in a much
greater volume of imports of Italian table wines
into France and a drop in sales of French
wines. This led the French wine producers to
stage violent demonstrations and the French
Government to close the frontiers.
2235. Against this background, the Council of
Agricultural Ministers, which at Italy's request
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met specially in Luxembourg on 15 April, got
down to a searching discussion of the cyclical
and structural problems in the whole wine sec-
tor. Three steps were taken.
To cope with the clclical predicament, the Coun-
cil adopted a Regulation laying down the general
rules concerning table-wine distilling operations
over the period 7 June to 31 July 1975.
This new operation varies from the previous one,
which is still running. Instead of setting a
maximum volume of wine to be distilled, the
Council specified a clear-cut period- of
time. The intervention price for the operations
is now set at 1.55 u.a. per degree/hectolitre as
against 1.58 u.a. for the previous distillations.
Moreover, to accommodate the special situation
of certain Community distilleries, the Council
decided that the application dates of the Regul-
ation may vary according to cases, provided that
the distillation period does not exceed 55 days.
2237. To alleviate the momentary glut on the
French market, the Council authorized France, at
the request of the interested parties, to grant aid
for temporary private storage (i.e. three to four
months) of imported table wines originating in
other Member States or for which French buyers
are under contract.
2238. The Council felt that a distillation oper-
ation of this nature should be backed up by a
number of general options in respect of produc-
tion policy to be followed for wine in the years
ahead and an appropriate Resolution was passed
on the new guidelines to rebalance the mar-
ket. The Resolution focuses on putting produc-
tion growth on a sound footing and enhancing
quality.
1 Points 1301. to 1.304 and OJ C92 of 25.4.1975.
'z Bull. EC lZ-1973, points 1301 to 1308.
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The Council undertook to make the required
amendments to the basic Regulation before 1
August this year. Such amendments were laid
before the Council on 5 November 1974' and
are now being studied. They aim to secure a
finer balance between supply and demand by
improving the intervention system, boosting
quality improvements, and limiting the expan-
sion of wine production. They are to be conso-
lidated by other measures. The Council consi-
dered that the wine regulations should be more
thoroughly overhauled, especially in respect of
new and rejuvenated vineyards and in connec-
tion with promoting a policy of quality.
2239. As matters stand, the following remarks
are in order:
. From 1970/71, to 1973/74 the surface area
under vat grapes has very slightly increased by
54000 ha, i.e. 2/o. Vineyards in France have
scarcely changed and counting the 15000 ha
expansion of Cognac and fumagnac grapes, they
have acnrally lost a litde ground. Italian and
German vineyards, which have expanded by 4
and 8% respectively, are mainly devoted to
quality wines (quality wines produced in specific
regions).
. Yields vary widely year by year according to
weather conditions; the same area of French
vineyards, for instance, yielded 49800000 hl in
1969 and 83000000 hl in 1973. But for the
Community, the last twelve years point to a
long-term trend where production is increasing
by L.L3% each year.
. Direct human consumption has maintained a
steady 125-127 million hl for many years. The
rise in countries with low per capita consump-
tion, like the Netherlands, and rnoie recently, t[r.
three new Member States, has simply offs6t the
fall in the main consumer countriei, France and
Italy.
. Lastly, wine trading does not materially affect
the situation, since it accounts on the average for
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no more than roughly 3% of. consumption, with
imports having a slight edge.
Measures in conneetion
with the monetary situation
2240. The course of floating currencies
showed an appreciable recovery by the lira and
the French franc. This has allowed cuts in the
compensatory amounts for the Frencb franc
f.rom 7 to 21 April and for the lira from 14
April.'
Again the uend of the lira allowed the compen-
satory amounts involving Italy and relating to
milk, milk products and beef and veal to be
discontinued from 28 April.' In these sectors,
where the 1975176 marketing year has already
opened, prices reflect the new representative rate
of the lira set by the Regulation-of.27 Februarf
and the gap berween the going exchange rates
and those deriving from the representative rates
is now so narrow that it is time to discontinue
the compensatory amounts.
Applying Aets of the CAP
in the enlarged Community
2241. The quarterly setting by the Commis-
sion of 'Accession' compensatory amounts,
applicable to pigmeat, eggs and pouluymeat
from 1 May 7975, actually amounts to reinstat-
ing 'Accession' amounts after six months at a
zero rate, which reflects the sharp movements of
world cereal prices in the past.
Agricultural policy
' Bull. EC 11-1974,point2245.
'? OJ L86 ol 7.4.1975, L101 of 21.4.1975 and L92
of 1,4.4.197 5.3 OJ L107 of 26.4.1975.
' OJ L 52 of 28.2.197 5 .
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' OJ L112 of 1.5.L975.2 Point2344-3 OJ L89 ol10.4.1975.a Bull. EC 7/8-1973, poim 2228 and 9-L973, point
2219.s OJ L94 of 16.4.1975 and Bull. EC 5-1974, point
2225.6 OJ L95 ol17.4.1975.? OJ L44 oI 18.2.197 5 and L96 ol 27.4.197 5.8 Bull. EC 6-7974, point 2253.
huge intervention input at the end of the market-
ing year, contracts may be drawn up in Germa-
ny, France and Benelux between those holding
common wheat and the intervention agencies,
for storing, from L5 April1975 to 29 February
1976, an overall quantity of some 1200000
tonnes, against partial Communiw compensation
of the storage charges.
2244. Since the world sugar prices have fallen,
the Commission could cut from 20 u.a./100 kg
to 15 u.a./100 kg the special levy on exports to
non-member countries of certain processed pro-
ducts containing sugar' (jams, sweetened milk,
biscuits, etc.).
2245. To solve one of the agricultural pro-
blems in the negotiations under the 'overall
Mediterranean approach', the Commission pro-
posed to the Council that spring potatoes should
come under the Regulation for the common
organization of. the fruit and uegetables market.
2246. In respect oL liue plants, borticuhural
and flower trade products, the Commission laid
a proposed Regulation before the Council spec-
ifying certain measures to improve under-glass
horticulture. It also amended its Communic-
ation of 12 June 7974'to the Member States on
the blueprint for granting any national subsidies
to adapt the under-glass horticulture sector and
the inshore fishing policy to developments on the
energy product market. Since hothouse horti-
culture was particularly hard hit by the higher
On 29 April,' the Council decided to put ceilings
on the 'Accession' atnounts for pigmeat, eBBs,
ovalbumin, lactoalbumin and poultrymeat. The
aim of this Regulation is to limit the relevant
compensatory amounts to no more than the
sums of the import levies, so as to avoid diver-
sions of uade from one Member State to others
and obviate adminisuative complications.
Gommon organization of the market
2242. Besides the problems with wine which
prompted a special Council meeting, complica-
tions arose in the milk sector berween the
Community and the United States over cheese
exports with Community refunds. On 23 April,
the Commission, to avoid a 'cheese war',' sus-
pended a proportion of the refunds granted on
-xports of certain cheeses to the United
Stites. It was emphasized that this was an
exceptional measure based on general consider-
ations of international policy.
2243. The world cerealmarket has apparently
stabilized. The Commission therefore slighdy
relaxed the measures applied in 7973 and 7974
to cope with rising prices and shortages. It
lifted' the safeguards applied since 19730 on
Community exports of Durum wheat and Italian
Durum wheat flours, groats and meal. The
maximum duration of export licences for soft
wheat flour and maslin (wheat and rye) flour
supplied for tender in an importing non-member
State, was reinstated as possibly eight months.'
On 14 April,' the Council set the monthly rises
for the 1,975/76 cereal prices and emphasized
their across-the-board application. From now
on, the starting date of monthly rises will be 1
September for all cereals and the amount is the
same for allexcept Durum wheat.
The Commission followed up its action in res-
pect of storing common wheat.' To avoid a
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costs of heating fuels, certain national subsidies
have been authorized until June 1976. But the
Commission is planning to cut down the surface
area of under-glass cultivation with compensa-
tion for 
.growers who dismantle their iquip-
ment. This last measure affects trade growers
of flowers, fruit and vegetables in the Nether-
Iands, Belgium and the United Kingdom and
involves 10o/o of the total surface aiea under-
glass..
2247. In accordance with the provisions in the
Regulation of. 25 March' concerning import
arrangements f.or beef and ueal products origin-
ating in Botswana, Kenya, Madagascar and
Swaziland over the period when - protection
measures apply, the Commission, on 11 April,'
allowed applications for import licences to be
submitted berween 1 and 10 May for importing
3 000 tonnes, in addition to applications put in
between 28 March and 7 April (14000
tonnes). This honours the commitments made,
when the Lom6 Convention was signed.
The Council discussed the current situation on
the beef and veal market. It examined nvo
measures applied by the Commission to relax the
suspension of imports of beef and veal under the
safeguard clause by:
(i) setting up an import licence scheme called
EXIM for certain beef and veal products, which
was set out in the Regulation of 23 April 1975;'
according to an ad hoc process, the scheme
enables quantities of meat to be imported equiv-
alent to the amounts previously exported;(ii) making special import arrangements in Italy
covering calves and young cattle for fattening
during the period when the safeguard measures
are in effect, which were dealt with by two
Regulations on 30 April.o
After a vote requested by some delegations in
line with the provisions of the basic Regulation,
the Council found that the majority did not wish
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to rescind or amend the measures in ques-
tion. They will therefore stay in effect.
2248. For fisheries, the Council agreed in
principle two Regulations. One includes hake
in the 'fish' annexes of the basic Regulation and
the other sets a guide price for Eake (which
results directly from the first Decision) for the
1975 fishery yeat at 1 000 u.a./tonne.
To solve the problems in the fishery sector and
pending the Opinion of the European Parliament
which is being consulted conceining the Com-
mission's Proposal, the Council indiiated that it
was favourably disposed towards bringing in
subsidies temp6raril| for private storage"of"cer-
tain fishery products.
The Commission was obliged to re-extend' the
safeguard measures adopted last February until
15 May, in respect of tunny fish for the proces-
sing industry and deep-frozen fillets of hake,
imported into France from non-member coun-
tries.
Strugtural policy
2249. The Commission took two Decisions
on activating the reform of agricultural struc-
tures. The arrangements notifiad by the Danisb
and Gerrnaa Governments fulfill the conditions
for the Community's financial participation, in
accordance with the Directives of. 17 r{pri|7972"
on the modernization of farms and acquisition of
occupational skills by people engagedln agricul-
ture.
Agricultural policy
I OJ L77 of 26.3.1975,
, oj trog 
"tli.i.1g1s.3 OJ L 108 of 26.4.t975.4 OJ L 120 ot 13.5.7975.
' Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2231 and OJ L94 ol
76.4.197 5.6 Bull. EC 4-1972, Part 1, Chapter 1.
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EAGGF
2250. On 28 April,' the Council amended its
Regulation of 28 December 1972'on the general
rules for financing action by the EAGGF Guar-
antee Section. The amendment is concerned
with updating the annex to the Regulation
setting out the measures which can be identified
with the concept of action to regularize the
farming markets and which are financed by the
Guararitee Section. On the same day, it set the
level of the EAGGF Guidance Section contribu-
tion for 197 5 at 25o/o for financing the compen-
satory allowance provided by the Directive on
hill-farming and farming in certain under-
favoured regions.'
Harmonization of laws
2251. In the light of experience, the Council,
on 28 April, amended for the second time,o its
Directive of 23 November 1970' on additiues in
animal feeds. This Direaive represents a maior
suide towards harmonizing the relevant
laws. Besides offering guidelines for the use of
such additives, it protects Community consumers
from excessive recourse to them. The second
feature is again emphasized in the applications of
the Directive.
Agricultural research
2252. On 17 April, the Commission presented
a Proposal to the Council for a Directive on
co?ntnon programrnes and programmes ,of coor-ditution in agricultural research. The pro-
grammes cover four areas: animal leucoses, live-
stock effluents, beef production and plant pro-
tein production. The programmes are designed
to be carried out between 1975 and the end of
1979, at a cost of approximately 16 million u.a.
Bull. EC 4-7975
On 23 April the Standing Comminee on Agricul-
tural Research held its second meeting. It con-
sidered draft Proposals from the Commission on
the applications of nuclear techniques to agricul-
tural research.' It gave a favourable Opinion on
the scientific content of the Proposals and hoped
that these projeas and those proposed under
agricultural research would be adequately coor-
dinated.
The Committee gave further consideration to the
Community interest in the Yugoslav proposals to
COST (Cooperation in Scientific and Technical
Research). It felt that the proposals were not of
sufficient priority to justify a Community interest
in the light of the limited resources available for
the coordination of agricultural research. The
Commission took note of this view.
The Committee also took note of the progress
being made in completing the permanent inven-
tory- of agriculturil research projeas in the
Member States.
lndustrial policy
lndustrial
and technological policy
lndustry
Iron and steel
2253. The steel market is in a serious condi-
tion. The Commission came to this conclusion
' OJ L117 of 7.5.1975., oiLigsiizi.ri.ritz.I Bull. EC 2-197 5, point 2227.4 OJ L 124 of 10.5.1973 and OJLl24 of 75.5.1975.5 Bull. EC 1-L971, point 47 .6 Bull. EC l-197 5, point 2240.7 Point2262.
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after a careful appraisal of the short-term eco-
nomic situation of this sector and following talks
with representatives of the Community irdn and
steel industry. The Commission ' therefore
adopted, on 30 April, a Communication to
steelmaking undertakings (published in the Offi-
cial Journal of the Cohmunities), in which it
assesses the situation, announces"a revision of
the forward steel programme for 197 5 and,
indicates the first steps itlntends to take.
Communi cation to ste elmaking undertakings
couered by the Treatl esUblislins
the Euro{ean Coal and Sterl Cofimunity
2254. The Commission published the follow-
ing Communication:'
'Ever since the end of 1974, the Commission has
noted with concern market ffends for iron and
steel products in the Community, in particular,
the considerable decline in demand, thi deterior-
ation in prices, and the consequent effects on
employment. k judges the present situation to
be senous.
In order to provide undertakings with better
guidance when they are adiustini their produc-
tion to actual demand, the Commission has,
pursuant to Article-45 of the Treaty establishing
the 
_European Coal and Steel Cohmunity, alf
ready.begun a revision, to be made every quar-
ter, of the forecast trends contained in iis ig75
"forward programme". The forecasts, made in
kqgping with the basic obiectives of the Treaty,
will be set out in detail, and any economic tr.rdi
and changes in production iapacities will be
taken lnto account.
In order to be prepared to act, if required, as
provided for by the Treaty, the Commisiion
considers it essential to increase its information
resources so as to be in a position to base any
decisions that may prove netessary on sufficient'-
ly reliable data. Accordingly it *ill in the near
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future be taking the necessary measures, which
will be published in the Offiiial Journai of the
European Communities, and it calls on the iron
and steel undertakings covered by the Treaty to
cooperate fully.
Fin.ally, 
. 
the Commission will be particularly
vigilant in monitoring steel price trends and pricl
formation. It will step up the checks made on
undertakings to ensure that the price rules in the
Treaty are observed, and at th-e same time the
Commission will- keep a particularly close eye on
the trends in steel imforti to the Community and
their effect on steel piice levels.'
Forward steel programme for 797 S
2255. This year will see a very heaw fall in
iron and steel activiry in the Community. This
is highlighted in the forward steel programme for
197 5' concerning the short-term deve-iopment of
the steel'market, which the Commission pub-
lishes each year to guide the steel Communiry
and set its own course of action.
The programme,- in its present form (as revised)
was presented late because the first version,
prepared before the end of last year, only partial-
ly reflected the change in the short-ierm eionom-
ic situation, which, still buoyant over the first
part of 7974,has markedly declined over the last
months of 
.the year, with-a substantial drop inthe demand for'steel. Demand is down largely
because q.liuity in several areas of the procesiin!
industry fell off, especia.lly inrespect oi first-pro-
cessing in the motor and building industries.
But for the whole of. 1,974, steel output grew in
99Tp11is-ot with the previous yeai, rdaching155800000 tonnes in crude steel equivalent]
which amounts to an increase of SZOOOOIi
tonnes in 1973. In contrast with what hap-
' OJ C IOO of 2.5.1975, oi C98 ot zo.q.tgzs'.
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pened in 1973, this is almost entirely due to the
ievelopment, over the first part of the year, of
Communiw steel exDorts to non-member coun-
tries. Against this,^ steel imports from these
countries" declined 
'appreciably 
.in 1974, with
6500000 tonnes for the whole Community.
ln 1975, the fall in steel consumption i1 m,any
areas of the processing industry will bite hard on
the demand for steelproducts.
So, in 1975, Community steel consumption will
orobablv not exceed 127000000 tonnes of crude
iteel equivalent, which is down on the previous
vear. Exports to non-member countries will
ilso proba^bly fall compared with 1974 and come
out ,t aboul 29000d00 tonnes for the whole
Communitv. The fall-off in demand for iron
and steel iroducts has been very marked in
respect of both exports and the domestic mar-
ket. Imports are ixpeaed to stay at the low
1974 level.
On the strength of the trend on the domestic
market and the outlook for exports to non-mem-
ber countries, Community output will probably
not exceed 146500000 tonnes in 1975, i.e.
9300000 tonnes down (- 6%) compared with
the previous year.
Technology
Textile Research
2256. Acting on a Communication Proposal,'
the Council, on 14 April,' adopted a Decision
approving a technological research programme
f6i textilis. The programme, which is part of
the 'textile sector pblicy' and which was included
in a comprehensive pairet approved. by the Com-
mission in Iulv 1971-.' supports thLree research
proiects to iusiain the'teclinical and technologi-
ial'advance of the Community's textile indu-
stries. They concern: the thermal treatment of
Bull. EC 4-1975
chemical fibres, textile processing in organic
solvents and the fireproofling of textile fibres by
radiation eraftine. 
- Of the total anticipated
expenditure"on. ihird, i.e., 250000 u.a. will go
to these projects, with the textile industry financ-
ing the balance.
2257 . During ,n. n"rl-r.rrion of 7 to 11 April
1975, the European Parliament issued an Opi-
nion concerning the Commission's Proposal on
management and storage of radioactive waste.o
Meeting on 23 and 24 April, the Economic and
Social eommittee gave iti Opinion on the Com-
mission's Commun-ication to the Council bearing
on a Community policy for data-processing.'
Science, research, education
Science,
research and develoPment
education, scientific
and technical information
Science, research and develoPment
Energy research
2258. The European Research and Develop-
ment Committee's (CERD)'Energy' Subcommit-
tee held its eighth meeting on 10 and 11 April
1975 at Berk"eley and Sioke Orchard, Uniied
Kinsdom. with' Mr della Porta in the
Cha'ir. fh. participants, who visited the
I OJ C 133 of 29.70.1974.
'' OJ L111 o{,30.4.1975.3 Bull. EC 9/70-1971, point 78.o Bull. EC l-197 5, point 1309.5 Bull. EC2-t975, points 1501 to 1506.
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research laboratories of the National Coal Board(NCB) and Central Electricity Generating Board(CEGB) establishments, disiussed the r"esearch
activities of the latter organization from the
standpoint of reactor safety and radiation pro-
tection.
The Subcommittee's work was also concerned
with the problems raised by large-scale use of
nuclear. energy and with the idvisability of
undertaking a comparative study of each oi the
other sources of energy from-various angles,
technological, economil, social, environmeital,
safety, supply, etc. The Subcommittee commis-
sioned its Chairman to report on the question to
CERD on 28 April and agreed to examine at its
next meeting the ways and means of implement-
ing a study of this kind.
Scientific and Technical
Research Committee
2259. On 15 and 77 April 1975, the Scientific
and Technical Research- Committee (CREST)
held its twelfth meeting, with Mr Schuster in thiChair. In particular,-it approved a report on
public financing of research ind develophent in
the Member Srates over the period 1973-74 and
the terms of reference of the standing subcom-
mittees for R & D in information, scie-nce and in
the energy sector. Essentially these subcommit-
tees will have 
.q permanent funaion of compar-ing and coordinating national policies in ihis
sector.
The Committee also expressed a favourable
opinion on the scientific and technical asoects of
the Commission's recent proposals regarding the
information science sectoi. -Lastly, a"discuision
took place on the future multiannual research
programme proposals relating to the Community
Bureau of R-eferences and to-environmental pro-
tection, Iikewise on the report bv the 'Oceanol-
ogy' Subcommittee. The laner questions will be
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examined again at the next committee meetins in
Brussels on 22-23 May 1975,on which dates-the
study of. the. procedlires for implementing the
concerted actions of Community interest mist be
completed.'
Meeting of Senior Ofticials
on Scientific and Technical Research
2260. The Committee of Senior Officials on
Scientific and Technical Research (COST) met
on 25 April with Mr Silver in the Chair.' The
following points were discussed:
Ele.ctronic 
.traffic aids on maior roads (Prciea30) 
- 
The Committee examined the ninth
preliminary draft agreement ro implement this
Proiect. In particular, it examined'the scale of
contributions by the participating States and the
qgestions. of industrial and commercial property
connected with the Prolea. The Comriitte!
will resume its examination of these questions at
a forthcoming meeting.
lnformation concerning the oDinion of the Scien-tific and Technica[ Resbarcb 'Committee
(CREST) on tbe Swedish Delesation's brolosals
relating to food uchnology -l The Committee
noted that CREST had coirsidered the Swedish
proposal ro be of Community interest. It
suggested that an ad hoc study group be formed
to examine and analyse this S*elish proposal, in
order to provide a better idea of whiih..searth-
programme subjects should be pursued.
European Research
and Development Committee
2261. 
. 
CERD,.which held its eighth meeting in
Brussels on 28 April 1975, withfur Casimii in
the Chair, set out the major courses of action for
the continuation of is work and, at the prooosal
of Mr Schuster, it decided to'undertak.' t*o
Bull. EC 4-1975
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studies: one on the 'European personality' as
regards R & D and the other on the possibility
of choice of a society characterized by advanced
technology and low energy consumption in the
future.
It also heard a report on the demonstration to a
group of Members of the European Parliament
of the Pestel-Mesarovic model at Hanover' and a
statement by Mr della Porta concerning the latest
work by the CERD 'Energy' Subcommit-
tee.z On the agenda of the next committee
meeting, planned to take place in Brussels on 30
June 1975, will be a discussion of the document
'Europe + 30'.
Multiannua! programme
Scientific and Technical Commifiee
2262. The Scientific and Technical Committee
(STC), which met in Brussels on 30 April 1975,
re-elected Mr Cesoni and Mr Goens as Chair-
man and Vice-Chairman respectively.
It then examined the draft proposals for the
1976-80 multiannual programmes drawn up by
the Commission's departments concerning'ihei-
monuclear fusion and plasma physics' and'biol-
ogy-health protection'; on this occasion it
expressed its official opinions in accordance with
the procedure laid down in futicle 7 of the
Euratom Treaty.
With regard ro the first subject, while admitting
that thermonuclear fusion is still fraught with
uncertainties, the STC expressed a favourable
opinion on the draft proposal examined, in view
of the considerable advantages to which the
success of the proposed research would, in the
long run, give rise and bearing in mind the
concentration of activities on specific objectives.
The second subiect covers the fields of radiation
protection and radiobiology properly speaking
Bull. EC 4-1975
and that of the application of nuclear techniques
to agronomic research. The STC concurred in
the favourable opinion expressed on this latter
subject by the Standing Committee on Agricul-
tural Research (SCAR) at its meeting on 23 and
24 April 1975. Furthermore, bearing in mind
the increased importance of questions of the
protection of man against radiation in the light
of the foreseeable expansion of nuclear industry,
the STC expressed a favourable opinion of the
examined draft proposal.
The Committee heard a statement by Professor
Bowie, a guest at this meeting, on research and
development in the exploitation of uranium
resources. The next STC meeting is planned to
take place on 2 July.
Education and training
2263. The Education Committee met on 2l
and 28 April under the chairmanship of Mr
O'Laoghaire (Ireland). On 21 April discussion
centred on a paper by Commission departments
in the field of documentation. Three main
items were discussed, namely the future develop-
ment of the Council of Europe's European Doc-
umentation System for Education (EUDISED),
the possible establishment of national centres for
information on education in the Community,
and arrangements for informing specific target
audiences about developments relevant to their
interests.
Attention was also given to the arrangements for
acquiring up-to-date statistics on education, and
to the importance of suengthening the work of
the Statistical Office of the European Commun-
ities and'its connections with naiional statistical
offices.
' Bull. EC 2-L97 5, point 2246.2 Bull. EC 2-197 5, point 2243 and point 2258 of this
Bulletin.
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The meeting on 28 April was devoted to a
further discussion of a report on closer relations
between educational systems.l
Corrigendum: Bull. EC 3-1975. The final par-
agraph of point 1403, in the chapter of the 1st
Part relating to the 'European University Insti-
tute', should read as follows: 'The first study and
research programme will commence in auturn,
1976',.
Scientific and technical information
and management of information
2264. A standing working party has been set
up by the Committee for lnformation and Doc-
umentation on Science and Tecbnoloey (CIDST)
in order to cope with the many operaiional tasks
ensuing from the implementation of the three-
year plan of Community action relating to scien-
tific and technical information, approved by the
Council on 19 March1975.'
In reply to a request by CREST, CIDST recently
formulated an opinion on the project for autom-
ated documentation in the legal sphere proposedby the Commission; collaborition between
CIDST and CREST also extends to the develop-
ment of a system of methods for listing researih
and development projects in various scientific
and technical fields.
2255. The Commission and the French
National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS)
have signed an agreement the immediate aim of
which is the joint publication of the abstracting
review 'Transatom Bulletin'which the Commis-
sion started to publish in 7961. The oblect of
this cooperation in the longer term is to find a
solution to the problem of the publiciry to be
given to translations of scientific works pub-
lished in 'difficult' languages (Russian, Japanese,
etc.).
{6
2266. From 9 to 11 April the Commission
took part in a symposium on the collection,
standardization, computerizing and use of. scien-
tific and tecbnical terminologies organized by
Infoterm and LJNESCO in Vienna. It was
recommended that an international nerwork for
the exchange of scientific vocabularies and 'word
banks'-within which the Commission and the
European Parliament will be called upon to play
an important role-be set up.
2267. At its session of.7-11 April 1975 the
European Parliatnent adopted a Resolution on
the assessment of the JRC's activity over the
years 1958-1972 and expressed its opinion on
the Commission's Proposals regarding the revi-
sion of the multiannual programme- and new
activities for the Petten Establishment.'
The Economic and Social Committee met on
23-24 Aprrl and expressed an Opinion on educ-
ation in the European Community.o
Energy policy
Preparing and implementing
a Communfi energy policy
Meeting to prepare for
the International Energy Conlerence
2268. The meeting to prepare for the Interna-
tional Energy Conference proposed by the Presi-
' Bull. EC2-1975, point 2253.
'z Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2249 and OJ L100 of
21.4.797 5.3 Points 2409 and,24lO.a Point2443.
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dent of France was held in Paris from 7 to 15
April.' The Commission, represented by the
Director-General for External Relations, took an
active part in seeking ioint positions. Since it
proved-impossible to ieach agreement, the meet-
ing was adjourned.
Sectoral problems
Nudear energy
Suspension of uraniurn deliueries
from tbe United States
2269. The Community officially protested
against the suspension of deliveries of nuclear
fuel supplies (notably enriched uranium) by the
United States, which affects consigments sche-
duled under the Euratom-USA Agreement for
Cooperation.
On 31 March, the US Nuclear Commission
annouced that no more export or import licences
for the United States would be issued for 'reac-
tors or significant quantities of source or special
nuclear material' while the rules and procedures
governing the licences were being revised.
This decision, which holds back imports indefin-
itely, will hit many consigments to the Commun-
ity of source material and special fissile (nuclear)
material intended for both research reactors and
power reactors and scheduled over the current
period under contracts signed by the Euratom
Supply Agency and made under the Euratom-
USA Ageement for Cooperation. In a protest
note to the American Mission to the Commun-
ities, the Commission expressed its astonishment
that the American Government had unilaterally
blocked the performance of contracts signed
under an agreement whose basic aim was to
ensure a steady and secure supply of nuclear
fuels for the Community.
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It was observed that the decision, taken without
prior consultation, was likely to slow down or
endanger the normal development of the Com-
munity's nuclear programmes and to provoke
feelings of insecurity in respect of supplies from
the United States. The Commission urged that
talks start promptly between the Community
and the American authorities to clarify the
ramifications of the decisions and consider
action to ensure that supply contracts were duly
discharged under the Euratom-USA Agreement.
Electricity
2270. On 14 April, the Council formally
adopted the Directive on lirniting the use of oil
products in eleAric power stations, which it had
approved in substance on 13 February.'
2271. During the part-session of 7 to 11 April
7975,' the European Parliatnent passed nvo
Resolutions concerning, respectively, the Com-
munity's supplies of nuclear fuels and action to
be taken against oil supply difficulties. The
House also gave its Opinion on the Commis-
sion's Proposal on support for joint hydrocarbon
prospecting projects.
Meeting on 23 and 24 April, the Economic and
Social Committee issued an Opiniono on the
Council's draft Decision authorizing the Com-
mission to issue Euratom loans to enable the
Community to contribute to financing nuclear
power statrons.
I Points 7401 to 1409.
'z Bull. EC 2-797 5, point 2263.
, Point 2411.
a Point2444.
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Transport policy
Functioning of the market
2-272. On 29 April the Commission presented
the Council with i Proposal for Directives con-
cerning negotiation of an agreement between the
Community and non-member countries on the
arrangements governing international road pas-
senger transport by coaches and buses. This
Proposal hinges on the Council's prior adoption
of the similar Proposal which thi Commiision
presented on 5 January 1973,'it will enable the
Council to make a more accurate appraisal of
the range and substance of the proposbd negotia-
tions and thus facilitate the adoption o-f the
proposed negotiating Directives.
These bear mainly on defining the various forms
of transport; action to decontrol occasional ser-
vices; the control document; the running of the
Agreement, its validity duration and the possibil-
ity of discontinuing if. The negotiationS should
lead to standardized definitioni of the various
forms of passenger transport and to aligned
arrangements for occasional services.
2273. On 30 April the Commission adopted a
Proposal for_ a Council Decision on opening
negotiations for an agreement between the Com--
muniry and non-member countries concerning
arrangements applicable to certain combined
roadlrail carriage of goods befiieen Member
States. The Proposal would extend to traffic
relationships berween Member States and cenain
non-member countries the liberalized scheme
brought in at Community level by the Council
Directive of 17 February 1975,'which stipulates
th4 this carriage be liberalized by 1 October
1975.
2274. With the Decision of 24 April7974,the
Commission authorized, under futicle 70(4)
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of the ECSC Treaty, the application until 31
December 1976 of special tariff measures lor
carriage by rail of iron ore from the Lorraine and
western France to Belgium, Luxembourg and the
!aar. The French, German and LuximbourgGovernments had asked the Commission to
extend the authorizations granted since 1967
under this futicle by the ECSC High Authority
and.the Commission, which are inte"nded to keep
up the activity of the French iron ore mines.
2275. On 10 April, the Commission decided
to terminate the procedure under futicle 169 of
the EEC Treaty which it had invoked on 2
October 1972 against the six Member States.
At the time, the Commission had found that
there were a number of flaws and shortcomings
in the bilateral road tariffs put into effea undEr
the Regulation_ of 30 July 1968 on introducing a
system of bracket tariffs for the carriage of goods
by road benueen Member States.' - SincI the
Member States had shown that they intend to
make the necessary corrections and additions,
the Commission had refrained from delivering
the reasoned Opinions as under ArticlE
1,69. Since most of the tariffs have been or are
about to be adiusted as required by the Regul-
ation and the remaining flaivs were'minor ones,
the Commission decided to close the file and
shelve it.
2276. The Commission initiated a second
series.of talks with representatives of the occupa-
tional and socio-eionomic organizttions' in
transport. Thesg meetings will- acquaint the
Commission with the views of those concerned
on 
-a planned organization of the ffansport
market for which it had already laid the founda-
tions and outlined the operation.
' Bull. EC l-1973, point 2237.z OJ L48 of 22.2.1975.! OJ L194 of 6.8.1968.
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Harmonization
2277. On 7 April, the Commission sent the
Council a working document on certain features
of the improvements fi national taxation sys-
tens in iespect of corumercial uebicles. This
report covers the 7971, calculations by the Mem-
ber States of marginal usage, levies on gas oil
and minimum vehicle taxes, deriving from the
options provided in the proposed first Directive
and its annex. The aim of this work is to check
whether the proposed system is workable on a
national scale and to ascertain, by comparing
and analysing at Community level, whether its
adoption would mean a real advance towards
harmonization of taxation structures.
2278. On 18 April, the Commission issued a
favourable Opinion on the arrangements made
in lreland to ensure that the Council's two
Regulations of 26 June 7969 are applied. These
relite to action by Member States concerning the
obligations inher'ent in the concept of a public
seruice in transport by rail, road and inland
waterway and to the common rules for normaliz-
ing tbe dccounts of railway companies.'
!nfrastrustures
2279. At the Commission's suggestion an
informative meeting was held in Brussels on 10
and 11 April concerning the progamme for
deueloping tronsport infrastructures. The data
presented at the meeting will be later consolidat-
ed by material from the national authorities
based on a paper finalized by the Commission
departments.
The discussions also took in the question of how
far and on what terms such informal meetings
could enhance the effectiveness of the consulta-
tion procedure for transport infrastructure in-
uestlreflts,.set up by the Council Decision of
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28 February 1955. In this connection and on
the strength of an Opinion from the Transport
Advisory-Committee,- thought was given to set-
ting criteria for projects of Community interest
to be submitted for discussion.
2280. On 15 and 17 April 1975, the Commis-
sion ran a meeting of government experts to
examine problems of accounting and statistics
involved in applying the Council Regulation of 4
June 1970, which introduced an accounting
system lor expenditure on infrasuucture in res-
pea of transport by rail, road and inland water-
wayr' and a -schedule of returns concerning the
use of infrastructures in respect of the three
rnodes of ouerland trafisport.
The experts got down to a preliminary review of
general problems, 
.and irrangements. which
might be made to take in experience gained,the
requirements stemming from proposals put for-
ward, and the work done on rating the use of
infrastructures, following adoption of the above
Regulation.
Ocean and air transport
Port problems
228L. Among the meetings run by Commis-
sion departrnents. with M..*b..t.States' govern-
ment representatives, which deal with applying
the general rules of the EEC Treaty to air
traryport, one on the right of establishment was
held in Brussels on 28 April. Problems peculiar
to the various air transport sectors were discus-
sed and it was agreed that the delegations would
send in documentary material to the Commission
departments on th; questions being studied to
facilitate further work on them. The next two
meetings will be on 17-18 June and 17-18 July
797 5.
' OJ L 156 ot 28.6.7969.
' OJ L 1,30 of 15.6.197O.
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3. External relations
Multilateral negotiations
2301. Several of the negotiation groups
formed by the Trade Negotiitions Comhin-ee(TNC)met during April.
Sectoral approach
2i02. The Sectoral Approach Group met
f.rom 7 to 9 April to study the scope for the
coordinated lowering or elimination of all trade
barriers in the selected sectors. Some delega-
tions called for prior studies in a number-of
sectors, including an investigation of tariff pro-
tection, non-tariff measures, rade patterns lnd
supply and demand. The Community reiterated
its objections to this makeweight method and
stressed that the overall factors should first be
thoroughly probed before pilot studies were
launched.
Finally, the group decided to limit the exercise to
a straighdorward collation of available data,
instead of an analytical study, in respect of
minerals and metals. The data will be gathered
by the GATT Secretariat on its own responsibil-
ity. 
_ 
The Group agreed to meet again during the
week of 30 June.
Safeguard clause
2303. The Safeguard Clause Group held'its
first meeting on 10 and 11 April to study the
question of adjusting the multilateral protection
arrangements to present circumstances. Since
the data needed to analyse the implications of
Article XIX as it stands were still not to hand,
the Group agreed to meet again during the week
of 30 June if the required documentar-y material
had been assembled by then.
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Agriculture
23U. The work of the Agricultural Group,
broken off on 27 March,was rtsumed on 15 arid
1.5 April. No agreement was forthcoming on
the terms of reference for the three sub-groups
on-products (cgreals, meat and milk productt)
and on the authority of the Group dealine with
tariff and non-tariff matters. Thi sap berween
the Community approach and the Uiited States'
view could not be bridged. The United States
would not consider the product sub-groups as a
negotiatory body; the Americans felt thai tariff
and non-tariff questions could not be negotiatedin the agricultural setting. The Community,
however, held to the specificity of agriculture in
those negotiations, as defined by-the Tokyo
statement.
Commercial policy
Preparing and implementing
the common commercial policy
Joint import arrangements
2305. Following adoption, on27 March,, of a
Regulation extending the list of products from
State-trading-counuies which are fiee of quantity
restrictions, the Council put them'zinto thi annex
qf thg Regulation of 4- June 1974, listing the
liberalized products in respect of imports -from
GATT countries and countries of equil status.
2306. The inclusion of new products in the
liberalized list was decided by th6 Council on 14
' Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2301.
'z OJ L99 of 21.4.1975.3 OJ L 159 of 15.6.1974.
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April' for imports coming from the Democratic
R-epublic of Germany and on 28 April' for
imports from Asian State-trading coun-
tries. These import arrangements are in fact
being harmonized with those for European
State-trading countries.
Trade protection
2307. The Commission has decided' to intro-
duce Community surueillance of imports of anti-
mony oxides originating in State-uading coun-
tries. As the quantity restrictions on imports
have been lifted, its has proved necessary to put
certain controls on this liberalization because of
the considerable reserves held by the two big
exporting countries, namely the Soviet Union
and China.
2308. The Commission has also decided to
bring in a posteriori checks on imports of sisal
suing, since imports of this product, originating
main-iy in Taniania, Brazil and Mexico, have
increased and are affecting the somewhat preca-
rious position, especially in Ireland, of this sector
of the Community textile industry.
Specific measures
of commercial policy
Textiles
2309. The last stage of the negotiations
between the Communitv and lndiafor a bilateral
textiles Agreement under the Arrangement
regarding tfie international textile trade wis held
in Brussells on 1.6, 18 and 19 April. A mutually
acceptable compromise was found, which res-
pecta the obiectives of the Multifibres furange-
ment, especially the need to promote the orderly
and equiiable development of the textiles trade.
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A feature of the Agreement is India's undertak-
ing to respect voluntarily imposed quantity ceil-
in[s on her exports for a limited number of
teitile products going to the Community mar-
ket. The quantities are covered by a scaling-up
factor and -procedures for flexible handling to
allow for trade developments and to ensure
satisfactory growth for India's export earnings
over the th,ree years of the Agreement (197 5-77).
Special procedures have also been included,
r^itti.t. bv settine off consultation between both
sides,'will 
"uoid ,ry risks of disrupting theCommuniry market for certain other sensitive
products.
This is the first textile agreement made by the
Community with a maior supplier country
(under the Multifibres Arrangement which came
into force last year); it will be initialled as soon
as the provisions have been officially finalized.
231,0. Under Article 4 of. the Multifibres
Arrangement, the first round of negotiations for
a bilaieral textile Agreement with Soztb Korea
took place in Brussels on 9 and 10 April
1975.- A compromise acceptable to both sides
has still to be found, and the negotiations will be
resumed in May.
Steel
2311. On 21 April, the Government Repre-
sentatives of the Member States of the ECSC,
meeting within the Council, adopted .new
arrangiments for imports of iron and steel pro-
ducts-governed by the ECSC Treaty (including
cast products and carbon-ferro-manganese) com-
ing - from State-trading countries. These
ariangements specify the products which may be
' OJ L ltl of 30.4.1975.
' OJ L 124 of 15.5.197 5.
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freely imported by all the Member States; they
also provide a consultation procedure when a
Member State is planning to adjust its import
scheme.
The new arrangements set up an information
and. consultation procedure whenever the uendin imports or exceptional market conditions
might make it necessary to fall back on safe-
guard measures. They offer scope for putring
imports under surveillance and applying safe-
guards, if need be, by joint agreement between
the Member States.
The Government Representatives also adopted a
decision, which, for-7975, defines the scope /or
importing those iron and steel products (includ-
ing pig iron and ferro-manganese) which are still
under quantity restriaioni in certain Member
States.
231,2. On 25 April the Commission adopted a
Decision (the 57th case) to derogate froin the
ECSC High Authority's Recommendation of 15
January 7964' on lifting the protection of iron
and steel products en the fringes of the Com-
munity. This measure was neiessitated by the
autonomous renewal of tariff provisions iir the
old Agreements berween the - ECSC and the
AASM and OCT, provisions which expired on
31 January 1975 and which the Member States
decided to renew pending implementation of
new ones.
Scrap metal
2313. The Government Representatives of the
Member States of the ECSC, meeting within the
Council, decided on 14 April, to open an e2cport
quotalor the second quarter of L975 of 340b00
tonnes of scrap metal (with a maximum of.1,5o/o
in good quality) for shipment to non-member
countrles.
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Development and cooperation policy
Raw materials and relations
with the developing countries
231,4. On 14 April, the Council conducted a
general debate on raw materials against the
background- of relations with the ileveloping
counuies, thus acting on rhe brief given by
Heads of Government, meeting in Council in
Dublin.'
The debate highlighted:
(i) the urgency of working out a common
policy on all aspects of raw materials and
especially in relation to the developing countries;(ii) that the Member States should closely coor-
dinate their positions at Communiw level-within
the various international bodies deaiing with raw
materials.
The Council therefore direaed the Permanent
Representatives Committee to continue its work
on the basis of the guidelines which emerged
from the debate in brder to hammer our a
common policy, bearing in mind the timetable of
the various scheduled inlernational meetings.
Development policy and the European
Conlederation of Trade Unions
231,5. On 24 April, Mr Cheysson of the
Commission met a delegation from the European
Confederation of Trade Unions led by the Piesi-
dent and the Secretary-General. The meeting
examined ways and means to associate the trade
' OJ 8 o122.1,.7964.2 Bull. EC 3-1975,point 242O.
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unions with the Community's development pol-
icy, especially within the framework of the Lom6
Convention.
The delegates expressed their determination to
cooperate effectively in an open cooperation and
development policy. They put forward the con-
ditions which they felt should be fulfilled in
respect of the substance of the cooperation and
the institutional organization of their participa-
uon.
231,6. On 30 April, the European Parliament
passed a Resolution on the Community's overall
policy of cooperation and development.
Food aid
Emergency action
2317. In accordance with the Resolution pas-
sed by the European Parliament' on 10 April
1975 and the Council Decisions of. 14 and 27
April, the Commission, on 16 April 1975, decid-
ed to grant emergency aid to South Vietnam
allocated as follows:(i) to the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC): 100 tonnes of skimmed-milk
powder and 1000 tonnes of milled rice to be
ihipped cil; routing procedures were put in hand
on 17 April;(i0 to UNICEF: a sum of 300000 u.a. under
'aid for disaster victims'.
1975 Programme of butteroil food aid
231.8. On 10 April, the Commission presented
its Proposals to the Council on drawing up a
programme of food aid in milk fats (butteroil)
lor-1975. In view of the deteriorating food
situation in certain developing countries and on
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the strengh of the general guidelines defined by
the Commission regarding development aid, it
proposed to concentrate the aid, much more
than before, on the hardest hit counuies. The
programme runs to 45 000 tonnes of butteroil.
,r
2319. On 30 April, the European Parliament
gave its Opinion on the Commission's Proposal
concerning the 1975 supply programme for
skimmed milk powder.'
Technical and financial aid
Contributing to thj United Nations
emergency operauon
2320. On 14 April, the Council approved the
allocation of. the second tranche of the Commun-
ity's conuibution to the United Nations emer-
gency operation for the benefit of the countries
most seriously affected by recent price move-
ments. This tranche amounts to US
$100000000; the first, of $150000000, has
already been allocated.'
Commodities and world
agreements
Wheat
2321,. The period allowed for signing the
Protocols extending the 1971 lnternational
Wbeat Agreetnent expired on 14 April without
the Community taking a decision. In a Com-
I Point 2418.
'z Bull. EC 3-1975,point2324.r Bull. EC 1'2-t974, point 2308.
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munication transmitted on 25 April, the Com-
mission therefore proposed to the Council that
the Community aicede to the extension Proto-
cols (the only possible procedure now) before the
final date of 18 June.
The decision was held up because of the problem
of apportioning in futuri the financial burden of
the Community's Total commitment, under the
Food Aid Convention, berween the Member
States and the Communitv as such. The current
proportions are 50% foi the Community and
50% for national proiects. A proposal to
charge 55% to the Community and 45% to the
Member States is now being studied.
Coffee
2322. As an observer, the Commission attend-
ed the proceedings, in London from 74 to 25
April, of the group renegotiating d new lnterna-
tional Coffee Agreemen and was also present at
meetings of ths technical sub-Committees. Al-
though-the group could not complete ttre prepar-
ation of a d-raft Agreement, the special session of
the International Coffee Council to renegotiate
the Agreement still stands on the sheduled dates,
i.e. from 24 Jane to 11 July 1975.
especially in connection with Portugal, Cyprus
and the problems of security. The Assembly
also discussed questions concerning cooperation
and development in a changing world economic
situation and heard a statement by the Indones-
ian Foreign Minister.
An addresq by Mr FitzGerald, Ireland's Foreign
Minister and President of the Council of the
EEC, focused on Europe's role and her impor-
tance to the peoples of the other continents.
Council of European Municipalities
2324. President Frangois-Xavier Ortoli of the
Commission addressed the eleventh Etats gdn-
iraux of European Municipalities which was
held in Vienna on 3-5 April 1975. His theme
was European Union.
In his speech entitled 'European Union in 1980:
Citizens, municipalities, regions and what Gov-
ernments propose" Mr Ortoli had this to say:
'Owing partly to pressure from outside, our
counuies are now facing a big challenge. Eur-
ope's mastery of her own destiny hinges on the
outcome. Its vast proportions implicate the
conditions for economic activity and growth, the
structure of our production machine, the style of
international economic relations and the prin-
ciples for sharing prosperity between partners,
especially between industrialized and developing
countries. And it is adjustment to a different
world which, in the last analysis, demands that a
new Europe emerge whose promise and above all
whose need are epitomized by the European
Union.'
The ttats g6n6raux were opened by Mr Henri
Cravatte, President of the Council of European
Municipalities, who highlighted what he called
lnternational organizations
Gounci! of Europe
2323. The Commission was represented at the
first part of the 27th regular session of the
Parliamentary Assetnbly of the Council of Eur-
ope held in Suasbourg from 21 to 25 April.
The Assembly's debates highlighted the Council's
resolve to play its full political role in Europe,
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the degradation of the European idea and the
inabiliw of the Summit Conferences to secure
practic;l achievements.
Mr Georges Sp6nale, President of the European
Parliamenl, reialled that the key issue for that
institution had been the struggle for direct elec-
tion by universal suffrage, which would take
place for the first time in 1.978, in accordance
with the decision by the Heads of Government.
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
2325. The OECD Trade Committee met in
Paris on 30 April mainly to discuss the problem
of indusuial raw materials, following the rele-
vant proposals of the Secretary-General, and
renewal of the Ministers'declaration of 30 May
'1,974 (an undertaking not to employ restrictive
measures in the present short-term world eco-
nomic situation).
On the first item, most of the delegations
applauded the initiative of Mr Van Lennep who
oi.l .or..tned that the slowing down of inu.st-
ments in the raw material extraction or produc-
tion industries might lead to bottlenecks, causing
a fresh spurt in prices, when the short-term
situation recovered again. But the delegations
hoped that these difficulties, especially the pro-
blem of correlating inve$tment flow and produc-
tion levels, could be analysed more thoroughly.
On the second matter, most of the delegations
came down in favour of renewing the 7974
declaration as it stands. The problem of the
balance-of-payments disparities between the
OECD member countries was also discussed in
this connection.
The Executive Committee will deal with these
two issues in preparing for the Ministerial Coun-
cil meeting of 28 and 29 May.
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European Conference
of Transport Ministers
2326. The President of the Council of the
EEC wrote to the Chairman of the European
Conference of Transport Ministers (ECMT)pro-
posing that the ECMT allow tbe Community to
take part in the work of the Ministerial meetings
and the Deputies Committee of the Conference.
The request is based on the fact that much of the
ECMTb work concerns the Community in many
instances. Closer cooperation would ensure
better reciprocal information and avoid duplica-
tion. It would offer the advantage of enabling
the Community to be represented by a single
spokesman when affairs within its province were
involved.
The Council President's letter suggests that the
Communiry be represented by a delegation made
up of a representative of the Member State
holding the Presidency and a delegate from the
Commission.
United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe
Consuhatiue status gr ante d
to tbe Community
2327. At the outset of the 30th annual session
of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (ECE), held in Geneva from 15 to 24
April, the Community was granted'consultative
status' (according to Article 12 of the ECE's
terms of reference).
Commission representatives had up to now
attended the proceedings of the ECE as guests of
the Executive Secretary. The new status will
enhance the Community's contribution to the
ECE's activities and make the Community view-
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point better known in this forum which deals
particularly with East-West relations.
The discussions at this annual session focused on
amplifying economic relations between the mem-
ber countries of the ECE. All the delegations
stressed the need to strengthen existing ties,
despite some economic disorders which all parts
of the world are now experiencing to some
extent.
AETR
2328. On 28 April, the Commission adopted
a proposed Regulation to be sent to the Council
on bringing into force the European Agreement
concerning the Work of Crews of Vehicles
engaged in International Road Transport
(AETR).
Made in Geneva on 1 July 1970 under the aegis
of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (ECE), the Agreement and is provisions
are to come into force on 1 January 7976. Its
range of application matches that of Council
Regulation (EEC) 543/59 of.25 March 7969 on
harmonization of certain social legislation relat-
ing to road transport,l although it does extend
this to.cover transport to and from non-member
countnes.
It will be much to the Community's advantage, if
the AETR takes effea quickly (it simply remains
for a few ratification instruments to be deposit-
ed) since it will facilitate more effcctive controls
on the application of social road transport legis-
lation to haulage traffic between the Community
and non-member countries thus enhancing safety
on the road.
With this in mind, the Commission laid its
proposed Regulation before the Council, which
stipulated the terms on which the Agreement
could take effect and apply to transport between
the Com.munity and the non-member counuies
party to lt.
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General Agreement on Taritfs
and Trade (GATTI
2329. At Australia's request, the third meeting
f.or ulks under Article XXII of GATT on Com-
munity measures in respect of beef and uealtook
place in Geneva on 18 April. The Community
advised its partners that, except in a few special
cases, it could still not see its way to relaxing the
import arrangements.
The other countries hoped that the talks would
continue, since they were anxious to see this
restrictive measure by the Community re-
scinded.
EFI'A countries
Sweden
ECS C-Sw e den Conta ct G r oup
2330. The 14th meeting of the ECSC-Sweden
Contact Group was held in Stockholm on 29
April, with the President, Mr E. Pettersson,
Director-General of the Swedish Board of Indu-
stry, in the chair.
The delegations got down to a discussion on the
general economic situation, the particular situa-
tion of the steel market, pollution and work
environment problems and research done in that
field.
The next meeting will take place in Brussels in
the second half of 1975.
I OJ L77 of 29.3.7969.
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Mediterranean countries
Overdl approach
2331.. On both L4 and 29 April the Council
held a searching debate on the negotiations with
the various Meiiterranean countries under what
has been termed the 'overall Mediterranean
approach'.
The Council approved in substance the result of
the negotiations with Israel. It has been- agreed
to speed up the outstanding work so that the
Commission can wind up the negotiations now
running with Algeria, Tunisia and Moroc-
co. Vith this in mind, it reviewed, on 29 April,
questions involved in finalizing the market orga-
nization measures governing certain concessions,
under the overall approach, mainly in respect of
processed fruit and vegetables, citrus fruits, new
potatoes and wine. This work will be resumed.
Greece
Signing the Additional Protocol
and the Interim Agreetnent
2332. The Additional Protocol' to the Athens
Asreement. which extends the EEC-Greece Asso-
ciition to the th,ree new Member States, was
signed in Brussels on 28- April. An Interim
Aireement' was siened at the iame time so that
thi uade ,r."ng.il.nts in the Protocol can be
applied in advance. The Interim Agreement is
expected to come into force on 1 July 1975.'
The Additional Protocol carries a number of
provisions which specify: the necessary adapta-
iions due to the accession of th,ree new Member
States (i.e., extended territorial application of the
Association Agreement; new definition of the
terms 'Greek imports coming from the Commun-
ity during a previous reference period', men-
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tioned in several futicles of the Agreement, etc.);
and the so-called'transitional' arrangements
which terminate at the latest on 31 December
1977, the end of the Accession uansitional
period. These provisions stipulate how and on
what terms alignment will gridually be reached
with the Association scheme in respect of uade
between Greece and the tlree new Member
States. Lastly, one of the futicles sets out the
arrangements-for imports of wine into the three
new Member States.
EEC-Gr ee ce Asso ciation Council
233i. Following signature of the Additional
Protocol and the-lnterim Agreement, the 38th
meeting of the Association Council (at ambas-
sador level) was held in Brussels on 28 April.
The Association Council first took note of a
statement by the Greek Delegation on the devel-
opment of the Association since democracy was
restored in Greece. This highlighted events
since the last Council meeting at ministerial level
and suessed the need to review matters arising
from the termination, on 31 October 1974, oL
the nvelve-year transition period. Here empha-
sis was laid on coordinlting the Greek and
Community commercial policies (in accordance
with Article 54 of the Aihens Agreement), the
situation of Greek workers in the EEC, technical
assistance from the Community in vocational
training and exchange schemes for young wor-
kers.
Regarding h armonization of agr icultur al p olicies,
thiCommunity Delegation (under futicle 35 of
the Athens Agreement) made the statement
intended to initiate the harmonization process in
the wine sector. The Greek Delegation replied
that it was ready to make a start. It also put
1 Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2333.
'z OJ L 123 ol15.5.1975.
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forward its views on further negotiations for
harmonization in the fruit and vege-tables sector.
Against the background of harmonizing agricul-
tural policies, the Greek Delegation strissid the
close link between harmonization and Drouisionby the Cornmunity of financial resources for
Greece.
In the light of the ultimate goal of the Athens
Agreement, namely Communiry membership for
Greece, it felt that matters involving harmoniza-
tion and to do with the new Finaniial Protocol
must be appraised lointly.
Turkey
EEC-Turkey Joint
P arliamentary Committe e
2^334. 
. 
The Joint EEC-Turkey Parliamentary
Committee held its 79th meeting in Copenhagen
from 2l to 25 April, chaired by"Mr Inan and "Mr
Hansen.
At tlle end of the proceedings, the Committee
issued a communiqu6 saying that its members
had expressed the opiniori that, anticipating
Greece and Turkey's full membership of the
EEC, only through negotiations can laiting sol-
utions be found for the problems involving ihem;
this being especially tiue for the problims of
Cyprus and the Aegean Sea.
The Joint Committee also adopted four recom-
mendations which, inter alia,ask the Association
Council to foster regular and effective political
consultation berween Turkey and the EEC, speed
up presentation of its renth annual activity
report, ensure preferential agricultural arrange-
ments for Turkey which match the most advin-
tageous treatment enjoyed by non-member coun-
tries_ and lastly implement, in respect of Turkish
workers, Articles 35 and 39 of -the Additional
Protocol to the Ankara Agreement.
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Algeria
2335. A new round of. negotiatiozs berween
the Community and Algeria fol a global Cooper-
ation Agreement took place in Brussels on 15
and 17 April 1975.
Both delegations found that progress had been
made, but that the outstanding-differences of
opinion on certain matters were preventing com-
plete agreement. The delegations reafTirmed
their resolve to see that their efforts succeeded as
swiftly.as possible and agreed ro meet again at
tne earllest opportunrty.
Morocco
2336. Mr Claude Cheysson, Member of the
Commission responsible for cooperation and
developmen!, was received by KingHassan II on
1 April. Their talks bore on rela--tions between
the Community and Morocco, with special refer-
ence to the broader Agreement now 6eing negor-
iated.
Israel
2337. At its meeting of 14 April 1975, the
Co.uncil, y.h,_.h approvid the resuli of the negot-
iations with Israel, agreed to make the necessary
arrangements so thar the Agreement with the
C^ommunity 
_may corne into force on I July1975. On 23 January of this year,' the C-om-
munity and Israeli Delegations had agreed, ad
referendum,on the result of the negotiaiions.
Yugoslavia
2338. On 28 April, Mr Smol6 of the Yusoslav
Federal Executive Council called on Comm-ission
Vice-President, Sir ChLristopher Soames.
r Bull. EC l-1975, point 2320.
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The talks took in the problem of Yugoslavia's
beef and veal exports to the EEC, and the
DrosDects for cooperation benreen the EEC and
Yug6slavia, in rilation to the existing Trade
Agieement, notably in industry, agriculture,
scientific iesearch, 
'labour 
and relations with
non-member countries. Cooperation in finan-
cial affairs was also considered.
Sir Christopher and Mr Smol6 were gratified by
the work initiated on these lines by a group of
Commission and Yugoslav experts, who met
early in April and will- meet again at the end of
Mai to pt.p"t. the meetingf of the Working
Pariy, assigned on 3 February by the Joint
EEC-Yueos-lavia Committee to work out practi-
cal proposals to be laid before the Committee,
who will meet at ministerial level next July.
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
African, Caribbean
and Pacific countries
Lom6 Convention
First meeting of the Interim Cornminee
2339. The Interim Committee of the Lom6
Convention, made up of the ambassadors of
fortv-five African. Caribbean and Pacific coun-
trieJ and the representatives of the- EEC Member
States, held its 
-inaugural 
meeting in Brussels on
11 April.
The Chairmen of the ACP and EEC delegations
expressed the hope that the Committee's work
would successfully prepare implementation of
the Convention (in particular the provisions
which will take effect in advance as from 1 July
1975) and would yield positive results for all the
interested parties.
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The Committee approved its internal set-up. It
will thus be assisted by seven sub-Committees
handling respe.ctively, 
. !I-ade. coop.eration, cus-
toms cooperation, stabilization of export ear-
nings, industrial cooperation, financial and tech-
nical cooperation, bananas (a ioint group formed
by the Protocol of the Convention), and sugar,
On the strength of a statement by the Commis-
sion represeniative, the Committee reviewed the
work io be done through the sub-Commit-
tees. It was also agreed to meet again in May.
Guinea signs the Conuention
2340. During a ceremony in Brussels on 10
April, Mr Seydiu Keita, Guinea's Ambassador
Eitraordinary to Western Europe, signed the
Lom6 Convention on behalf of his Government.
Nigeria ratifies the Conuention
2341. Nigeria ratified the Lom6 Conventio!;
the instruments were deposited on 25 April 1975
with the Secretariat-General of the Council of
the Communities. Nigeria is the first of the
signatory States to complete the procedures.
EDF and Lomd Conuention
2342. Less than two months after signature of
the Lom6 Convention, the Deputy Controllers of
the EuroDean Development Fund (EDF) met in
Brussels f.rom 27 to 2-5 April. The meeting was
to acquaint them with thC general principles and
the inititutional and technital mac}inery for the
new Convention. The Deputy Controllers, who
represent the Commission in the present asso-
ciited States, heard statements - from those
responsible for Community development and
cooperation policy, who stressed the importance
of defining the Deputies'future role in-the new
context of ACP-EEC relations.
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Yaound6 Convention
As so ciate d O uer se as Countr ie s
and Territories
23!3. On 9 April, the Commission presented
a Communication concerning renewal oi associa-
tion for the Overseas Couniries and Territories(OCT), which expired on 31 January l97S and
was provisionally prolonged until I liily 1975.
Since the Council will have to adopt the provi-
sions governing relations berween the Commun-
ity and the OCT for a new period, the Commis-
sion's Recommendation proposes to work from
the princip_les underlying-futicle 1,36 ol the EEC
Ireaty and to preserve, as previously, a certain
parallelism 
-benyeen the future OCf arrange-
ments and the Lom6 Convention.
Non-member countries
I nd ustr i al ize d co u ntr ies
United States
2344. In April a trade dispute between the
Community and the United States was halted
after talks berween the Commission and the US
authorities, which allowed them in this instanceto apply the provisions of the US TradeAct. The Act vests the American authorities
with discretionary powers in the sphere of com-
mercial policy. The US Government has madefull use g{ tligry, witho_ut Congress intervening,
and this highlights a political side of the probleii
now..facing the USA and the Community in a
specific area.
The difficulty,involved the exports of Commun-
ity cheese to the United States. The US Govern-
50
ment had indicated that it intended to impose
countervailing. charges. on cheesf or.iginating in
rne Lommunlty ln vrew of the tact that it
benefited from export refunds.
In the discussions with the US authorities, the
Commission pointed out that the problems
besetting the American dairy industry could not
be attributed to the export iefunds. 'The Com-
mission tried to clear up the difficulty amicably
with the US authorities, so rhat they can exercisL
their discretionary powers under the Trade Act.
After- waiving or adiusting several other refunds
on cheese-, the Commission finally suspended,
temporarily from 24 April, its' refuirds on
Emmenthal and GruyEri exported to theUSA. Deploring the amitude'of the United
States in this affair, the Commission emphasized
that this was an exceptional measure to avoid a
'che99g war' in the present short-term economic
condltlons.
{eq1, o, 24 
-April, q.he L]S Acting Secretary ofthe Treasury, Mr Stephen S. Gardner, announced
in return that in view of the action taken by the
Commission, the US Government would u6e its
discretionary powers-under the Trade Act to stop
imposing.countervailing 
-cha-rges on Community
cheese still covered by refunds. Thus, in the eni
a compromise solution prevailed.
2345. On 11 April, the Commission received
a delegation from the llnited States Con-
gress. The visitors went on to Munich to see
Members of the European Parliament as part ofthe six-monthly meitings between r$ rwo
bodies. 
-In Brussels, the-Congressmen met SirChristopher Soames, Mr Simoriet and Mr Lardi-
nois.
New Zealand
2346. On 14 April, the Commission sent the
Council its regular annual report on implement-
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ing (in 7974)Protocol 18, annexed to the Aa of
Accession, in respect of UK imports of New
Zealand butter and cbeese. The report con-
cludes that data used in setting prices at the cif
stage, as indicated in the Protocol, should be
regularly reviewed.
Asian and Latin-American
developing countries
India
Official uisit by President Ortoli
2347. On the invitation of the Indian Govern-
ment, President Ortoli of the Commission made
an official visit to India from 18 to 25 April.
During his stay in New Delhi, from 18 to 22
April, he called on the President and the Prime
Minister and had talks with the Ministers of
External Affairs, Agriculture, Finance, Industry
and Civil Supplies, and Commerce and Energy.
The ioint communiqu6 issued at the end of the
visit, stated:
'The discussions mainly centred around the rec-
ent development of economic relations between
India and ihe European Communities, and their
future evolution. Both sides noted with satis-
faction the contribution the European Commun-
ities had been able to make to the development
and diversification of these relations.
Mr Ortoli emphasized that the Commission
considered the measures taken recently by the
Communities were no more than the beginning
of a concerted and expanding effort to deepen
and diversify the relations between India and the
European Communities, within the framework
established by the Joint Declaration of Intent
and the Commercial Cooperation Agreement, to
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which both sides attached the greatest impor-
tance. He explained that the Communities were
now committed to evolving an overall develop-
ment cooperation policy and added that, in the
view of the Commission, India occupied a crucial
place in its evolution.
Both sides agreed to intensify work in the
India/EEC Joint Commission, which had already
got off to a useful and constructive start since its
first meeting in May 7974,with a view to getting
underway concrete measures and programmes of
commercial cooperation. This would benefit
India's foreign earnings, develop and diversify
her exports, and expand trade between India and
the Communities.
There was a discussion on the possibilities of
cooperation in various economic sectors of com-
mercial importance. It was mentioned that
India was keen to enlarge her industrial and
technological base in cooperation with the Com-
munities, so that India is better able to meet the
emerging requirements of the Communities and
its other partners. In agriculture, the need for
cooperation was stressed particularly by way of
chemical and technological input in India, to
optimize her production.
The discussions revealed interesting prospects of
cooperation in science and technology, specifical-
ly regarding research into alternative sources of
energy, environmental matters, food processing
technology, and methods of handling scientific
and technical information. It was agreed that
detailed discussions of an exploratory nature at
technical level would be undertaken in the com-
ing months to examine. the feasibility of cooper-
ation programmes in all these areas.
The opportunity was also taken to discuss recent
international economic developments. Both
sides stressed the need to approach international
discussions in a spirit of constructive dialogue
and to avoid confrontation.
It was agreed as highly desirable that India and
the European Communities should keep in close
6l
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touch on international issues, such as the dia-
logue with the oil-producing countries and all
the other developing countries, further active
multilateral trade negotiations for broader liber-
alization of world trade, and international sol-
utions to the current problems of the developing
countries.'
Mexico
Official uisit fo Sir Christopher Soames
2348. On the invitation of the Mexican Gov-
erffnent, Vice-President Sir Christopher Soames
went to Mexico from 15 to 19 April where he
was received by President Echeverria. He also
talked with the Mexican Ministers for Foreign
Affairs and Industry and Commerce. The talks
bore mainly on the prospects for Mexico's rela-
tions with the Communities just before negotia-
tions' were to start for a bilateralTrade Cooper-
ation Agreement between the EEC and Mexico.
EEC-M e xi co ne gotiatio ns
2349. The negotiations between the EEC and
Mexico opened in Brussels on 29 April. The
first round, lasting two days, focused on the
general lines of the contemplated Agreement, i.e.,
development and diversification of trade through
commercial and economic cooperation. The
second round will appraise the draft of a text
giving praaical form to the material approved to
fulfil the guidelines set out in the first.
Diplomatic relations
of the Communities
2350. On 15 April,' the Presidents
Council and the Commission received
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Ake Withol who presented his letters of credence
as Ambassador and Head of Mission for the
Republic of Finland to the European Commun-
ities (EEC, ECSC, EAEC).
The new Ambassador succeeds Mr Pentti Talvi-
tie who has been assigned to another post.
' Bull. EC 10-1,974, point 2237 and 3-1975, point2344.
'z OJ C 91 of. 24.4.197 5.
of the
FIE MT
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a nd orga ns
of the Communities
European Parliament
Part-sessio n in Luxembourg
from 7 to 11 April 1975
2401. Two subjects dominated the part-ses-
sion of 7 to ll April: the consequences of
amalgamation for shareholders and workers, and
the 'wine war'between Italy and France,
In external policy, Parliament made an interim
assessment of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) and considered
the outlook for the Euro-Arab dialogue, the
bilateral Cooperation Agreements and the politi-
cal situation in Portugal. The House used its
new budgetary powers when it approved the first
Supplementary and Amending Budget for 1.975.
Regarding energy policy, the House took stock
of Community research since 1958 and took a
hard look it the prospects. Reports were
reviewed on joint prospecting for oil in the EEC
and the nuclear fuel supply problems.
For social policy, employment and the war on
poverty were discussed.'
Voting on the draft
of the First Supplementary
and Amending Budget lor 1975
(8 April)
Clash of principle between Parliament
and the Council
2402. In the discussion on the First Supple-
mentary Budget f.or 7975, the House unanimous-
ly voted in favour of granting 300000000 u.a.
for the newly created. B._g^iqltl^ j^und. This
represents an increase of 150000000 u.a. com-
pared with the Council's draft. At the same
time, Parliament maintained that it, and not the
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Council, should have the final say in appropriat-
ing resources for the Fund.
This division, which concluded the first reading
of the Supplementary and Amending Budget,
highlighted the dissent between the House and
the Council on this issue, which had already
been voiced in the general debate during the
March sittings.'
There is a clash of principle between the two
budget authorities over the boundaries of their
powers on the basis of the new budgetary
procedure which came into force with the draft
Budget for 7975.
The conflict had been lurking under the surface
since December 1974, when in the final review
of the General Budgei for 1975, on the strength
of the Summit Conference decision on the
Regional Fund, the House had refrained from
demanding the inclusion of 300000000 u.a. for
the Fund.
The Commission endorsed Parliament's views on
the basic question of classifying the Regional
Fund appropriations. When reviewing the draft
in December, the Council had advocated that,
for the time being, the Regional Fund should be
classified as non-compulsory expenditure, but
' This report on this part-session of Parliament wasprepared from the German edition of 'Informations'
published by Parliament's General Secretariat.
The Political Group and nationaliry of members
speaking in the debates are indicated in brackets after
their names and abbreviated as follows: C-D :
Christian Democrats, S = Socialist Group, L :
Liberal and allied Group, C : European Conserva-
tives, EPD : European Progressive Democrats, COM
: Communist and Allied Group. B : Belgium, DK:
Denmark, G : Federal Republic of Germany, F :
France, IRL : Ireland, I : ltaly, L : Luxembourg,
NL : Netherlands, UK : United Kingdom.
The complete texts of the Resolutions passed .by
Parliament are reproduced in OJ C95 of 28.4.1975
and the verbatim report is contained in OJ Annex
189. For technical reasons the report of the part-ses-
sion of 28-30 April will appear in Bulletin 5-1975.
'z Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2408.
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after the Paris Summit' had confirmed a global
expenditure of 1300 million u.a. for the next
tluee years, now felt that the Fund should be
considered as compulsory expenditure. In its
Resolution, the House pointed out to the Coun-
cil that the classification of expenditure could
not be unilaterally changed.
Following Parliament's amendments to the
Council's draft of the First Supplementary and
Amending Budget, a new rate is to be set for
increasing the non-compulsory expenditure in
1975 as against 1,974. This depends on agree-
ment between the House and the Council. So
Parliament closed the first reading by approving
a proposal to set the new rate for increasing the
non-compulsory expenditure at 68.35Yo. This
was approved by 116 votes for, none against and
6 abstentions.
Besides the resources for the Regional Fund, the
Supplementary and Amending Budget includes a
uansfer from the 'not specifically allocated'
expenditure of Chapter 99 into the'research and
investment expenditure' of Chapter 33. This
involves 499 508 u.a. which will go to the
recently approved research programme on pluto-
nium recycling in light-water reactors.
Protecting members and safeguarding
workers' rights in amalgamations
(8 April)
2403. The Commission's Proposal for a third
Directive on protecting members and others in
rnergers between soci|tds dnonryes was
approved by Parliament more than two years
alttr it was presented. In October L973', the
first debate in Parliamenf had argued the ques-
tion whether workers should have the right of
veto, if their interests were severely preiudiied by
a merger. A majority in the House had opposed
this, in respect of an original proposal by the
Legal Affairs Committee in 1,973.
The compromise formula since worked out bv
the Legai Affairs Committee, whereby neithei
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workers nor shareholders would have a right of
veto, but an arbitration board would safeguard
workers' rights, was confirmed by a majority of
MPs. Both groups would be equally represent-
ed on the board. It could be called bv both
groups when negotiations had been running for
two months without success. Within a month it
would make decisions binding for both sides on
action to be taken for the benefit of the wor-
kers. The Commission had simply proposed
mediation by the public authorities.
Much of the debate centred on the time-limit for
the arbiuation board's final decision. In an
amendment, the ChLristian Democrats proposed a
time limit of one month, to offer the sharehol-
ders' general meeting the chance to assess the
social and financial effeas of the decision on the
merger. The amendment was finally adopted
with a maiority, although the Communists,
Socialists and Conservatives spoke againstit. Neither could Mr Gundelacb, the respons-
ible Member of the Commission, endorse the
Christian Democrats' proposal for a time-limit.
Mr Marras (COMA) substantiated the many
amendments tabled by his Group, which boiled
down to reinforcing workers' rights. Mr Ber
mani (S/l) stressed that the arbitration procedure
in no way compromised the right to strike,
which was still the most effeaive device to
safeguard workers' rights.
The debate was wound up with a statement by
Vice-President Hillery of the Commission, who
highlighted how far company mergers had gone
in the EEC over recent years. Some hundred
companies now controlled about half of indu-
strial production. Although this development
was to be welcomed from the economic angle,
we must be aware of our obligations to wor-
kers. The Council had undertaken to approve
the Direaive within the next five months.
1 Point 22 of. the Communiqu6, Bull. EC 12-1974,
point 1104.
'z Bull. EC 9-1973, point 2429.
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t The question of mass dismissals has been dealt with
in an EC Directive. See Bull. t2-1974, point 1306.
/
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2404. Parliament felt that.the wide differences
between Member States labour legislation provi-
sions were a realhazard in the way of harmoniz-
ing and safeguarding workers' rights and benefits
at Community level. The House approved the
Commission's' Proposal for a Directive to har-
monize Member States' legislation to preserue
employees' righx and aduantages in the case of
llrergers, amalgamations and take-ouers. h
endorsed the principles underlying the Commis-
sion's Proposal that the new employer should
automatictlly take over the conditions of
employment, that the workers should be protect-
ed from dismissal solely on the grounds of
suuctural changes in the company and that
workers' representatives should be informed,
consulted and allowed to negotiate in respect of
worker's interests.
Regarding protection from dismissal, the House
emphasized in its Resolution that the Commis-
sion should prepare a Directive on individual
terminations.' Ttrough various tabled amend-
ments to the Commission's proposed text, Parlia-
ment tried to get even better guarantees for the
protection of workers' rights, which here again
lay with an arbitration board.
Various speakers did not believe that this Direc-
tive would be enforceable in the Member
States. Mr PAtre (C-DIB) contended that some
States would have to make radical changes to
their legislation. Mr Premoli (L/l) made the
point that one of the parties involved might
boycon the negotiations. Lady Elles (CruK)
found that the shareholders, whose investment
capital was also at stake in mergers, had not
been fairly treated.
Agriculture
The 'wine war' between France and Italy
2405. At the outset of the debate on the 'wine
war', Mr Lardinois of the Commission declared
that the French Government's ban on imports of
Italian wine was a serious breach of the Treaty
of Rome, such as had rarely occurred in the
past. he told the House that immediately after
ihir infringement of Community rules by the
French Government, the Commission had
invoked the procedure in futicle 169 of the
Treaty against it. If the French Government did
not honour the Commission's request, the Court
of Justice would be called in. Mr Lardinois
then explained the cause of the 'wine war'.
During 7977-1972,260000000 hl of wine were
produied in the Community; the 7973-7974
butput had climbed to 328000000 hl and had
thui sent prices tumbling. At the same time,
owing to the unhealthy economic situation, wine
consumption and exports had declined. Mr
Lardinois announced that the wine Regulation
would be changed. As an immediate step, the
volume of wine for distilling would be substan-
tially increased. In the long term, strict controls
on production were required to reduce the areas
under cultivation and'promote quality rather
than quantity. But distillation alone would not
solve the problem, since it was by no means
certain that the market could take such quanti-
ties of alcohol without any serious
effects. Apart from this, the Community's aids
for exporti to non-member countries fostered
politicil difficulties, as we had seen in the case of
butter and meat.
Mr Vetrone (C-Dll) thanked Mr Lardinois for
the Commission's vigorous action. He stressed
the discrimination against vine growers as com-
pared with other farmers. They did not enjoy
ihe same guarantees. Moreover, they had to
bear the cost of Community policy towards
other Mediterranean countries, from whom a
considerable volume of wine was irnported. Mr
f" r"rr. EC 4-1e7s
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Verone approved quantity controls on produc-
tion but they must be wedded to a stricr quality
policy.
As the single spokesman for a counrry which
made no wine, Mr Laban (S/NL) called for
penetrating structural measures, since too much
wine of poor quality was being produced.
He was concerned about the financial burden for
the Community budget arising from the new
Proposals. !7e should not ask too much of the
non-producing countries who had to pay for the
distillation operations.
The comments of Nb Cointat (EPD/F), the
former French Minister of Agriculture, found a
ready audience. He reminded the House of the
dramatic developments in southern France. As
matters stood, the French Government could not
do otherwise, since its first concern had been to
restore order.
Mr Cointat called for emergency action to clear
up the medium-term difficulties in the wine
sector: a ban on new plantations f.or uin ordi-
naire; a permanent price intervention arrange-
ment as for cereals; a yield limit of 150 hl/ha;
quality control in production and not iust in
marketing.
Mr Cipolta (COMA) said that the battle waged
by the French and Italian growers was iuiti-fied. Only 2"/", and not so Iong ago only 1%,
of the Cotnmunity's agricultural budget went to
the vineyards, although this sector aciounted for
25% of total agricultural output.
Community aid must help the growers and not
the speculators. The Proposali announced by
the Commission were inad-equate and could not
solve the problem. Production controls were
needed not just for wine but for all farm
products.
Mr Della Briotta (S/I) said that it must be
acknowledged that Italy had not fanned the
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blaze atter the serious breach of the Treaw bv
the French. It should not be overlooked'that
massive sales of French farm products had pre-
viously caused upheavals on rhe Italian mar-
\.t. He urged that the present crisis be used as
the springboard for a new policy on Mediterra-
nean products. Wine production must be res-
tored to the traditional and most appropriate
areas, especially the hillsides.
Mr Liogier (EPDII) thanked the Italian MPs for
their restraint. The French srowers also
deserved sympathy, since they coull not passive-
ly watch the 'clearance sale' of imported Italian
wine at crippling prices.
Mr Marras (COM/I) felt that the wine crisis
could only be solved within a general overhaul of
the CAP.'
Mr Lagoru (Sff) highlighted the human side of
the problem and pointed to the paradox of the
situation, where a good harvest spelt disaster.
Mr Bersani (C-D/I) claimed that we were now
seeing the consequences of neglecting such an
important sector as wine.
Winding up the debate, Mr Lardinois rebutted
the charges against the Commission and recalled
that the 1969 wine Regulation was born of a
political compromise within the Council between
the French and Italian viewpoints. The Italians
had then considered that wine was no different
from any of the other products. The French, on
the other hand, thought that production should
be strictly controlled to avoid surpluses. Every-
body now had to bear the .ons.qu.nces of tlie
compromise. Even so, the 1969 Regulation had
its points, since, for one rhing, it had fostered the
produaion of quality wine in Italy. Mr Lardi-
nois stressed the dangers in the'present crisis,
which could rock the whole edifice-of asicultur-
aJ policy. The confidence in the Comriunity of
the groups.concerned must be restored as swiftly
as possible, even if the price was high.
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Economic situation of eggprcducers
(10 April)
2406. A question from the Conservatives
hiehlishted current problems on the egg market
"nl tf,e Commission was asked whether it wasprepared to take direa action to protect the
I icohomic situation of egg producers, who, espe-I cially in the United Kinfdom, were at- a disad-
vantage as against imported eggs at rocl-bottom
prices from other EEC countries.
Lord St Oswald, substantiating the question,
said that imports of cheap egp from France were
causing trorible to British producers.
He asked the Commission to apply the Treaty
precisely and create equal competition conditions
, for all egg producers.
I Mr Cointa, (EPDII) defended the French pro-
' ducers. It must be realized that Brittany' once a
peripheral region of France, was now serving the
'big-market,-which had iust opened 'on her
doorstep'.
Mr Lardinois, for the Commission, pointed out
that British egg imports in 1974 amounted to
less than 2% ol domestic production. He con-
, ceded that there were problems, which certainlyI could be solved. The-Commission had applied
certain safeguards for the benefit of the egg
market. But consumer preferences were of
course a factor which could not be
ignored. The Breton egg farmers had been very
iuccessful in marketing their special variety of
brown egg. he could not find any gounds for
banning Trench exports. But he was ready to
I seek a solution in talks with the producers.
I
Social policy
EEC programme to combat Pouerry(10 April)
2407. Parliament regarded the Commission's
programme of pilot ichemes and studies to
combat poverty as a positive move worthy of all
support. Despite its limited scope, it was an
initial token of Community solidarity towards
the underprivileged, those living on the fringe of
society who never enjoyed prosperity. The aim
of thd programme was to work out methods to
countei an-d eliminate poverty and collate data
on the causes especially, in order to plan new
strategies to remove them.
The rapporteur for the Committee on Social
Affairs and Labour Questions, Mr Dondelinger(S/L) criticized the legal form of the pro-
gramme. He regretted that the Commission
had presented it as a simple Communication
rathei than as a Proposal,-which would have
enabled the House to suggest modifications. He
urged the Council to mike the necessary budget
re6urces available to carry out the programme
and ensure its financing thrrough the financial
year 1976.
For the Committee on Cultural Affairs and
Youth, Mr Artzinger (C-DIG) welcomed the
programme which was a modest but tangible
iduince in combating poverty. He found that
the time span of two vears was too short and
ureed that the research teams should be multi-
naiional as well as interdisciplinary. Apart
from the Communist and Allied Group, the
Groups all approved the Commission's pro-
gramme. Mr-Hiirzscbel (C-D/G) said that in a
ielatively prosperous society, consideration must
also be Euen tb the fringe groups. He criticized
the inad-equate financial resources. Mr Santer(C-D/L) fdlt that the programme operied a new
dimension of Community social policy. Mr
Albers (SAIL) complained that the migrant wor-
kers were not included in any special proi-
ect. Lady Elles (CruK) pointed to the problem
of people'whose need seldom came to light. Mr
Bordu'(COMII) announced that the Commun-
ists would abstain from voting on the Resol-
ution, since the programme was a shabby digres-
sion in view of the actual problems.
European Parliament
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Vice-President Hillery of the Commission point-
ed out that, in approving the l97S budgit, the
House had already- endorsed tht pro-
gramme. He believed that if necessary the
Communication to the Council could easily be
changed into a draft Directive, as the rapporteur
had urged. In conclusion he announced that the
Commission would report on the execution of
the programme before ihe end of 1976.
Tripartite Conference betuteen botb sides
of industry and the Ministers
for Economy and Finance(9 April)
2408. In a Question, the Communist and
Allied. Group asked the Council to explain its
attitude towards convening a second Soclial Con-
ference in the first half oitglS, as proposed by
the uade union delegates at the firsi Conf.rrr..in December 1974. The European Confeder-
ation of Trade Unions (ECTFU)-felt there was a
need not only to discuss matters of employment
policy, as was previously the case, but aiso to
discuss questions of economic and financial pol-
icy with the. responsible Ministers, since they
materially.affected employment. They had pro-
posed such a Conferincb for' the fiist hat of
1975.. The spokesman, Mr Marras (COM/I)
emphasized that the Council had as'yet said
nothing in reply, although ltaly's resbonsible
Minister and Ireland's Minister hid both person-
ally..supp-orted the idea. Mr Marras urgid that
until such a Conference was called there-should
be 
- 
a joint Council meeting of the Ministers of
Labour and the Ministeri for Economy and
Finance.
The Council President, Mr FitzGerald, pointed
out that the Standing Committee on Employ-
ment made up of representatives of the Commi's-
sion, the empbyers and the unions. had alreadv
resumed its activities at the besinnine of thlyear. He did not rule our the [ossibiiity of a
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joint meeting of Labour and Finance Ministers to
see whether it was worthwhile to call a fresh
tripartite Confgrence. 
_ 
The questioner's request
would be laid before the Finahce Ministers, who
would be meeting before the end of April.
Mr Glinne (S/B) and Mr Girardin (C-DII) sup-
ported the unions' proposal for another tripartiie
Conference. The only speaker to opposeit wasMr Nyborg (EPDIDK) who feared that other
moves in respect of employment policy might be
blocked untilthe Conferente took plaie.
Appraisal and future
of the Joint Research Centre
(7 April)
2409. An appraisal of .Community research
since the creation of the European Atomic Ener-
gy Community (Euratom) in 1958 and the future
development of research under the shadow of the
energy crisis were both the subject of one debate.
Assessment of aaiuity of the JRC
betuteen 1958 and 1972
In,his verbal report, the-rapporteur, Mr Fliimig(S/G) tried to answer why-the record of ComI
munity research in Ispra, Mol, Petten and Karls-
ruhe had been a story of breakdowns, wasted
money and staff troubles. Was the Euratom
concept all wrong? Mr Flimig attacked the
Member States' Governments foi havine turned
Community research into a Cinderella. -Promis-
ing proieas had always been handed to national
institute.s and the JRC had got the left-overs,
especially now that the ORGELproject (a heavy-
water moderated reactor fuelled by natural ura-
nium)which was to make Europe independent of
American enriched uranium, - had been stop-ped. The break-up of this proiec which for ten
years had been it the hiari of Community
research and had taken up 60-80%
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of Ispra's capacity, was the start of a four-year
period in which the Council had fobbed off the
establishments with'survival programmes'. Mr
Fldmig recalled that at the time Parliament had
always called for long-term programmes and he
could not but blame the Council for its irrespon-
sible behaviour.
In the Resolution at the end of the debate, which
was unanimously approved apart from the Com-
munist abstentions, Parliament warned against
letting the JRC continue to exist without givingit appropriate and firm research assign-
ments. \[ith a warning against further fiasco,
the Council and Commission were urged to
safeguard the technical, financial and staffing
sides of the multiannual research programme
;t decided in June 1973. Referring to its budgeta-
I ry powers, the House declared that in the event
' of further failure, the question would inevitably
arise of whether more funds should be granted
for Community research.
Reuision of the muhiannual research
and trainingprogramme
I z+to. Mr Flrmig saw a ray of hope in the
Commission's Proposals for revising the JRC's
multiannual research and training pro-
gramme.' The House altogether endorsed them.
Parliament welcomed the formation of an expert
gtoup to ensure collaboration between the- JRC,
ihe national research institutes, and branches of
1 industry most directly concerned by the researchI oroiects. With the necessarv administrative
' ieforms carried out, Mr Flimig urged the Coun-
cil not to be stingy and the Commission to act
promptly, since ihe programme was already
halfway thrrough. Parliament wanted to see res-
ults at [ast.
The Group spokesmen were well nigh unani-
mous in calling for forceful, long-term action to
/ 
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sustain Community research and, apart from the
Communist speaker, welcomed the Commis-
sion's programme Proposals as a step in the right
direction. Mr Giraud (Sff) stressed that besides
independent national research, there must be
room for Community research gappling with
problems of Communiry interest. Mr 
-Jozeau-Marignd (Lff) particularly applauded the plan-
ned ioordination beween unilateral and joint
research projeas. Mr Normantoz (CAJK) cal-
led for Parliamentary controls on Community
research. Mr NoD (C-Dll) highlighted the
effects of research policy discussions on the
scientists concerned, and the value of a sound
personnel policy for the efficiency of research
istablishmelnts. ' Mr Cointat (EPD/F) said that
the new programme was a last chance for
Community research.
Mr Leonardi (COM/I) justified his Group's
abstention in that the Commission's Proposals
did not adequately match the premise of the
Euratom Treity that the optimum conditions of
safety for the population should be secured.
As to the argument over who was to blame for
the failure of-Euratom research, Mr Brunner,the
Commissioner responsible for science and
research, replied thit the JRC had itself sufferedfrom the vacillations in European aware-
ness. He praised the technical performance of
the four Esiablishments; Geel, Karlsruhe, Petten
and Ispra, which had turned in good work in
their special fields and had sometimes won
international recognition; NASA, for instance,
had acknowledgeil Ispra's research on hydro-
gen. He highlighted the immediate value of the
eommission's Ploposals on promoting alterna-
tive sources of eneigy and attacked the tendency
to regard the energy crisis as settled.
1 Bull. EC 12-1974,point2259.
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Energy policy
(10 April)
Nuclear fuel supplies
241.1. More intensive use of nuclear energy
hinges on 
_ 
an adequate and reliable supply 6f
nuclear fuels, particularly enriched ura-
nium. Estimates indicate that the annual
demand for nuclear fuels will increase tenfold
over the next decade. The Commission intends
to meet these conditions with an action plan for
a common supply policy for nuclear fuels.
Parliament's Resolution approved the Commis-
sion's Proposal as a serviieable contribution to
enhancing the securiry of energy supplies. The
House considered that revision of the Euratom
Treaty, with reference to the Supply Agency, was
urgently needed, so as to create tha prirequisites
for an active supply policy. Action shouid also
be ta.ken-on trade-policy, to ensure an adequate
supply of nuclear fuels.
Crisis measures and oil prospection
A joint 
_debate based o,n rwo reports by theEnergy Committee considered security of sirpply
from yet another angle: the Housi approiei
Commission Proposals for measures to cope with
oil. supply problems and for supportin-g joint
hydrocarbon p-rospection projects (oil and gas)
on the sea-bed, particularly in Member Statesi
territorial waters.
The House agreed that, if a new energy crisis
occurred, the Commission could draft the fra-
mework of measures to save energy at-Commun-
ity level, and monitor intra-Communiw trade in
oil and oil products by introducing an automatic
authorization scheme. The Comirission's deci-
sions could be modified by the Council with a
qualified majority, within'a ten-day time lim-it.. The rapporteur, Mr Cointat(EPblF) regret-
ted, however, that no specific criteria had 6een
laid down for iust whin there was a 'supply
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crisis'. He feared that the Proposals might
prove inadequate.
Parliament also endorsed the Commission's Pro- ]
posal to grant aid from EEC funds for joint I
projects to search for oil and natural qas on the
sea-bed. Such aid should not exceed-a quarter
of the costs. Other matters considered included t
technological .development proiects connected I
with sp-ecial problems and riski. The rappor-
teur, Mr Norrnanton (CruK) criticized sCveralpoints. He would have welcomed a common
strategy on exploiting sources of hydrocarbon
supplies. He doubted the adequacy of the
financial and fiscal procedures fbr iompanies
engaged in oil and gas drilling proiects.- The
spokesman for the -Christian-Democrats, Mr
Vandewiele (B) approved the proposal. For the r
Socialists, Mr Giraud (F) wanted to see a clause \
included, whereby EEC aid would be paid back,if maior oil dLposits were discovered. A;
amendment to this effect was aDDroved. For
the Communist and Allied Grouo.itrl,r BorduG\
called the proposal another conceision to the oii
c-ompanies, yhich, if a new crisis occurred, were
themselves the main danger to the urr:ry of the
market.
Vice-President Simonet of the Commission, I
countering Mr Cointat's criticism, pointed out
that it was hardly possible in practic6 to define a
crisis situation in advance. he also rebutted Mr
Bordu's comments on the oil companies. In
condusion he said that the Commission would
consider itself bound by the acceptance of Mr
Giraud's amendment.
IProteaing the environment
Dkposal of radioaaiue woste:
a fiue-year programme
(9 April)
2412. Parliament approved a Commission
Proposal to make availible some 20000000 u.a.
Bull. EC 4-1e7s I
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for practical proiects to discover appropriate
procedures for-the management and s_afe storage
of radioaaive waste. In the Resolution, the
House pointed out that it had been emphasizing
this problem over the last ten years. The Com-
mission's programme, which ran for five years,
should beihifirst leg of a longer-term plan and
should be aporaised- in two iears time. The
House also ilreed the insertion of a clause on
renewing or iutomatically extending the pro-
eramme after the first five-vear term. It was
iroposed that the managem-ent and storage of
iadioaaive waste should be assigred to a public
body, taking the shape of a joint organization
according to the terms of the Euratom Treaty.
In the debate, all the group spokesmen com-
olained of the short time aciordld to deal with
ih. Proporrl, which had been uansmitted to
Parliam6nt very late. But they approved the
substance of thl Proposal. In the discussion on
the Resolution moti-on, a number of Socialists
including their spokesmen, Mr Lange (G)
abstained, because ihey felt that many points had
not been setded.
Mr Spinelli of the Commission explained that
the basic intention of the Proposal was to
develop methods to ensure optimum safeguards,
in view of the erowine number of nuclear power
stations and ihe mo"unting level of indirsuial
radioactive refuse. He rem-inded the House that
this programme was simply.the first stage of an
action programme covermg the next ten
vears. Mr Soinelli stressed thit the Commission
ivas ready .i,d *illing to cooperate with non-
member iountries and other bbdies, but that ajoint pladorm within the EEC had to be created
first.
Lead and cadmium in ceramic tableware
2413. Parliament felt that the legal provisions
in the Community concerning limits on the lead
and cadmium cohtent of ceiamic wares which
come into contact with food, should be harmo-
nized with effect from I July 7976,
The House approved the Commission's proposed
Directive su6ject to the above recommendation
and other tabled amendments concerning the
tolerance limit for lead and cadmium and on
labelling.
External relations
Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe
(9 April)
2414. On the strength of a report by its
Political Affairs Committee, Parliament urged
the Member States' Governments to insist more
suongly on greater progress by all Committees
of the Confeience on Security and Cooperation,
especially the first and third Committees (Eur-
opean Sicurity Questions and Cooperation in the
iultural and'Hirmanitarian Fieldi), so that the
goal of unity in the second phase of the CSCE
iould be swiftly achieved.
Explicit emphasis was laid on the right of
Member Stites of the Community to change
their frontiers peacefully and create a political
union. Parliament felt'that the resulti of the
CSCE must in no way thwart the realization of
European Union.
The report constitutes an interim appraisal of the
Confeience. Regarding the representation of
Community interists, ii concludis, 
.f irst,that all
nesotratlons ln connection with the CSCE on
-""tt.rr where the Member States have uansfer-
red authoriw to the Communiry. must be con-
ducted by tfr'e Commission and, iecond, that it
must be made clear that, for the Nine, notwith-
standing their willingness to develop- relations
with Eistern Europe, the pursuit of Western
European integration must take priority over
East-West cooperation.
i
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The rapporteur Mr Radoux (S/B) consolidated
his written report with a commentary on the
starus of the Conference. Nine principies of the
first Committee (Security Questions)^had been
a.ccepte{. Mr Radoux warned against assuming
that solemn proclamations of I few politicaT
principles -urould s-Cfice to ensure European
security. This could be gained only ttrough
simultaneous measures - in the ' militaiy
sphere. Here he touched on one of the sore
points of the Conference: the conditions for
announcing military maneuvres. The other
was the principle of inviolability of frontiers
claimed by the Eastern bloc countries, which the
rapporteur feltshould be coupled with the pos-
sibiliry for the West to alter its own frontieri by
free agreement. Problems had also cropped uiin the second Committee (Economii - Ques-tions). Mr Radoux confirmed that the principle
of reciprocity must underlie all trade rela-
tions. The draft of an industrial cooperation
charter was on the table. The resulti of the
Third Committee (Humanitarian and Cultural
Cooperation) were to be seen as a test of
ddtente. Without human contacts'this was pre-
carious. He welcomed the agreement on unit-
ing .families, and regretted that none was yet
f orthcoming on journilists' working conditions.
The group spokesmen were unanimous in con-
cluding that, if the Conference had vielded
positive results so far, this was primarily-due to
the consistent behaviour of the Community.
In their demands concerning the further course
of the negotiations, the groups sounded different
notes: Mr K.bpsclt (C-DIG) suessed that any
recognition of the Soviet Union's seisin in Europe
was acceptable only if concessions were made ln
respect of the free movement of individuals, the
selfdetermination of peoples and in the military
sphere. He opposed lny closure of the Confer-
ence under duress and confirmed the princiole of
reciprocal benefit. Like Mr Corteriier 1Slb1 he
pointed out that events in Portugal, the Middle
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East and South-East Asia could affect the further
course of the Conference. Mr Guldberg(L/DK)
insisted on secure guaranrees for Westiin Eur-
ope. It was now clear to Mr Terrenoire(EPDIF) that Europe must rake its destiny in
hand and look to its securiw. Mr B6rdu(COM/I) hoped that what had been learned
from- the failure of aggressive American policy in
South-East Asia woil? improve the neiotiaiins
climate at the CSCE and make it easier"to reacf,
agreement on the questions still outstanding.
The Ctnistian-Democrat spokesman Mr Klepsch
was opposed to institutionilizine the Conference
in the form of a permanent body, in contrast to
the rapporteur, who saw it as viluable in terms
of standing negotiations. Mr Petersen (L/DK)
thought that an international office should be sei
up for gathering data on conflict.
The Christian-Democrats, Socialism and Liberals
wEre unanimous that military aspects must not
be dissociated from cooperation ispeas. They
lr-nphasized qh_at thq negotiations now running inVienna on Mutual Balanced Force Reduct'ion(MBFR) must be incorporated into the pblitical
negotiations and revitalized. This view uras put
forward by the Chairman of the Political Affiirs
Committee, Mr Giraudo (C-Dll), who also
thought it unlikely that the Conference could be
wound up in June.
Mr Jahn (C-DIG) felt that the main difficulties in
the questions still unsetded concerned technol-
ogical and scientific cooperation, and relief on
the humanitarian side. - No grand decisions
we-re expected here, simply geitures of good-
will. In the responsible Contact Committee
modest progress had fornrnately been made on
the question of enuance facilitiei for journalists.
Commission Vice-President, Sir Christopher
Soames and Council President FitzGerald-said
that they were generally satisfied with the inte-
rim results of the Conference and optimistic
about its further course. Both confirmed that
I
I
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the Conference had shown that on the major
issues the Nine were a laclor to be taken
seriously. For the first time, the Community
had nelotiated on questions which fall within
the EC's competence and within the province of
political cooperation.
Co op er ation Agr e em ents
(9 April)
241,5. Several Ch,ristian-Democrats asked the
Council and Commission for more details on the
European Parliament
prevented. The Commission and even the auth-
orities of the Member States lacked information
on such Agreements. It was also hard to define
what a Cooperation Agreement was meant to
be. The most important thing was to avoid any
overlapping between Cooperation Agreements
and plain Trade Agreements.
The groups all deplored the inadequacy of the
provisions of the common commercial pol-
icy. Mr Lange (S/G) felt that all external rela-
tions ought to be governed by Community
rules. Mr De Clercq (L/B) urged that Article
113 of the EEC Treaty be updated (this Article is
the basis of the common corn.ercial policy) and
extended to cover Cooperation Agree-
ments. Should such a revision prove too diffi-
cult, he proposed that futicle 235 (autonomous
extension by the Community institutions) be
applied. Mr Thomsez (CiDK) thought that no
revision was required, since Article 113 must
also automatically apply to Cooperation Agree-
ments because they affected the commercial
policy.
Tbe Euro-Arab dialogue
(9 April)
2416. In tluee Questions to the same effect,
the Political Affairs Committee asked the Com-
mission, the Council and the Community
Foreign Ministers' Conference (Political Cooper-
ation[ for their views on the outlook for the
Euro-Arab dialogue, which had been decided in
principle a yea:' ago, but which had still to make
i stari. This was the first time that the political
cooperation of the Nine had been the subject of
a Question by Parliament to the Foreign Minis-
terst Conference, along the lines suggested by the
Paris Summit Conference of 9-10 December
1974;
' Bull. EC 2-197 5, point 2416.2 Point 4 of the Communiqu6; Bull. EC 12-1974,
point 1104.
Cooperation Agreements signed between certain
Community countries and non-member
States. As Mr Jahn (C-D1G) pointed out on
behalf of the questioners, the Cooperation
/ Agreements were not subject to the conditions of
I cohmon commercial policy. Parliament had
already investigated this problem on 18 February
on the strength of Mr Klepsch's (C-DIG) report
on Commuhiry relations with State-trading
countries.' The Question focused on the Coop-
eration Agreements made by private undertak-
ings, which were not covered by a Community
consultation procedure, but which incidently
, enioyed certain aid made available by the Mem-I b.i 'Strt.r. The questioners poinied to the
danger of distorting competitibn and called for
the harmonization of support measures for such
agreements.
Commission Vice-President, Sir Ch,ristopher
Soames and Council President FitzGerald con-
firmed that most Member States had made
- 
Cooperation Agreements with State-trading and
I oil-producing countries. More detailed partic-I ulais conceining them could be sent to the
responsible Parliamentary Committee. Some
agreements were confined to principles, while
oihers were more clear-cut and induded a list of
planned cooperation projects. In respect of
Agreements between private undertakings, Sir
Cfuistopher hoped that, through an international
code of conduct, ruinous competition could be
I 
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Mr Blumenfeld (C-DlG),who. iustified the Ques-tion, hoped that the new Question procefure
would improve relations between thb various
institutions sharing in the construction of Eur-
ope. The reply by the Council President and
Chairman of the Foreign Ministers' Conference,Mr FitzGerald, disappointed the House. He
confined himself to reailing a wrinen statement.
Mr FitzGerald hiehliehted the ereat significance
of the dialogue de-sire-d by the lrTine in frrproving
relations between the Community and-all th6
Arab States. What mattered was to create, in
collaboration with the EEC Commission, a per-
manent- setting for discussing questions common
to both groups of countries. In Dublin in
March, the Nine had decided to set up a
Working Party, which was to determine - the
economic, cultural and technological aspects to
be treated within the Euro-fuab -dialozu-e. The
Nine, who wanted to take up the dialo-gue at the
e.arliest opportunity, were closely Iollowing
developments in the Middle East.
For the Commission, Mr Cheys.soz highlighted
the value of the dialogue. It was the eipre-ssion
of determination to cooperate wherever common
interests were involved. By virtue of their pro-
pinquity, their mutual dependence in the energy
sector and their basic vilues, Europe and thl
Arab States were indispensable partners. The
Commission and Parliament both had a key role
to- play in this major experiment, which was part
of improving Europe's relations with the entire
Mediterranean.
Spoksmen of all groups opposed participation by
the Palestinian Liberation Orgahization in thl
Euro-fuab dialogue.
Mr Lenihaz (EPD/IRL) said disiussion must
steer clear of emotion. Europe had been gab-
bing the mineral wealth of the'developing ioun-
tries for years, without reinvesting-there the
massive profits from oil and raw materials. He
called for Europe to contribute to Mediterranean
development.
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Mr Guldberg (L/DK) pointed out rhat a political
solution of the Middle East conflict must include
for all those countries and Israel, the possibility
of living in an economic Community. - Onlv thb
Community could help them ichieve 'this
goal. 
.All .the_ speakerg 4a.de the point that,
alongside the Euro-fuab dialogue, Europe must 1
maintain contact with Israel. I
Council President FitzGerald assured the House
that he would report ro the rest of the Council '
on the results of the debate.
The situation in Portugal
(1l April)
2417. Against the background of the forth- |
:o-ingJl.Sions in Portugal, four groups (q-D, lL, C, EPD) had tabled a Resoluiion-motion,
wherein, 
- 
with reference to 'certain negative
aspects of the democratic development in Portu-
gal', they appealed to all democrats and to the
com_petent authorities in Portugal 'to ensure that
at the forthcoming elections to the Constituent
Assembly the entire population is allowed to
participate freely, all citiZens are assured funda-
menta[ democratic rights and the will of the I
pe-ople is respected'. They also stressed the
influence which a positive democratic evolutionin Portugal might have 'on developments in
European cooperation and on the process of
ddtente in Europe'. The motion was approved
with the Socialiits abstaining and the Commun-
ist and Allied Group voting against.
Mr Klepscb (C-DIG) declared it was for the I
European Parliament to show its solidarity and I
fellow feeling with all democrats in Portugil and
passionately attacked the exclusion of democra-
tic parties, especially the Ctristian-Democrats,
from the elections. Lord Reay (CruK) criticized
the draft constitution of the ?ornrzuise Revol-
utionary Council in that its electioi procedure
for the Portuguese Parliament was undemocra-
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tic. There was no democracy, fr, at elections,
the government itself was not to be put in
question.
For the Socialist Group, Mr Glinne (B) coun-
tered the appeal for 'solidarity between all demo-
crats', by pointing out that a few years ago the
Christian-Democrats had not supported a
motion by his Group on restoring democracy in
Greece. On the substance of the Resolution, he
contended that no country, where one out of two
people was still illiterate, could be expected to
iun an immaculate Western democracy after half
a century of dictatorship. Political democracy
was not possible in a country where economy
was still geared to the tenets of feudalism. The
big task for this small country was to gradually
change its economic and social structure. Por-
tugal had the support of European socialists in
developing an individual Portuguese socialist
model.
The spokesman of the Communist and Allied
Group, Mr Bordu (F) said that for his colleagues
the decisive factor was that Portugal herself was
determining her future development. As to
where Portugal belonged, she belonged to Eur-
ope, but nobody'owned' her.
Aid for refugees in Indochina
(10 April)
2418. Parliament urged the Commission to
provide substantial material aid to relieve the
distress of refugees in Indochina and demon-
strate that the people of the Community sympa-
thized with the sufferings of the peoples of
Indbchina.
Mr Deschamps (C-D/B), substantiating the
motion, emphasized that this was not to be a
political debate on Vietnam, but was simply a(uestion of prompdy releasing the necessary
funds for a humanitarian action to be deployed
primarily ttrough the International Red Cross.
Vice-President Hillery of the Commission
announced that the Proposals for material aid to
the victims of the Vietnam war would go to the
Council immediately. He hoped that Commun-
ity aid and help from the Member States would
be closely coordinated.
Question Time
(9 April)
2419. The Council President, Mr FitzGerald,
Ireland's Foreign Minister, and Mr Cheysson,
Mr Gundelach-, Mr Lardinois and Mr Spiflelli
answered thrree questions to the Council and
eight to the Commission.
Eur op e an p as sp ort union
Mr Lenihan (EPD/IRL) to the Council:
'In view of the statement (Point 10) in the Communi-
qu6 of the Paris Summit to set up a working party to
study the possibility of establishing a passport union,
whai stepi have been taken to set up the working
party and what will be its terms of reference?'
Mr FitzGerald replied that the working party
would submit a draft by, at the latest, 31
December 1976.
F arm m o d ernization s ch eme
Mr Gibbons (EPDIIRL) to the Council:
'Considering that the target income under the scheme
is set too hlgh for many farmers, particularly in the
West of lreland (f,l 800), what measures does the
Council envisage to correct discrimination in the
operation of this scheme?'
Mr FitzGerald replied that the Commission, with
the collaboration of the Standing Committee on
Agicultural Structures, was iesponsible for
implementing the scheme, and not the Coun-
/ 
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cil. In his capacity as Ireland's Minister, he
conceded that the modernization scheme had
given rise to some discrimination in respect of
incomes. The Irish Government would there-
fore present new proposals.
Situation in Portugal
Mr Klepsch (C-DIG) to the Council:
'In vigw of political developments in Portugal and of
the preparations for elections, how does tlie Council
assess the present situation and future trends in the
light of the desire for fruidul cooperation berween
Portugal and the European Communiry?'
The Council President confirmed the Council's
declared intentions. At the request of the Portu-
guese Government, the Council, in November
1974, had urged the Commission to sound out
the possibilities of intensifying the contacts
between Portugal and the Community. Ln ad
hoc working party was looking 'into this
ld did not think it served anylY
false by the British Minister of Trade, on the grounds
that the Commissioner failed to make a disiinction
between total trade including oil trade, and non-oil
trade, could he say what the figures should have been
after taking account of British oil trade both with
other Member States and with third countries?'
Mr Gundelacb said the argumenr on rhis matter i
was rather far-fetched. All the United Kine- |
dom's imports from the EEC had become dea.Er l
because of the highgr price of oil. In conclu- 
1
sion, he stressed-that the United Kingdom's
membership of the EEC had not acted ad-versely
on her trade balance.
Destruction and denaturing of food
Mr Espersen (S/DK) to the Commission:
'Does the Commission think that in the long term the
destruction or denaturing of good food products may
become an element of the EEC's market policy for
agriculture and fisheries and how does it intend to
encourage fishery producers' organizations to intro-
duce voluntary quota systems for catches in order to
avoid destruction or denaturing?'
Mr Lardinois emphasized that only when surplu-
ses were on hand did the Commission make
funds available to bring the products concerned
onto the market as animal feeds. The Commis-
sion's long-term policy was to make such meas-
ur_es superfluous. Denaturing premiums for
wheat had already been discont-inu-ed this year.
Safety of atomic power stations
in the Comrnunity
Mr Hiiracbel (C-DIG) to the Commission:
'What is the Commission's view on the safety of the
atomic power starions in the Community in the light
of the timporary shut-down and safety inspection"of
23 American nuclear power stations?'
Mr Spinelli confirmed in reply that the author-
ities responsible for approving nuclear power
Benefits of leauingthe EEC
Lord, O'Hagan (Ind./UK) to the Commission:
'What benefits would the United Kingdom gain by
leaving the EEC?'
Mr Cheyssoz said that the question did not
arise. The United Kingdom *.iota gain nothing
by leaving the EEC.
United Kingdom trode u)ith the EEC
Lord Reay (C/UK) to the Commission:
'Since the replies given by Commissioner Gundelach to
questions put in this Parliament on 19 February on the
sublect of the United Kingdom's trade deficit with the
EEC have been the subject of debate in the British
Parliament, and his conclusions have been described as
76 Bull. EC 4-1975 
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stations had found no signs of any damage when
inspecting the five American-type reactors in
Europe.
Construction of nuclear power stdtiotts
Mr NoD (C-D/I) to the Commission:
'Does the Commission not consider that in view of the
dilficulties often raised by local authorities concerning
the building of nuclear power stations in various
Member Stites, it should adopt a clear general pos-
ition on this important problem and intervene directly
in the individual discussions in the most imPortant
cases, thereby helping to clear up some misunderstan-
dines and to make the positions which these same
tvteinber States will adbpt on the subiect more
uniform?'
Mr Soinelli confirmed that the Commission rea-
lized 'the problems involved in building.nuclear
power sta-tions. It was now examining how, in
view of public argument over this question,
pertinent ilata could be secured in all the Mem-
ber States.
Curtailment of the aduisory Powers
of the European Parliatnent
Mr Durieux (L/I) to the Commission:
'Does the Commission feel that the European Parlia-
ment is able to carry out its task of democratic control
in cases where it is consulted on the basis of Article
235 ol the EEC Treary when essentially, the decision is
taken by the Council in the light of a memorandum
submitted to it by the Commission?'
Mr Cheysson stressed that for the Conimission it
was vitilly important for Parliament to be able
to use its'advisory authority under the lreaty,
especially its powers in respect of futicle 235
(autonomous enlargement of the Treaty with
mandatory hearing in Parliament). The purpose
of the Commission's Memorandum was to
sound the reactions of the EEC institutions
regarding the presentation of a Proposal, on
which the House would then be formally con-
sulted. He was convinced that the new inter-
institutional conciliation procedure' would sub-
stantially enhance Parliament's Position.
Cbeese exports
Mr Coustd (EPDIF) to the Commission:
'Can the Commission give its views on what is already
referred to as the 'cheise war' which has apparently
resulted from the reintroduction by the Community of
refunds on exports of cheese, which the American
authorities treit as expon subsidies, leading to the
imposition of compensitory levies on cheese entering
the territory of the United States?'
Mr Lardinois said that he shared Mr Coust6's
miseivines that the American measures could
turn"into", kind of abusive duty. In the negotia-
tions, the Commission had shown it was ready
to compromise; but it could go no further' Fi-
nal approval by the United States' authorities
was still to come.
Fuel subsidy to British glassbouse growers
Mr Howell (CruK) to the Commission:
'Since 31 December 1974 the fuel subsidy to British
dasshouse srowers has been discontinued, whereas
Sther MemEer States are subsidizing fuel to their
glasshouse industries. What steps does the Commis-
iion intend to take to ensure that British glasshouse
growers do not have to face unfair competition from
other EEC counuies?
Mr Lardinois oointed out that the Commission
had authorized the Member States to prolong the
aid measures until 1 July 197.5. The British
Government had not taken this up. In a few
weeks the Commission would be presenting
Proposals to the Council for a uniform policy for
the whole Community on this special matter.
I 
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Council Council
Council
In April, the Council held four meetings on
general matters, agriculture, and finance and
economy.
336th Meeting-General matters
(Luxembourg,14 and,15 April 1975)
2420. President: Mr FitzGerald, Ireland's
Minister for Foreign Affairs.
From the Commbsion: Mr Ortoli, President, Sir
Christopher Soames, Vice-President, Mr Cieys-
son, Mr Bors chette, Members.
Meeting witb a delegation from Parliament
Under the conciliation procedure, the Council
received a delegation froh the European Parlia-
ment. The meeting focused on ceriain budget-
ary features of regional policy.
O uerall Mediterr anean approa ch
The Council held a searching discussion on the
status of negotiations with the Mediterranean
countries and approved, in substance, the results
of the negotiations with Israel.
EEC - Gr e e ce Ass o ciation
The Council agreed the texts of the Additional
Protocol to the EEC-Greece Association Agree-
ment and of the Interim Agreement, by virnre of
the accession of three new Member States.
Raw materials
The Council debated in general terms the raw
material problems againsl the background of
relations with the developing countries:
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Consumers
The.Council adopted the Community language
versions of the Resolution on the irelim'inaiy
p.rogramme for a-consumer guidance ind protec-
tion policy.
Emergency aid to Vietnam
The Council approved the Commission's Propo-
sals to grant immediate aid for the people of
Vietnam, victims of recent events there.-
3 37 th Meeting-Agriculture
(Luxembourg, 15 April 1975)
2421.. President: Mr Clinton,lreland's Minis-
ter of Agriculture.
Frorn the Commission: Mr Scarascia Mugnozza,
Vice-President, Mr Lar dinois, Member.
Wine
The Council got down to a detailed discussion of
the cyclical and structural problems in the wine
s€ctor. A Regulation was adopted laying down
the ground rules conce:ning table-wine distilling
operations and a Resolution was passed on new
guidelines to restabilize the wine mlrket.
Fisieries
A statement was heard from the British Delega-
tion pointing out the need to finalize prompt
Community action on fisheries to cope wiih
certain problems on the market, and stressing the
necessity to study problems arising frorn- the
Conference on the Law of the Sea.
338th Meeting-Finance and economy
(Luxembour g, 2l April 197 5)
2422. President: Mr Ryan,Ireland's Minister
for Finance.
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areas. The Directives on the Community lists of
underfavoured farming areas were also
approved.
Beef and ueal
The Council made a comprehensive review of
conditions on this market.
O uer all Mediten ane an aPProach
From the Commission: Mr Haferkamp, Yice-
President.
Econotnic and. f inancial questions
The Council considered the possibiliry of a
Council meeting between tha Ministers of
Finance and.the Ministers for Social
Affairs. The financial and economic sides of the
energy problems were briefly 
-discussed andComriunity participation in the OECD arrange-
ments for export cridits was appraised.
Budget tndtters
The Council considered the draft of the First
Supplementary and Amending Budget lor 197 5
in ^ ihe lisht 'of a conciliat-ion meeting with
Parliameni scheduled for 22 April. The draft of
the Second Supplementary Budget was drawn
up.
Unit of account
The Council adopted the Decision concerning
the definition and conversion of the European
unit of account used to quote the sums of aid in
Article 42 of the EEC-ACP Lom6 Convention.
3 39th Meeting-Agriculture
(Brussels, 28 and 29 April197 5)
2423. President: Mr Clinton,lreland's Minis-
ter of Agriculture.
Frorn the Commission:Mr Lardinois, Member.
Hill farming
The Council adopted the Directive on hill-farm-
ing and farmiig in certain underfavoured
Bull. EC 4-1975
The Council debated in depth the problems
involved in finalizing market organization-meas-
ures sovernine asriciltural concdssions under the
ou.rfil Mediierianean approach, with special
reference to processed fruit and vegetables, citrus
fruits, new potatoes and wine.
Compensatory dffiounts
The Regulation was adopted on ceilings for
compensatory amounts ln respect ot ptgrngat'
eggs, ovalbumin, lactoalbumin and poultrymeat.
Fisheries
The Council aereed in principle two Regulations
on includine [ake in ihe fishery annex to the
basic Regulition and on setting a guide price for
hake forihe 1975 marketing Year.
Fresb poultymeat
The Council discussed certain questions arising
from the amendments to the Directive of 15
February 1971 concerning health problems
involved in the fresh poultrymeat uade.
I
Commission Court of Justice
Comm ission
Activities
2424. In April, the Commission held four
meetings. The main concern centred on the
differences between the Council and the Eur-
opean- Parliament over the Regional Fund, the
revised draft statute of the Eur-opean company,
and problems of social and agricuituralpolicy.
Statute of the European Company
The Commission adopted an amended Proposal
for a Council Regulation on the statute of the
European Company. The original text of the
Commission's Proposal was su-bstantiallv modi-
fied to take accbunt of the Opinions from
Parliament and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee. The modifications mostly concern wor-
ker representation on the supervisory board of
the European Company, election of Workers,
representatives onto the supervisory board and
membership of the European Works-Council.
Social policy
The Commission adopted a work Drosramme on
employment. This cbvers the divei6pment of
employment forecasts, extensions to the research
programme concerning employment and the con-
certation of policies conducted by the Member
States.
A Council Proposal was also adopted. which
would amplify the range of the European Social
Fund to include specific new proiecis to boost
geographical and -occupationai mobility when
structural adaptations bring about
changcs. The aim of the Proposal is for the
Social Fund to assist in softening the social
impact_of structural changes which will result
from the energy crisis and its medium- and
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long-term repercussions. The Commission also
approved an initial batch of applications for aid
from the Social Fund. The appropriations thus
committed amount to some 71-0-00000 u.a.
Agricultural policy
Regarding the wine market, the Commission
adopted a number of Decisions and Proposals
for the 
-Co.uncjl, to censure the French infringe-ments of the free movement of goods, clear up
the wine market for the current;arketine vear
and apply the first strucnual measures i"hi.tr
will prevent a similar situation from recurring.
The Commission also re-examined questions to
4_o. 
"rt,! exporting Community ch6ese to theUnited States. Anxious to avoid a ,cheese war'
with the United States, the Commission decided
that it would temporarily discontinue a DroDor-
tion, of the expon refunds enjoyed b| tfrose
products.
Aid for the people of South Yietnam
The Commission decided to mount a proiect to
help the people of South Vietnam. th',: aia win
be distributed by international organizations.
Court of Justice
New Cases
Case 3S17lFa. Marisa-Maschinen-GmbH.,
Bielefeld v Hautpzollamt Berlin-Packhof
2425. In an action concerning the classifica-
tion of a ballast tamping and levelling machinetor permanent way, the Berlin Finanzeericht
asked the Court oi Justice on 1 April"for apreliminary ruling on-(i) the tariff claisification
of the machine (heading 86.048 or 84.23A II b
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of the CCT) and (ii) scope of the explanatory
notes in the Brussels Nomenclature for the
purpose of interpreting the CCT.
Case 36/7!-Mr Rolland Rutili, Gennevilliers v
the French Ministry of the Interior
2426. On account of the trade union activity
of a migrant worker of Italian nationality, the
French authorities banned him from four depart-
ments. In the ensuing action, the Paris Ad'min-
istrative Court asked the Court of Justice, on 9
April, to give a preliminary ruling on whether
the exception in respect of public policy con-
tained in futicle 48 of. the EEC treaty relates
only to regulations adopted by Member States
with a view to restricting the free movement and
residence in their territory of nationals of other
Member States or whether it also covers deci-
sions concerning individuals. The court also
wished to know the precise meaning of the word
'justified'in the said futicle.
Case 3717 !-Bagusat KG, Possenhofen v Haupt-
zollamt Berlin-Packhof
2427. In an action concerning the tariff classi-
fication of cherries put up for sale in a mixnue
of water and ethyl alcohol, the Berlin Finanzger-
icht asked the Court of Justice, on 15 April, for a
preliminary ruling on the classification of this
product (heading 08.11 or heading 20.05 B I of
the CCT). If it should fall within subheading
20.06 B I, the Finanzgericht further raised the
question of the validity of Commission Regul-
aion 1709/74' on the classification of goods
under that subheading.
Case 38/7i-Douaneagent der NV Nederlandse
Spoorwegen, Venlo v Inspecteur der Invoerrech-
ten en Accijnzen, Venlo.
2428. In hearing an action concerning the
tariff classification of a photocopying machine
(xerography), the Amsterdam Tariefcommissie
asked the Court of Justice, on 15 April, for a
number of preliminary rulings.
The first concerned the Council's authority to
classify a product under a different tariff heading
without amending the description of goods for
such a heading. This calls into question the
validity of Council Regulation 1/77' amending
Regulation 950168 concerning the CCT.
The Tariefcommissie further wished to know
whether, having regard to futicle II of GATT, it
is permissible to classify a product under a tariff
heading carrying a duty higher than that for
another heading which has been consolidated
under the Kennedy Round. Is a national court
bound to apply the provisions of GATT even if,
in so doing, this contravenes Community law ?
The third question raised the matter of the
compatibility of Regulation 1177 with the Con-
vention of 15 December 1950 on the nomencla-
ture for classifying goods under customs head-
lngP'
Case 39175-(1) Mr R.C. Coenen, Brasschaat,
(2) B.V. Generale Handelsbank, Rijswijk and (3)
CIC Adviesbureau voor Schadeverzekeringen
BV, Voorburg v Sociaal-Economische Raad, the
Hague
2429. On 21 April the College van Bereep
voor het Bedrijfsleven asked the Court of Justice
for a preliminary ruling on the compatibility of
Article 5 (1)(f) of the Dutch law on insurance
broking' with futicles 59 and 50 of the EEC
Treaty. The law states that to practise as a
broker, an individual must be domiciled and
reside in the Netherlands.
' OJ L180 of 3.7.7974.
'z OJ L 1 of l.l.l97l.3 Ned. Stb. 1952,34.
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Case 4017 ?Soci6t6 des Produits Bertrand SA,
Grigny v the Commission.
24:30. On 22 April, a French pasta manufac-
turer brought a claim for damages before the
Court of Justice in respect of the loss alleged to
have been sustained ai a result of the Commis-
sion's failure to exercise the powers conferred onit by the first and second subparagraphs of
Article 93(2), tuticles 155 and 169 of. the EEC
Treaty to secure abolition of the indirect aid
granted by Italy to Italian pasta and semolina
manufacturers by selling them durum wheat at
prices below market rates.
Case 4ll7S-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2431. This is an action to annul, with reuoac-
tive effect, the provisions implementing futicle
17 of Annex VII to the Staff Regulations on rhe
transfer of a part of emoluments outside the
place of employment
Case 42|74-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2432. This action is to quash the Commis-
sion's implied decision rejecting the plaintiff's
claim for the grant of expatriation allowance.
Judgments
Case Z2|74-Commission Official v the Com-
mission
2433. This action for annulment of the Com-
mission's implied decision reiecting the plaintiff's
objection to the admission to internal competi-
tion COM/743/72 of candidates lacking the
required training and their inclusion on the
proficiency list, was struck from the Court
record by Order of.22 April.
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Case 61,|74--Temporary servant of the Commis-
sion v the Commission
2434. By its judgment of 15 April, the Court
dismissed as unfounded the aaion brought by a
temporary servant to quash the Comriissioh's
decision to dismiss him. I
Case 1,175-SpA Benaglio, Abbiategrasso v
Cassa Conguagli Zucchero, Rome
2435. On 2 January 1975, the Court of
Justice had received a request from the Pretura
of Abbiategrasso for a preliminary ruling on (a)
the interpretation of futicle 6 of Regulation
834/74' laying down requisite provisions to
prevent the sugar market being disturbed as a 1
result of the price increase in this sector for the I
7974-1975 sugar marketing year, as supplement-
ed and amended by Regulations 1495/75' and
2106/74;'on (b) the validity of those provisions
and their compatibility with tuticle 40(3) and (7)
of the EEC Treaty; and on (c) whether nationai
acts may be regarded as illegal on the ground
that they are contrary to the principles of Com-
munity law.
Since the Pretura had cancelled its referral order,
the Court struck the case from the record by
Order of 16 April.
Case 3lTlJohnson 6r Firth Brown Ltd., Shef-
field v the Commission
2436. On 10 January 7975, an iron and steel
concern had brought an action before the Court
to quash the Commission's decision of 5 Decem- |
ber 7974 authorizing the British Steel Corpor-
ation to acquire a controlling interest in Johnson& Firth Brown Ltd., contending that ihe said
decision was void.
I OJL99 of 9.4.1974.
' OJ L 758 of r5.6.7974.3 OJ L218 of 9.8.7974.
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At the request of the plaintiff, the Court struck
the case fiom the record by Order of 28 April
1975.
Economic
and Social Committee
l29th Plenary session
2437. The 129th plenary session of the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee took place in
Brussels on 23 and 24 April, chaired by Mr
Canonse. A feature of this session was the
pr...n.i of the Council, in the person of Mr
Califice, Belgium's Minister of Labour, who was
acting for ihe President of the Council, Mr
O'Leiry, Ireland's Minister of Labour, who was
unable to come to Brussels. Vice-President Hil-
lery of the Commission also attended the session,
when the Committee formulated seventeen Opi-
nions.
Meeting ut ith the Council
2438. Taking the floor, Mr Califice analysed
the main factors of the present crisis situation:
inflation and its impact on all sides of economic
and social life meaning that the whole problem
must be attacked on an'overall economic basis;
employment with its developing crisis and conse-
quendi the need to give the most comprehensive
considbration to the lnterdependence of econofn-
ic, social, fiscal and monetary policy in order to
arrive at a coordinated strategy against unem-
ployment. Mr Califice declared that despite the
imfact of these factors on the current depression,
the attitude of the Member States'Governments
expressed not only the desire not to compromise
the construaion of Ewope, but above all the
resolve to achieve and intensify the convergence
of economic policies. This state of mind could
be seen in the progress made in regional policy,
social policy and the new guidelines on energy'
as well as in the balance which had always been
suuck in the setting of farm prices, despite the
b.ig difficulties largely due to the surge of infla-
tlon.
Opinions
Commission Communication to tbe Council on tbe
progrdmme of pilot schemes and studies to combat
pouerty
2439. This Opinion, formulated in the pre-
sence of Vice-President Hillery, was unanimously
adooted aDart from five abstentions. The Com-
mittte approved the proposed programme which
it regarded as a token of the Community's first
commitment in the campaign against pover-
tr. Althoueh this initial Drosramme was of
riecessity liniited in scale ,nd trig., the fact that
the Community could thus support and foster
national efforts was truly significant.
In a brief address, Vice-President Hillery empha-
sized that the programme was one the priority
campaigns of the Social Action Programme. He
highlighted the awareness in practical terms of
the fatt that many people in the Community
were living in need despite the substantial rise in
the standaid of living rnd th. expansion of social
security. It was common knowledge that the
number of poor in the Community ran into
millions. We were aware of the conditions in
which they lived, often in the heart of rich and
orosoerous cities. but we scarcelv knew what
^.rorid the phenomenon of pou.ity or how it
could be relieved or prevented in practical terms
and for the future. Research, weil planned and
efficiently carried out, such as the projects in the
oro*r*me. could piovide manv iessons which
.ou"td U. pui to good ot. in effeciively combating
poverty.
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Commission Communication to the Council concern-
ing a Community data-pro cessing p olicy
2440. In endorsing the Commission's Com-
munication, the Committee hoped that everthing
would be done to ensure that the European
data-processing policy helped towards the Com-
munity's 
- 
economic and social develop-
ment. This goal could be achieved by boostirig
the internatio--nal competitivity of the'European
indusuy and by safeguarding the interests of
rrsers, notably by offering them a wider and truer
cholce.
Proposal for a Council Regu.lation to amend theCouncil Regotlation of 3 April 7973 creating a Eur-
opean Monetary Cooperation Fund
2441.. The Comminee was against the Com-
mission's Proposal on the grounds that, in the
present circumstances, the Fund's operations will
by the very nature of things, itill be very
liinited. It iooked on the Fundas a springboari
to a kind of central European bank, but saw no
chance of moving towarils this goal as long as
the prercquisites were lacking, meaning as long
as the Member States' economic policies were
uncoordinated.
Proposal for a Council Directiue to harmonize proui-
sions laid doytn by law, regulation or adminisnafiue
action on the retention of employees' righ* and
aduantages in the case of mergers, aialgamations and
take-ouers
2442. After considering the question of
mutual responsibility, the Committee suggested
that rights ind oblifations stemming frori'com-
pany agreements and collective agreements made
by the transferor should be automatically trans-
ferred to the transferee and should remain valid
until a new collective agreement is made by the
interested parties. By and large, the Committee
favoured prior and comprehensive consultation
of workers' representatives even when redundan-
cies 
- 
were compelled by mandatory internal
needs.
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Op inion on Community education
2443. The Committee wished to stress that
education had a vital part to play if the Com-
munity was to develop completely and on solid
foundations. It felt that a Community educ-
ation programme was imperative, since the Com-
munity's economic social policies would not be
effective unless matched by appropriate educ-
ation policies.
Draft Council Deckion authorizing the Commission
to issue European loans with a uiew to a Community
contribution towards the financing of nuclear power
stations
2444. Without questioning the principle of a
rapid switchover to nuclear energ:f, the Commit-
tee took a favourable view of the entire Commis-
sion Proposal. It recognized that, in contracting
loans for the benefit of electricity producers, th6
Community-could play a major pirt enabling it
to develop the required nuclear capacity to meet
the Community's energy objectives. But it also
le!1 that the proposed annual financing of
500000000 u.a. must eventually be reassessed in
the light of experience, becauie this sum was
d_warfed by the value of the programme which
the Community must undertake if it was to make
a solid contribution to financing the 1985 objec-
tive already adopted by the Cou"ncil.
Proposed Council Decision on concluding the Eur-
opean Conuention for the protection of international
w ater co ur se s f r om p ollution
2445. The Comminee approved the Commis-
sion's Propo_sal to enable the Community to take
part in the Strasbourg Convention alonlside the
Member States. While recommending that the
Community ioin the Convention, it felt that the
decision to do so was not in harmony with the
decision concerning the discharge 6f cerrain
dangerous substances in the Community's
aquatic environment.
Bull. EC 4-1s7s I
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European lnvestment Bank
Loans granted
Denmark
2446. The EIB has granted a global loan
equivalent to Dkr. 17.5 million (2.5 million u.a.)
to the Danish Government to help finance small
and medium-scale industrial ventures in the less-
developed areas of the counuy.
Priority will be given to assisting proiects which
promise to create extra employment opPortun-
ities in the Special Development Areas in
Iutland, the Southern Islandi, the islands of'
Samss 
.and 
Bornholm. The proiects to be
financed will be selected with the EIB's approval.
This new loan raises to Dkr. 207 million the
finance provided for Danish proiects by the
European Investment Bank since Denmark
joined the Community in 1973.
Itnly
2447. The EIB had granted five loans totalling
the equivalent of Lit.12200 million (89.8 mil-
lion u.a.), all at 9 '/"o/o,lor investments in ltaly.
The bulk of the money will help to finance
construction of a nuclear power station in Nor-
thern Italy and extensions to the telephone
network in the Mezzogiorno.
A loan of Lit. 24100 million (30 million u.a.)
has been granted for a term of 12 years to Ente
Nazionale per l'Energia Eletuica (ENEL) to
build at Caorso, near Piacenza, the first indu-
strial-scale nuclear power station in Italy, which
should come on stream early next year.
Two loans totalling Lit. 39000 million (48.5
million u.a.) have been granted f.or 12 years to
Istituto Mobiliare Italiano (IMI) which will on-
'lend the proceeds to Societi Italiana per lo
Sviluppo Telefonico (SIP) for extensions to the
telephone network in Southern Italy.
These loans will help both to improve the
present service in Sicily, the Abruzze and Molise
ind connect a further 100000 new subscribers.
A loan of Lit. 1500 million (1.9 million u.a.) has
been granted for a term of 10 years to the Cassa
oer i[ Mezzoeiorno which will conuibute to
iinancing provlded by ISVEIMER (lstituto per lo
Sviluppo Economico dell'Italia Meridionale) for
an .itlnsion to the Gruppo Lepetit SpA pharma-
ceutical factory at Anigni (Frosinone). The
proiect will create about 200 new jobs, raising
the total work force to 400.
Finally, a loan of Lit. 7500 million (9.4 million
u.a.) has been granted for a period of 12 years to
the Societi ltaliana per il Traforo Autosuadale
del Fr6ius (SnAfl to help finance its share in the
construction coss of the new Fr6fus tunnel (over
12 km long) which will be a major new road
linking ltaly and France under the Alps.
This complements a loan of FF 60 million
sranted bv the EIB last November to Soci6t6
Francaise iu tunnel routier du Fr6jus, the com-
oanv resoonsible for the construction and
bpeiation^of the French stretch of the tunnel.'
Financing Community activities
First Supplementary and Amending
and Second Supplementary Budget Lor 1975
2448. By a majority of 127 at the sitting of 29
Aoril. the Eurooean Parliament definitivelv
adopied the First Supplementary Budget, which
[ .r,. EC 4-re7s
1 Bull. EC ll-1974, point 2453.
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posts 300000000 u.a. in commitmenr appro-
priations and 150000 u.a. in payment appro-
priations to the European Regiona[ Development
Fund, after the Council, on 18 March, had
adopted the texts of the Regulations.r A sum of
499 508 u.a. in payment appropriations was also
transferred from Chapter 99, 'exDenditure not
specifically allocated',- to Chipter^ 33 'research
and investment expenditure'. Chapter 33 was
also credited with a sum of 1101508 u.a. in
commirnent-appropriations. These will go to ajoint.research aqd training programme adopted
by the Council on 17 December 1974-and
concerning the recycling of plutonium in light-
water reactors.'
ln respect of the amount of appropriations
allocated, the Budget adopted bi- Pailiament
tallies with the drift presented bv the Coun-
cil. On the other hand, Parliameht, which in
contrast to the Council, considered that the
$egronal Fund involve_d non-compulsory expen-diture, set at 40.88% the new rate of increase for
Iloq-goTpq!9ry. e.xpqqditure as provided for by
futicle 203(8) of the EEC Treaty.
Despite several meetings under the new concilia-
tion procedure, Parliament and the Council still
disagree over the classification of appropriations
for the Regional Fund as 'compulsory'br 'non-
compulsory' expenditure. In the course of the
1975 budgetary procedure, they had agreed that
as long as the legal bases of the Funil had not
been adopted, Regional Fund outlay should be
classified as non-compulsory expenditure., But
in drawing up the draft of the First Supplement-
ary Budget the.Council had treated it astompul-
sory, taking the view that the appropriations
allocated to rhe Fund for 7975-77 hid been
decided by the Paris Summit. This was reiected
by Parliament, who felt that this classifiiation
p-rejudiced its authoriry in budget maners. On
the same grounds,- Pailiament iould not accepr
the compromise offered by the Council to classi-
fy the Regional Fund appropriations as compul-
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sory expenditure for the three years covered by
the Summit decision and as'non-compulsory
permanendy thereafter.o
The Commission noted that Parliament and the
Council had agreed the sum of the appropria-
tions and announced that it would exbcutd the
budget so adopted. It confirmed that it shared
Parliament's view on classifying the Regional
Fund app_[opriations as non-iompulsory &p.n-
diture. The Commission was pleased'that the
conciliation procedure set up for the Fund was
taking a firmly political shape and had proved
especially fruidul despite tht outstandirig dis-
agreement over classification of expenditure.
The Commission recommended that, following
the suggestion of Mr Lange, Chairman of Parlial
ment's Commiffee on Budgets, a three-way dis-
cussion be set up between Parliament, the Coun-
cil and the Commissio-n, to reach a satisfactory
agreement 
. 
on classification of expendituri,
because when the Council adopts ihe drafi
bu{get for 1,976 the question of classification
will come up again.
2449. During the same sitting, Parliament
unanimously approved the Second- Supplement-
ary Budget, which allocates 83000000 u.a. to
the second tranche of the emerqency oDeration
for the benefit of the developingfcounriis hard-
est hit by the crisis.
With these rwo approvals, the Communiry bud-
get for 197 5 now stands at 6061593 053 u.a.
' 
-91 tZ1 of 21.3.1975; Bull. EC 9-1975, points1201 to 1208.2 Bull. EC 12-7974,point2260.I Bull. EC 72-1974, point 2402.a This difference benieen Parliament and the Councilis studied in more detail in the Chapter .European
Parliament'; see point 2402 of this Builetin and 'Bull.
EC 5-1975,point2402.
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Own resources
2450. The Commission sent to the Council
and the European Parliament thp first quarterly
report, as stipulated in futicle 35 of the Financial
R6gulation oT 25 April 1973, showing the overall
piciure of revenue ind expenditure on 31 March
197 5.
The report enables the Community's treasury
position to be appraised and shows whether it is
in line with current needs.
It also attempts to extrapolate rest,lts, mainly-in
respect of revenue, for tht rest of the-year. This
is i much trickier job, especially at the outset of
the financial year. All the same, by using eco-
nomic as wel[ as financial criteria, certain uends
can be discerned. It already appears that for
certain expenditures the appropriations may well
be inadequate and that the revenue coming from
own reso-urces might not come up to the original
expectations.
VAT contribution
2451. At the Commission's request a group of
Member States'financial experts was called in to
appraise with Commission departments the
finincial repercussions of the sixth VAT Direc-
tive when it comes into force, with regard to
recording, entering into accounts and making
available future own resources from VAT.
As a working basis the meeting took a paper
introducing the draft of a relevant implementary
Regulation.
Technical questions were tackled, in particular
adiusunent'of the Community rite during the
financial year, monthly remittances, treasury
requirements during the financial year, budget
deficits, surpluses and estimates.
Bull. EC 4-1975
The various delegations are also to answer a
series of questions with the aim of sounder
mutual adi,ice on the financial effects of a
uniform basis.
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5. Institutional
q uestio ns-
European policy
Political cooperation
2501. As part of political cooperation, a meet-
ing of Ministers took place in Luxembourg on
14 April alongside the 336th meeting ol the
Council. Subjects briefly discussed lnduded
Vietnam and Cyprus. The Political Committee
met in Dublin on 8 and 9 April.
Bull. EC O-r,rr, I88
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Note to the reader
The section 'Published in the Official Journal' no
longer appea-rs in the Bulletin of the European Com-
munities. The Information concerned can be found in
a more comprehensive form in the monthly Methodol-
ogical Tables of the Official Journal of the European
Communities. They can be obtained from the Official
Publications Office of the European Communities or
from the Sales Offices (see the lait page of the Bulletin)
at the following prices: Bfrs 50, Dkr-Z.gO, DM 3.40;{ 0.55, FF 6.20, Lit 850, Fl 3.45, US $ 1.20.
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Fourth Report on Competition Policy
(Addendum to the 'Eighth General Report on the Activities of the Communities')
The Commission has just published its annual Report on Competition Policy, the fourth of
its type to be prepared at the request of the European Parliament. It gives a general
perspective of Community competition policy for the year 1974.
First to be described are the Commission's activities in relation to firms. Some of these
activities (identification of the reasons for price differences, inquiries into the behaviour of
oil companies) reflect the difficulties which the Community now faces arising from
inflationary uends and the energy crisis.
The Report also outlines (a) the latest developments in those fields where competition
policy is in course of definition th,rough decisions in specific cases (patent licensing,
ielective distribution systems, joint enterprises); (b) some solutions to questions of a general
or regulatory nature which arise in the course of application of the competition rules
(parallel application of Community and national laws, regulation concerning limitation
periods), ahil (c) the case law of the Court of Justice relatinf to these matters. Finally the
Report describes the principal decisions and other measures taken by the Commission in
relation to restrictive practices, dominant positions and concentrations. These concern, in
particular,.price fixing agreements, market sharing, limitation of imports and, in merger
cases, lntenm protectlon measures.
The second part of the Report deals with the Commission's policy towards state aids, a
policy which also reflects the Community's current conjunctural and structural difficulties,
and which is remarkable for its new initiatives (guidelines concerning specifically
environmental aids, general aid systems) as well as for its follow-up of earlier initiatives
(new solution for the coordination of regional aids in the enlarged Community). This part
of the Report also deals with the various attitudes adopted by the Commission in relation
to sectoral aids (particularly for shipbuilding and the textile industry).
The third part of the Report is devoted to the presentation of selected data concerning the
level and development of concentration in the Community. For the first time, the
Commission is able to publish some results relating to the Lnlarged Community. 'The
analysis is based on the use of information published in the specialized press as well as on
the latest results of the Commission's research programme, and gives an idea of the present
state of economic concentration in the Community.
Brussels-Luxembourg 
- 
Commission of the European Communities
April 1975 
- 
144 pages.
Prices: Bfrs 150, Dkr 23.50, DM 10.10, f,7.7},FF 18.50, Lit 2550, Fl 10.40, US $ 3.60.
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blications of the European Communities
blications des Communaut6s europ6ennes
bblicazioni delle Comuniti europee
blikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen
Fortegnelse . Liste . List . Liste ' Elenco 'Lijst 4-1975
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Denne oversigt omfatter sAvel olficielle som ikke-
olficielle publikationer (monografier, serier, tids-
skrifter, oplysningspjecer), der er udkommet i den
omhandlede periode og offentliggjort af Europa-
Parlamentet, Redet, Kommissionen, Domstolen, Det
okonomiske og sociale Udvalg og Den europaiske
lnvesteringsbank. Disse publikationer kan fAs ved
henvendelse til de nedenlor navnte adresser. An-
modningerne skal indeholde nojagtig angivelse af
referencenumre f oran titlerne.
Dieses Verzeichnis enthdlt die im Berichtszeitraum
erschienenen amtlichen und nichtamtlichen Veroffent-
lichungen (Monographien, Reihen, Zeitschriften und
lnlormationsdienste) des Europdischen Parlaments,
des Rates, der Kommission, des Gerichtsholes, des
Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschusses und der Europi-
ischen lnvestitionsbank. Diese Veroffentlichungen sind
bei den nachstehend aulgefiihrten Stellen erhiltlich.
Bei Anlragen sind die den Titeln vorangestellten
, Referenzen vollstandig anzugeben.
I
) Th,.',., includes both otficial and unofficial publications
(such as monographs, series, periodicals, newsletters)
which were published in the given period, by the
European Parliament, the Council, the Commission, the
Court of Justice, the Economic and Social Committee
and the European lnvestment Bank. These publications
can be obtained from the addresses meniioned here-
after. lt is imperative that orders give the compl€te
relerence which preceeds each title.
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Cette liste comprend les publications, officielles ou non
(monographies, s6ries, p6riodiques, notes d'informa'
tion), parues durant la p6riode de r6f6rence et publi6es
par le Parlement europ6en, le Conseil, la Commission,
la Cour de justice, le Comite 6conomique et social et la
Banque europ6enne d'investissement. Ces publications
peuvent 6tre obtenues aux adresses 6num6r6es ci-
aprds. Les demandes doivent mentionner de fagon
compldte les r6f6rences pr6cddant les titres.
ll presente elenco comprende le pubblicazioni. ufficiali
o meno (monografie, serie, periodici, note d'inlor-
mazione), edite nel periodo di riferimento dal Parlamento
europeo, il Consiglio. la Commissione, la Corte di giu-
stizia, il Comitato economico e sociale e la Banca
europea per gli investimenti. Tali pubblicazioni possono
essere ottenute presso gli indirizzi qui di seguito elen-
cati. Le richieste dovranno comportare i riferimenti
completi che precedono ititoli.
Deze lijst omvat de al dan niet officiale publikaties
(monografieEn, series, tiidschriften, nieuwsmedede-
lingen) welke in de loop van het vermelde tildvak ver-
schenen ziln en door het Europese Parlement, de Raad.
de Commissie, het Hof van Justitie, het Economisch en
Sociaal Comit6 en de Europese lnvesteringsbank
werden uitgegeven. Deze publikaties ziin bii de hierna
vermelde adressen verkrijgbaar. De aan de titels
voorafgaande gegevens dienen bij aanvraag volledig
te worden opgegeven.
Publlkatloner tll satg . Zum Verkaul besllmmte Verdflentllchungen . Publlcatlons lor sale ' Publlcatlons en venle '
Pubbllcazlonl ln vendlta . Tegen betallng verkrllgbare publlkatles
Publikationer med prisangivelse kan fds ved henvendelse til salgskontorerne, som angivet pd sidste side i denne forteg-
nelse . Verdttentllchungen mit Preisangabe sind bei den aul der letzten Seite dieser Liste aulgelilhrten Vertriebsbilros
erhdltlich . Publlcations with mention of price are obtainable lrom the Sa/es offices /isted on the last page of this /ist . Les
publications comportant un prix de vente peuvent ete obtenues aupres des burcaux de vente ligurant d la dernibre page 
,
de cette /isle . Le pubblicazioni messe ln commercio si possono acquistare presso gri ulfici di vendita indicati all'ultima t
paglna del presente elenco . Publikaties met prijsvermelding zljn verkrijgbaar bij de Verkoopkantoren, vermeld op
de laatste bladziide van deze lijst.
Gratle publlkatloner . Kostenlose Ver6tlentllchungen .Publlcatlons ,ree ol charge . Publlcallone graiultes . Pubbllca-
zlonl gratulte . Gtatls verkrllgbare publlkatlee
Publikationer uden prisangivelse kan lds ved henvendelse til de udgivende institutioner'Veroflentllchungen ohne Preis-
angabe kdnnen bei den Herausgebern angefordert wetden . For publications with no sares price requests should be
addressed to the institutions t ,at published them . Pour les publications qui ne compottent pas de Nix de vente, il y a
lieu de s'adresser aux institutions qui /es 6ditent . Le pubblicazioni non disponibili in commercio possono essere
richieste alle istituzioni che le pubblicano . Voor publikaties zonder prijsaanduiding zich wenden tot de instellingen
waardoor ze uitgegeven worden:
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PAFLAMENTo EURopEo . EUBopEES PeRueuenl
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlement europden
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Boite postale 94, l-uxembourg
T6l.:477 ll
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pubtikationer udgivet at Kommissionens presse- og intormationskontorer kan lds ved henvendelse til de pdgaldende
kontorer hvisadresser gengives nedenlor . Veritlleitlichungen der Presse- und lnlormationsbtiros der Kommission sind
bei den jeweiligen Bi)ros 6rhdluich, deren Anschrilten im lolgenden autgeli)hrt sind ' For publications issued by the
lnlormation ottices ot the commission, requests can be made to the competent ollices listed herealter ' Pour les pu'
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* Bulletinof the European Communiries
* Bulletin des Communautis europdennes
* Bollettino delle Comunitd europee
* Bulletinvan de Europese Gemeenschappen
* Boletin de las Comunidades europeas
Abonnement annuel
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL.S)
6s7t (4)
La Communaul| europienne, aujourd'hui, demain. Octobre
ln4.
FB 30,-
FB 30.-
FB 30,-
FB 30,-
FB 30,-
(mAnedlig)
(monatlich)
(monthly)
(mensuel)
(mensile)
(maandeliiks)
(mensual)
FB 400,-
557r (6)
Feiten en perspeclieven. Europese Gemeenschap. l9il 4,(1975').@blz.(DK.D.E.F.I.NL.S.crec) FB 30,-
657r (S)
la Comunidad europea, hoy. Julio 1974.
(19ID. 6a p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL.S.srec) FB 30,-
6571 Grec)
E$g,vrciitcrt Kocy'aqs 
- 
"yeyov6ca xaidptepnl $lq.
FB 125,-
FB t25,-
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
* lnformation(uregelmassig) Gratis
* Irlformation(unregelmi8ig) Gratis
* Information(inegular) Gratis
* Information(irr6gulier) Gratuit
* Informazione (irregolare) Gratuito
* Ter informatie (onregelmatig) Gratis
* Le\rlpv r),4po$optdv (Ileprrliu<fi (r6oocs) Gratis
(DK.D.E.F.I.NL.exec)
* ef-information.
A K0benhavn (to gange om mAnedenXDK) Gratis
vu
* et-sytupunkt.
A K6henhavn(uregelmessig)(DK) Gratis
a Europa,
A Kpbenhavn (mAnedlie) (DK) Arsabonnement: 25,- Kr.
* &tropilische Gemeinschqft.
A Bonn (monatlich) (D)Jahresabonnement: 12,- DM
* Berichte und l4formationen.
A Bonn (wiichentlich) (D) Gratisr Die Europilischen Regionen.
A Bonn (monatlich) (D) Gratis
* EuropeanCommunity.
A London (monthly) (E) Gratis
* Baekground Note.
A London(inegular) (E) Gratisq Community Report.
A Dublin (monthly)(E) Gratis
* 3Ojoursd'&trope.
A Paris (mensuel) (F) Abonnement annuel: 30,- FFr Communauti europdenne. l4formatioru.
A Paris (mensuel) (F) Abonnement annuel: 70,- FF
* Comunitd europee.
A Roma(mensile)(I)
* Dossler mznsuel.
A Bruxelles (mensuel) (F.NL)
* Maandelljks dossier.
A Brussel (maandeliiks) (F.NL)q &tropae Gemeercchap.
A Den Haag 
- 
Brussel (maandel[iks)
* Europavanmotgen,
A Den Haag (wekeltiks) (NL)I Etropean Community.
A Washington(monthly)
r Background l4formatlon.
A Washington (irregular) (E)
' 
Comunidad europea (mensuel) (S)
4 Documentos de la Comunidad europea
(in6eulier) (S)
' Etpottratx{ Kor,vtnls Qqvata (r6oor,s) (grec) Gratis
* Avrupa Topulugu (bimestriel) (turc) Gratuit
DCr ,MorouIsKE oG SoCIALE UDV^LG ' WIRTSCHAFTS.
UNo SOzI^LAUsscHUsS . EcoNoMIc ANo SocIAL coM.
MrrrEE .CourrE (cotoruroue ET soctAL . CoMtrAro
ECONOMTCO E SOCTALE ECOUOTv|TSCH EN SOCTAAL
ConnrrE
r ln;formatlon Memorandum (monthly)
* Note dinf,ormattbz (mensuel)
* Nota i4format iva (mensile)
* I4formatieve nota (maandeliiks)
(DK.D.E.F.LNL)
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Fellesskabsret
Gemelnschaflsrecht
Communlty Law
Drolt communautalre
Dlrltto comunltarlo
Communautalr recht
RAoer . Rlr . Cour.rcrl . CoNsErL. CoNsroLro . Rleo
* Forlegnelse over de besremnelseh der fastseues admini-
strarivt ellq ved lov i Fellesskabernes medlemsstater til
gennemf,prelse qf Fe lless kabernes retsakter
Verzeichnis der in den Mitgliedstaaten der Gemeircchqften
in Durcftlilhrung der Rechtsakte der Gemeirccha;ften er-
lass e ne n Rec ht svorsc hrif,t en
Ust of Laws and Regulatiotu Adopted in the Menber
States of the Comrruuities ln Application of Acts Adopted
by the Communitles
Rlpertoire des disposltioru ldgislatives et riglernentaires
anAtCes dans les Eta$ mcmbres des Communaures en
application des actes anAfts par les Comrnunaut€s
Repertorio delle dlsposizionl leglslative e regolamentari
adottate neglt Etati membri delle Comunitd europee in
applicazione degli atti adottari dalle Comunitd
Ovenicht van de in de Lid-Staten der Europese Gemeen-
schappen, in uitvoering van de besluiten der Gerneen-
schappen, vastgestelde wettelijke en bestuursrechtelijke
bepalingen.
(bimensuel) (Mult.) Diftrsion restreinte
* Mpertoire de dispositioru adoptCes par le gouvernement
hell4nique
(trimestriel) (F)
* R4pertoire de dlspositiow adoptdes par le gouvernentenl
tulc
(trimestriel) (F) Diffi.rsion restreinte
* Repertoire de dbpositiotts adoptdes par le gouvernemcnt
du royaume du Maroc
(trimestriel) (F)
* RCpertoire de dispositions adoptdes par le gouvernement
de la Rdpublique tunisienne
(trimeshiel) (F)
* Bulletln (mnnedlig)
r Bzlletlz (monatlich)
x Eulletln(monthly)
r Bulletln(mensuel)
* Bollettirc(mensile)
' Bulletln (maandeliiks)(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
* I 4formationsnore (mAnedlig){ I nfo r ma t i o ns v e r m e r k (momllich)
viii
Gratuito
Graoit
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuit
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
GraA,s
Gratis
Gratis
Diftrsion restreinte
Diftrsion restreinte
Diffi.rsion restreinte
KoMMrssroNEN . Kotrlt,ttsstott ' Couutsstol '
Couursstott . CouutsstoltE' CoMMlsslE
t Nationale qfgQrelser vedrQrende fallesskabsretten.
Ufuldstendig fortegnelse over offentliggiorte afg/relser
Einzelstaatliche Entscheidungen ilber Gemeinschoftsrecht,
Unvollstflndiges Fundstellenverzeichnis vertiffentlichter
Entscheidungen
National Decisiorc concernlng Comnunlty law. Selective
List of Refercnces to published Cases
Dicisions nolionales relatives au droit communaulaire.
Liste s6lective de r6f6reoces aux d€cisions publi6es
Decisioni nazionali riguardanti il diriuo comunitario.
Elenco indicativo di riferimenti alle deisioni pubblicate
Nalionale beslissingen ten aanzien van G emeercchapsrecht.
Niet volledige liist van referenties betreffende gebubliceerde
beslissingen,
(uregelmressig unregelmii8ig irregular . irr6gulier .
irregolare.onregelmatig)(DIVD/E/F/I[{L) Gratuit
* Inforrnation om De europeiske Fellesskabers Domslol
Gratis(uregelmessig)
* Mitteilungen
Gemeiwchof,ten
(unregelmi8ig)
iiber den Gerichtshof der &tropilischen
Gratis
* l4formation on lhe Court of Justice of the European
Communities(irregular) Gratis
* I4formations sur la Coar de juslice des Communautds
europ(ennes
(irr6gulier)t l4formazioni sulla Corte di giuslizia
eufopee
(irregolare)
* l4formatie betreffende het Hof van
Euro p es e G e tnee nsc ha p p e n
(onregelmatig)
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
DOMSTOLEN . GEEICHTSHOF . COURTOFJUSTICE .
CouF DE JusrcE . CoRre Dt ctusflztA ' HoF vAN JusrlrlE
612r (r)
Samling af Domstolerc Afg4reber. Register. 193-10.
Vol.l93
FB 1200,-
612r (2)
Sammlung der Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofes. Register.
lvt3-10.
(195). pae. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Jahresabonnement
6l2E (3)
Reports of Cases belore the Corrr. lndex. 1973-10.
(195). pae. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Vol. 1913
Annual Subscription FB l2@.-
612r (4)
Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la Cour,lndex.1973-10.
6128 (5)
Raccolta della Giurbprudenza della Corte. Indice. t93-10.
(1975). pag. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abonnement annuel
(195). pae. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abbonamento annuale
(195). pae. difr. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Jaarabonnement
6520/6 (r)
Samling af Dontstolerc tlfgorelser. 1914.6.
(1975). s. 895 
- 
1200 (DICD.E.F.I.NL)
Arsabonnement
(1y,5). S. r95 
- 
1200 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Jahresabonnement
6s2016(4'
Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la Cour. 19lS6.
(1915). p. t95 
- 
1200 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abonnement annuel
6520/6('
Raccolta della Giurisprudenza della Corte, lfl4-6.
(195). p. 895 
- 
1200 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abbonamento annuale
(1975). p. tmt-l2n (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abbonamento aonuale
Vol.l9I3
FB l2m,-
Vol.1973
FB 1200,-
Vol.l93
FB l2m,-
Yol.l94
FB 1350,-
Yol.l9l4
FB 1350,-
Yol.l/14
FB 1350,-
Vol.1974
FB 1350,-
Yol.1974
FB 1350,-
6128 (6)
Jurisprudentie van het Hofvan tustltie. Register. 1973-10.
6s20l6Q)
Sammlung der Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofes. l/1416.
Gratuit
delle Comunitd
Gratuito
Justitie von de
Gratis
Vol.1973
FB 1200,-
6520/6 (6)
Jurisprudentie van het Hof van Justilie. lt74l6.(lvrr.blz.895-t200(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) YoLt9l4
Jaarabonnement FB 1350,-
6s20n 6)
Raccolta della Giurisprudenza della Corte. 1974.7.
(195). pae. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Arsabonnement
tx
Forblndelser med tredlelande Uden-
rlgshandel
Auswdrtlge Bezlehungen 
- 
AuBenhandel
Erternal Relatlons 
- 
Forelgn Trade
Relatlons ext6rleures 
- 
Commerce
ext6rleur
Belazlonl esterne 
- 
Commerclo estero
Bultenlandse betrekklngen 
- 
Buitenlandse
handel
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtsStoN . Cotvlurssrorrr .
CoMMrssroN . CoMMrssroNe . Counarssre
7r r5 (3)
Myth and Reality. A Reference Manual on IJS-European
Communiry Relatioru.
Third Edition. October 194.
A Washington.(195).69p.(E) Gratis
6731 (S)
Seminario de informacihn sobre las preferencias generaliT-
adas de la Comunidad europea. Montevideo, t mars 1974.
1975.70p. (S) FB 60,-
E463 (grec)
'll 2u p.govb 2uyE/aeors.'EIIciOos 
- 
E.O.f .
(195). 112 p. Grec) Gratuit
* rNF/t2l75 (4)
lz systdme communautaire de prdfdrences gdnlralisies.
ln;formation. 1975. N' 82. Relations extErieures.1975.13p.(D.E.F.I.NL) cratuit
* INF/t2[5 (5)
k preferenze genzralizzate della Comunitd europea.
I nf,ormazioni. 1975. N. 82. Relazioni esterne.
1975. l0p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
* rNF/82/75 (6)
Stelsel van algemene preferenties van de EEG.
Ter informatie.l95. Nr. E2. Buitenlandse betrekkingen.
lr5. l0 blz. (D.E.F.I.NL)
* Udenrigshandel. M&nedsstatistik
A qPe n ha nde l. Monatsstatistik
Foreig n Trade. Monthly Statistics
Commerce extdriezr. Statistique mensuelle
Commercio estero. Statistica mensile
Bu itenla ndse H a ndel. Maandstatistiek(m&nedlie monatlich monthly mensuel mensile
maandel[iks) (D/F)
Abonnement annuel
x
* Ostblockl Bloc oriental.
(6 hafter pr. [r/6 Hefte jehrlich/6 Issues Yearly/6 num6ros
par an/6 fascicoli all'anno/6 nummers per jaar)(DI(D/E/F/I/NL) cratuit
Konkurrence og det lnterne marked
Wettbewerb und Blnnenmarkt
Competltlon and lnterna! Market
Concurrence et malch6 lnt6rleur
Concorrenza e melcato lnterno
Concurrentle en blnnenlandse markt
KoMMrssroNEN . Kouurssrorrr . CoMMtsstoN .
CoMMtsstoN' CouurssronE . CoMMtsstE
txl7t0l7s
L'harmonisation des l4gislations phytosanitaire, des
semences et plants, foresfiAre. (Bibliographie).
Dokumentationsbulletin . Bulletin on Documentation
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire. Bollettino di
informazione documen aria, Documenlatiebulletin.
Tilleg/Beilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/Supplemento/Sup-
plement. Bl12.zfi.lni.
lns.ll p. (Mlt.) cratuit
66t8 (2)
Die Lage der Klein- und Mittelbetiebe in der Europiiischen
Gemeinschafr. Sttdie.
1975. 68 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
E433 (4)
Rapport sur l'application de la TVA aux opirations
immobiliires au sein de la Communauti.
Eludes. S€.ie Concurrence 
- 
Rapprochement des l6gis-
lations. l%t. N"2I.
(195). 157 p. (D.F.I.NL) FB 300,-
* INF/EU75 (2)
Das Urteil im Fall Van Binsbergen.
I nformation. 195. Nr. tl. Binnenmarkt.
1975.4 S. (D.E.F.LNL) Gratis
x rNF/90/75 (3)
Business and the Creation of European Public Procuremenl
Contracting.
Informotion. 1975. No 90. lnterior Market.
195.6p. (D.E.F.I.NL) GratisFB r 350,-
* rNF/90/75 (4)
Ils entreprises et le sysldme europden des marchds publics.
Information. t975. N"90. March6 int6rieur.
1975.7 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit
* rNF/90/75 (5)
lz imprese e la realiuazione del Mercato comune nel
settorc dei pubblici appalti.
lnformazioni. 1975. N. 90. Mercato interno.
1975.7 p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
* lNFleolTs (6)
Het bedrijfsleven en de tolstandbrenging van een Europese
Markt van overheidsopdrachten voor leveringen.
Ter informatie.l975. Nr.90. Interne Markt.
1975.7b12.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
1066 (4)
Quatridme Rapport sur la politique de concurrence (oint
au 
" 
HuitiEme Rapport g6n6ral sur I'activit6 des Com-
munaut6s,). Avril 195.
l{l5. tfil p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB l5o,-
txftnns
Cornmunity lzgislation Relating to Transport (Biblio-
craphy).
Dokumentationsbulletin Bulletin on Documenlation'
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire Bollettino di
informazione doc umentaria' Documentat iebullet in.
Tilleg/Beilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/SuPplemento/Sup-
plement. B/IGE. lt,4.lr5.
r975.45p.(D.E.F)
@konomlske, monetete og rlnanslelle
spgrgsmel
Wlrtschaft, WEhrung und Flnanzen
Economlc, Monetary and Flnanclal Atfalrs
Economle, monnale et llnances
Economla, moneta e tlnanze
Economle, geldwezen en llnanclEn
KoMMrssloNEN ' KoMMlsstoN ' Couutsstolrt '
CoMMrsBroN . CoulatsstoltE' CoMMlsslE
400us/75/r (l)
Fellesskabets forsynlng med rdsloffer.
Bull. EF, Supplement U75.
tn 5. 2t s. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
4oous/75/l (2)
Die Rolutoffversorgung der Gemeircchoft.
Bull. EG, Beilage l/75.
rr5.22 S. (DK.D.E.F.LNL) FB 25,-
400us/75ll (3)
The Community's Supplies of Raw Materials.
Bull. EC, Supplement U75.19[5.20p.(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) F825.-
4mus/75/l (4)
L'approvisionnement en matidres premidres de la Com'
munautd.
Bull. CE, Suppldment U75.195.22p.(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB25,-
4musn5/r (,
Approwigionamcnto di materie prime della Comunitd,
Boll. EC, Supplemento U75.
tn 5. 2t p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 25,-
40ous/75/r (o
De voorziening van de Gencenschap met grondstoffen.
Bull. EG, Supplement U75.
ln 5. n b/.z. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 25,-
8444Q)
Kompendium von Gemcituchaflslexten irn Bereich der
Wilhrungspolit ik. ln 4.
0n r. n3 s. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 300,-
8444(4)
Compendium des textes communautaires en malldre
mondtaire.lfl4.
(195). 175 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
u44('
Compendio dei testi comunitari in
tn4.
(195). 175 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
84.44(6)
Compendium van communauraite
gebied.1974.
0n r. n9 h/.z. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
5706
Skattestatistik. lJltrcig
S t eu erst atist i k. Jahrbuch
T ax S t at ist ic s. Yearbook
S t atist iq ues liscales. Annuaire
St at ist lc he fuc ali. Annuario
Belast lng s t at istiel<. Jaarboek.
t96f-tvt3.tn4.
Qnr.ntp. (D/E/F/I/NL)
FB 300,-
maleria monetaria.
FB 300,-
teksten op ,nonerait
FB3m,-
FB 3(n,-
xi
FB 25,-
* rNF/E775(2)
Rechnungseinheiten als I ntegratlonsfaktor.
l4formotion. 195. Nr. &7. Wirtschaft und Finanzen.
1915.10S.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
r rNF/rrr5(3)
The Units ofAccount as a Factor of Integratlon.
I4formatlon. 195. No &7. Economy and Finance.
195.10p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
i rNF/rrl7s(4)
L'unitd de compte communaurafue 
- 
Facteur dint€gration
monltaire.
I4formation.lyT5. N'&I. Economie et finances.195.10p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Granrit
. INF/rrrs('
Aunitd di conto comcfattore di integrazione.
In;formazioni.l95. N. t7. Economia e finaoze.195.I0p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
+ rNF/rrrs(o
De Etropese rekeneenheden als integratiefactor.
Ter i4formatie, t95. Nr. &7. Economie en financi€n.lr5.l0blz.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
rtl6t5l3l74flm..(31
Repon of ,he Study Group 'konomlc and Monetary
Union I9E0'. March 1975.
lni.pa$.ditr (D.E.F) Gratis
trl675Bl7afio.(l
Rapport du Groupe de ftllerion 
" 
Union 
€conotnique el
nonltaire 1980,. Mars 1975.
1975. pae. ditr (D.E.F) Gratuit
* Den Qkonomiske situation i Fellesskabet (kvartatsvis)
* DiewirtschaftslagederGemeinschaft (vierte[iiihrlich)
* The Economic Situation in thc Community (quarterly)
* La siluation dconomique de la CommunautC (trimestriel)t la situazione economica della Communild (trimestrale)
* De economische toestand van de Gemeewchap (drie-
maqndgliik5)
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,-
t Schaubilder und Kurzltommentarc ufi Ko4junktur in der
Gemeiwchaft
Grafieken met aanlekeningen over de co4iuncluur in de
Gemcenschap.
(D/NL) (monatlich . maandeliiks)
r Grapfu and Nores on the fuonomic Situation in the
Community
Diagrammer og kommentarer til den @konomiske situation
i Fellesskabet
(DK/E) (monthly . mAnedlig)
xii
t Graphiques et noles rapides sur la co4jonclure dans la
Communautd
Gratici e note rupide sulla congiuntura nella Comunitd.
(F/I) (mensuel . mensile)
Abonaement annuel F85,(),-
* Bericht iiber die Ergebnisse der Ko4junkturbefragungen
bei den Unternehmern in der Gemeinschaft
(3 Heftejiihrlich)
* Report of the Results of the Business Sumeys carried out
among Heads of Enterprises in the Community
(3 issues a year)
' 
Rapport sur les rdsultats des enqu?tes de conjonclure
auprls des chefs denlreprise de la Communaurd
(3 num6ros par an)
i Rapporto sui risultati delle inchieste congiunturali
effettuate presso gli imprenditori della Comunitl
(tre numeri all'anno)
* Verslag over de resultaren van de co4iunctuurenqu4tes
bij het bedrijfsleven in de Gemeercchap
(driemaal perjaar)
(D.E.F.r.NL)
Abonnement annuel F8220,-
DEN EURopAETSKE lNvEsrERtNGSBANK. EuBopAtscHE
lNvEsrrnoNsBANK EURopEAN INvESTMENT Barur
BANouE EURopdENNE D'tNvEsnssEMENT BANcA
EURoPEA pEB GLt lNvEsflMENTt EURoPESE lNvEsrE-
FINGSBANK
* Information
* Informationen
* Information
* Informations
* Informazioni
* Mededelingen
Soclale spargsm6l
Sozlale Angelegenhelten
SoclalAtlalrs
Affalres soclales
Affarl soclall
Soclale zaken
KoMMrssroNEN ' KOMMISSION ' coUtrrttSStol,t '
Couutsstott' Couutsstotle' Couutsste
r063 (r)
Anden beretning om den nye europeiske Soclalfonds
v irl<s o mhed. Regnskabslr I 93.
(t975).7s s. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB t50'-
1063 (2)
Zweiter Bericht ilber die TAilgkeit des neuen Europiiischen
Sozialfunds im J ahre 1973.
(rvls). 85 s. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 150,-
1063 (3)
The Second Annual Repon on the Activities of the New
European Social Fund. Financial Year 1973.(t975).79p.(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB ls0.-
7r r8 (5)
La donna in Europa.
A Roma. 1975.3t p. (I) Gratuito
r kfunitreldokurnentation 
- 
Berufsausbildung
Documenlation pddagogique 
- 
Formatlon professionnelle
Documenlozlone pedagogica 
- 
Formazione professionale
Pedagogische docutnen alie 
- 
BeroePsoplelding
(yierteljiihrlich' trimestriel' trimestrale' driemaandeliiks)(D/F/VNL) Gratuit
r Socialestatistikker
Sozialstatistik
Social Statistics
Statistiques soclales
Statisriche sociali
Sociale statisliek
(uregelmessig ' unregelm[Big ' irregular ' irr€gulier ' irrego-
lare. onregelmatig)
(Dr(/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel
* Fagforeningsi4formation
(to gange om mflneden)
* G ewerl<schqftsi4formotionen
(zweimal im Monat)
* Trade Union l4formation
(fortniehtly)t l4formatiotu syndicales
(bimensuel)
(DK.D.E.F)
lndustrl
lndustrle
lndustry
lndusUle
lndustrla
lndustrle
KoMMlsstoNEN ' Kouutsstotrt ' Couulsstottt '
Courvtrsston . CotuutsstotrtE' CoMMlsslE
672813
Riicrn og stdl, Bosispriser ogiern- og stdlprodu<'enter
Roheisen und Stahleneugnisse, Grundpreise und Stuhl'
urrtcn,,ehmen
Pig lron und Stcel. &r.ris Prices and lron and Steel Under'
taliiirrgs
Fontes et uciers. Prit de base et enfieprises siddrrtrgiques
(ihise ed acuui. Preui hase e intprese siderurgi<'he
FB 1500,-
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
r063 (4)
Deuxilme tapport tactivitd du nouveau
europien. Exercice 1973.
(197 5). 77 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Fonds social
FB t50,-
1063 (5)
Seconda relazione sull'attivitd del nuovo Fondo sociale
europeo, Esercizio 193.
(1975).73 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 150.-
1063 (6)
Tweede verslag over de werkzaamheden van het nieuwe
Europees Sociaal Fonds. Begrotingsjaar 1973.(1975).77b12.(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 150'-
r065 (r)
Beretning om udviklingen af de sociale forhold i Felles-
skabet ii974.(Bilag til den 
"Ottende Almindelige Beretning
om De europeiske Fellesskabers Virksomhed" i over-
ensstemmelsi med Rom-traktatens artikel 122)' Februar
1975. 2E0 s. (DK.D.E.F.l.NL) FB I5o,-
8443 (4)
Rlpertoire prutique de la sdcuritd sociole des tavtillenrs
saluriis et de leurs fomilles qui se ddplrcent d l'intirieur de
lu Communautd. ler .luillet 1973.
(197s).236 p. (DK.D.E.F.|.NL) Gratuit
xlll
Ruwijzer en staalprodukten. Basisprijzen en ijzer- en
staalondernemingen.
lEeAnnde. N' 3. (Additif n' 2). 25 3.ln 5.
197 5. pag. ditr (DK/D/E/F/I/N L)
Abonnement annuel FB 1600,-
* Jern og stdl. To-mAnedlig statistik
Eben u nd Stahl. Zweimonatliche Veriiffentlichung
Iron and Steel. Bimonthly
S iddru rg ie. Publication bimestrielle
S ide r u r g i a. Pubblicazione bimestrale
IJ zer e n st aal. Tweemaandeliikse uitgave
(to-mAnedlig . zweimonatlich . bimonthty . bimestriel . bi-
mestrale . lwgsmeandgliiks) (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1000,-
* I ndustristatisrr&, Kvartalsudgave
I ndustriestat ist k. Vierteliiihrliche Ausgabe
I nd u s tria I St at isrrcs. Quarterly
S t at ist iq a es i ndu s tie lles. Publication trimestrielle
Stat is t ic he dell' indusnia. Pubblicazione fimestrale
I nd us tie s t at istlek. Driemaandelijkse uitgave(kvartalsvis' viertelj?ihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . trl-
mestrale . driemaandel[iks) (DI(D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB600,-
Energl
Energle
Energy
Energle
Energla
Energle
Korularssroner KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
CoMMrssroN . CoMMtsstoNE . CoMMtsstE
* Energistatistik. Kvartalsbulletin
Ener giest at ist ik Vierteljd,hrliches Buttetin
Energy Statistics. Quarterly Bulletin
Statistiques de l'6nergie, Bulletin trimestriel
Stat ist iche dell' energia. Bollettino trimestrale
Energ iest at istiek Driemaandelijks bulletin
(kvartalsvis . vierteljhhrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri-
mestrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1400,-
Transport
Verkehr
Transport
Transports
Traspoill
Vervoer
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtssloN . Counrrssrox .
Couutsstotrt . CoMMrssroNE . CoMMtsstE
txltnl7s
Community lzgislation Relating to Transport. (Biblio-
craphy).
Dokumentatiorubulletin Bulletin on Documentation
Bulletin de rerceignement documentaire , Bollettino di
i4formazione documentaria, Doc umcntat ieb ulletin.
Tillceg/Beilage/Supplement/Suppl6ment/ Supplemento/Sup-
plement. B/10-E. l8.4.ln 5.
195. a5 p. (D.E.F) Gratis
Landbrugspolltlk
Landwlrtschaft
Agrlculture
Pollllque agrlcote
Agrlcoltura
Landbouw
KoMMrssroNEN ' KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
Cotrllarsstox . ContutsstoNE' CoMMtsstE
40otlsnst2(2)
Best a ndsaufnahme der gemeircamen Agrarpolitik.
Bull. EG, Beilaee2nS.
tn s. 42 s. G)K.D.E.F. r.NL)
40otlsl7s12(4)
Bilan de la politique agricole commune,
Bull. CE, Suppl6ment 2/75.
197 5. 40 p. (DK.D. E. F. I.N L)
 oousl7s12(6)
Balans van het gemeenschappelijk landbouwbeleid.
Bull. EG, Supplement 2[5.
197 5. 42 blz. (DK.D.E. F. I.NL)
FB 50,-
FB 50,-
xlv
FB 
-50,-
vut292l7s
Iandbru gs markeder. Seie Piser t Animals ke produ kter
Agrarmiirkte,serie Preise : Tierbche Produkte
Agricultural Marl<ets. Serie Pices: Uvestock Products
Marchds agricoles. S6rie Pix: Produits animaux
Mercati agricoli. Serie Prezzi Prodotti animali
Landbouw marklez. Serie Prijzen : Dierlii ke p rodukten.
tn3-1n4.
(195). 106p. (DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
xrc$n4Q)
EC Cereals Market under New Influences Shortage after
Surplus,
Newsletter on the Common Agricultural Policy. No 10.
December 1974.
(19O. l9 p. (D.E.F.I.NL)
xlt67l75 (2)
Bilanz der g emeinsamen Agrarpolitik.
Mitteilungen zur gemeinsamen Agrarpoliti&. Nr. 3. Miirz
tn5.
1975.5t S. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
xlt67ns(t)
Stocktaking of the Common Agricultural Policy.
Newsletter on the Common Agricultural Policy. No 3.
March 195.
195.57 p.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
xlt67l7s (4)
Bilan de la politique agricole.
Nouvelles de la politique agricole cornmune. N' 3. Mars
tns.
195.5tp. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit
xlt67l7s (s)
Bilancio della politica agricola comune.
Notizie sulla politica agricola cotnune. N.3. Marzo 195.
1975.5E p. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito
xlt67l7s (6)
Balans van het gemeenschappelii k landbouwbeleid,
Landbouwbulletln. Nr. 3. Maart 1915.
195. 5t blz. (D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
* Landbrugsmarkeder. Serie Priser : Vegetabilske produkter
Agrarmiirkte. Serie Preise : Pfl anzliche Produkte
Agricultural Marters. Series Pices: Vegetable Products
Marchis agricoles. S6rie Prix:. Produits vdgitaux
Mercati agricoli. Serie Ptezzi: Prodotti vegetali
Landbouwmarkten. Serie Prijzen : Plantaardige produ kten
(uregelmessig' unregelmliBig' irregular' irr€gulier' ir-
regolare.onregelmatig)(DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
* Landbrugsmarkeder' Serie Priser: ,{ nimalske produkter
Agrarmiirkte. Serie Preise : Tierische Produkte
Agricultural Martets. Series Picest Liveslock Products
March4s agricoles. S6rie Pt'tx:. Produits animaux
Mercati agricoti. Serie Ptezzi; Prodotti animali
Landbouwmarkten. Serie Prijzen : Dierliike produkten
(uregelmessig' unregelm6Big' irregular' irr6gulier' ir-
regolare'onregelmatig)(DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
r Landbrugsstatistik
Agrarstatistik
A g ri c u I t u r a I .lta trsrr'cs
Statistique agricole
Stalistica agraria
Landbouwstatistiek
(68 hcfterpr. flr'G8 Hefte jiihrlich'6-8 lssues Yearly'G8
num6ros par an ' G8 fascicoli all'anno ' 6-E nummers per
jaar) (D/F)
Abonnement annuel FB 1500,-
Udviktlng og samarbelde
Entwlcklung und Zusammenarbelt
Development and CooPeratlon
D6veloppement et coop6ratlon
Svlluppo e coopelazlone
Ontwlkkeling en samenwerklng
KoMMrsstoNEN ' KoMMlssloN ' Counlltsstol't '
CoMMtsstoN Cotrittrittsstot'tE' CoMMlsslE
YIIVt2sy74(3)
Conditions for the Setting IJP of Industrial Undertakings
in rhe Associated African States and Madagascar. General
Informations on EDC Invitation to tender.
Volume 12. Mauritius.2nd Edition. June 194.
(l9D.7a p. (E.F) Gratis
7tt7 (r)
lomd Dossier. Reprinted ftom 'The Courrier'. No 3l'
Special Issue.
European Community 
- 
Africa-Caribbean-Pacific. March
tn5.
1975. pag. ditr (E.F) Gratis
7tr7 (4)
Dossier t omd. Tir€ i part du num€ro sp€cial 3 l de la rewe
" 
Le Courrierr.
Communaut6 europ6enne 
- 
Afrique-Caraibes-Pacifique.
Mars 1975.
1915. pae. diff. (E.F) Cratuit
Gratis
r INF/88/75 (2)
Das neue Assoziierungsabkommcn attischen der Europii-
ischen Gemeiwchaft und den 46 Staaten Af,rikas, des
Karibischen Raumcs und dcs Pazifll<s.
l4formation. 195. Nr. tt. Entrvicklung und Zusam-
menarbeit"
lns.ll S.(D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
. INF/r9/75 (2)
Das Abkommen von lnmd, EWG 
- 
Af,rlka-Karibisclur
Raum-Pazifik,
I4formation. 195. Nr. B). Entwicklung und Zusamnen-
arbeit.
Vldenskab og teknologl
Wlssenschaft und Technologle
Sclence and Technology
Sclence et technologle
Sclenza e tecnologla
Wetenschap en technologle
KoMMrsstoNEN . KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
Cottlurssrot . CoMMtsstoNe . Couurssre
6718 (3)
POLYP: An Automatic Device for Drawing Sequential
Samples of Gas. By P. Gaglione, C. Koechler, L. Stanchi.
t97s. EUR 5233.
(1975). 13 p. (E) FB 40..
6734 (3)
MORSE 
- 
E. A ltlew Versionof the MORSECode ESIS.
By C. Ponti, R. van Heusden. 1974. EUR 52t2.
(1975). 13 p. (E) FB 40.-
67s9 (1)
Authorisation Procedures for the Corctruction and Opera-
tion of Nuclear lnstallations within the EEC Member
States. 1974. EUR 52t4.(l9s). e0p. (E)
rrs.4 s. (D.E.F.I.NL)
. rNF/r9rs(o
Overeenl<omst van LomA, EEG
gebied 
- 
Stille Oceaan.
Ter i4formatle. 1975. Nr. t9. Oarwikkeliag en samenwerk-
rtrs.
t95.3blz.@.E.F.I.NL) Gratis
* Associds. Statistiques g6n6rales et du commerce ext6rieur(trimestriel) (F) Gratuit
t Situation semestrielle des projets du 2e FED (Fonds
europ6en de d6veloppement) ez exdcution
(semestriel) (F) Gratuit
* Situation semestrielle des projets du 3e FED (Fonds
europden de d6veloppement) en exdcution
(semestriel) (F) Gratuit
t The Courier. European Community 
- 
Africa-Caribbean-
Pacific(bi-monthly)(E.F) Gratis
t lz Courrlet Communaut6 europdenne 
- 
Afrique-
Caraibes-Pacifique(bimestriel)(E.F) Graruir
7fi4(2)
,, Europa forscht".A Bonn. (1975).40 S. (D) Gratis
* Traraatom Bulletin
(monaflich . monthly . mensuel . mensile .maandelijks)
- 
Mult.
Aboanement annuel FB t215.-
r Radioactivitd ambiante dans les pays de la CommunautC(trimestriel) (F) Gratuit
* S t ra hle nsc hut z- Refera t e b lou
Descript ive Bulletin on Radiolog ical protection
Bullet in signal€tique en radioprotection
Bo I I e I I i no s e g naletic o radio-p ro te zio ne
S i g na I e t is c h Bulle t in ra dio a c t ivi t e it s b esc hermi ng(monatlich . monthly . mensuet . mensile .maandeliiks)(Mult.) cratuit
* Euro-abstracrs 
- 
Section l. Euratom and EEC Research(mensuel) (Mult.)
Abonnementannuel FB 1025.-
* Euro-ahstra<ls 
- 
Section I l. Coal and Steel(mensuel) (D/E/F)
Ahonnement annuel Gratuit
Gratis
- Afiika - Caribisch
FB 250.-
xvt
Mlllo og llvskvalltet
Umwelt und LebensqualltEt
Envlronment and OualltY ol Llle
Envlronnement et quallt6 de la vle
Amblente e quallti della vlta
Mllleu en kwallteltvan het leven
KoMMrssroNEN ' KoMMtsstoN ' Gotrlutsston '
Couutsston' Coutvttsstol,lE' CoMMlsslE
I Industri og sanfund (rgeolJ.rg)
* Industrie und Gesellschaft (w&hentlich)
r Industry and Socl:ery (weekly)
* Industrie et socr?C(heMomadaire)
* Industria e socierd (settimanale)
* Industrie en samenlevr'ng (wekeliiks)
(DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Statlstlk
Statlstlken
Statlstlcs
Statlstlques
Statlstlche
Statlstleken
KoMMISSIoNEN . KoMMISSIoN . COMMISSION
Courrarssrolrt' Couuttsstotrle . Cotrrlrssre
67(5
Skanestatistik. iu:tng
S t e u ers I a t is t i k. Jahrbuch
T ax St at ist ics. Yearbook
St at ist iq ues fucalas. Annuaire
S t a t is t ic he fis c alr'. Annuario
Be I as t i n g st a t istie&. Jaarboek.
tg68-ty73.tn4.
(1975). l2l p. @/E/FTINL)
* Almen statisrit. MAnedsbulletin
All g e me ine S t aristr*. Monatsbulletin
G eneral Statistics. Monthly Bulletin
Statistiques g€nlrales. Bulletin mensuel
Statistiche generali. Bollettino mensile
Al gemene statistielii. Maandbulletin(mtnedlig monatlich . monthly . mensuel
maandel[iks) (DK/D/E/F/I/N L)
Abonnement annuel
]I
a
I
. U denrigshandel. MAnedsstatistik
A4B e nh a nde l, Monatsstatistik
F o r e i g n T r ade, Montlly Statistics
Commerce extdriezr. Statistique mensuelle
Commercio estero. Statistica mensile
Buitenlandse handel. Maandstatistiek(mfinedli monatlich ' monthly ' mensuel ' mensile
maandeliiks) (D/F)
Abonnement annuel FB 1350,-
* Socialestatistikker
Sozialstatistik
Social Statistics
Stalistiques sociales
Statistiche sociali
Sociale statistiek
(uregelmassig . unregelm6Big' irregular' irr6gulier' ir-
regolare . onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1500'-
* Jern og stdl.To-mAnedlig statistik
Eisen und Stahl. Zweimonatliche Veriiffentlichtmg
Iron and Steel. Bimonthly
S id6 rurg ie. Publication bimestrielle
Siderurgia. Pubblicazione bimestrale
I J zer en staal. Tweemaandel[ikse uitgave
(to-mAnedlig . zweimonatlich ' bimonthly ' bimestriel '
bimestrale . lqygsmaan{eliiks) (D/F/I/NL)
Aborurement annuel FB 1000'-
* Industtistatisrit. Kvartalsudgave
I nd usties t at ist i&. Vierteliiihrliche Ausgabe
Industrial Stotistr'cs. Quarterly
Statistiques industilelles. Publication trimestrielle
Statistic he dell' industia. Pubblicazione trimestrale
I ndustilestatistret. Driemaandeliikse uitgave
(kvartatsvis . vierteffEhrlich' quarterly' trimestriel' tri-
mestrale . driemaandel[iks) (DI(D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB600,-
* Energistatistrt. Kvartalsbulletin
Energiesta!istik Vierte[i6hrliches Bulletin
Energy Statistics. Quarterly Bulletin
Statistiques de l' 4nergie. Bulletin trimestriel
S t tt t i st ic he de I I' e ne r g i a. Bollettino trimestrale
Ene r g i est a ti sti ell. Driemaandel[iks bulletin
(kvartalsvis . vierteljdhrlich' quarterly' trimestriel' tri-
mestrate . driemaandeliiks) (DK/D/E/F/I/N L)
Abonnementannuel FB 1400,-
* Landhrugsmarkeder. Serie Priser : Vegetabilske produkter
Agrarmiirkte. Serie Preise : P.flonzliche Produkte
Agricult urol M arAets. Series Prices : I/egela hle Produtts
Murchds agricoles. S€rie Prix: Pr<rdnrts vdgdtaux
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
FB 300,-
mensile .
FB t 250,-
xvll
Mercati agricoli. Serie Prezzit Prodotti vegetali
landbouwmarktez. Serie Prijzen : Plantaardige produkten
(uregelmessig' unregelmiiBig . irregular . irrdgulier . ir-
rrgolare . onregelmatig) (DI(D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
x landbrugsmarkeder. Serie Priser: Animalske produkter
Agrarmiirkte, Serie Preise : Tierische Produkte
Agricullural Markets. Series Prices: Livestock Products
Marchds agricoles. S6rie Prix:. Produits animaux
Mercati agricoli. Serie Prezzi: Prodotti animali
Inndbouwmarktea. Serie Prijzen : Dierlijke produkten
(uregelmessig . unregelmliBig . inegular . irr6gulier . ir-
regolare . onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
* landbrugsstatistik
Agrarstatistik
A gricultural Statistics
Statistique agricole
Slatislica agraria
Landbouwstatistiek
(Gt heefterpr.6r.Gt Hefte jiihrlich .Gt Issues Yearly .G8
num6ros par an . 6t fascicoli all'anno . GE nummers per
jaar) (D/F)
Abonnement annuel
* Associds. Statistiques g6n6rales et du commerce ext6rieur
(trimestriel) (F) Gratuit
* Ostblockl Bloc oriental.
(6 hafter pr. [r/6 Hefte jEhrlich/6 Issues Yearly/6 num6ros
par an/5 fascicoli all'anno/6 nummers perjaar).(DK/D/E/F/I/NL) Gratuit
Diverse
Verschledenes
Mlscellaneous
Dlvers
Varl
Dlversen
66t'trt
Kulillo? ovar ollantlig,tlorcls( lbr?t(!:el tl' Dt aun4ut'itl,e
l a' I lestAt /.rrt Lt\t i t u lioncr I 972- I 973
Kutulog der Voiillentlirhungen tler euxtpdirhrn uondn-
v huliIit hen InstiIrrtionen I972-I973( tlrtlo ttr'()l th( lhl)liililions ol'the European (otrtztrtnitt
I n t i t rr t iont I 972- I 973( ttttht te d"s puhlirutiont dct In,ititntion\..ornrnunuuluirt,,.
t'ut'()l,t: nn( 1972- 197.1
xviii
Catalogo delle pubblicazioni delle Istituioni comunitarie
europee 1972-1973
Catalogus van de publikaties der Europese gemeenschap-
pe I ij ke I nstellinge n I 972- 1973.
(197fl.476p. (Mult.)
FB t 500,-
66er (3)
List of the Publications of the European Communities in
English (Supplement to the 'Catalogue des publications
t9s2-197t').
(195). 135 p. (E) Gratis
Rioer . BAr . CouNcrL. CoNsErL. Corsr613g . RAAo
70es (6)
Gids van de Raad der &tropese Gemeenschappen. 2o
bijwerking : november 1974.
(1975). pag. ditr (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Beperkte verspreirling
KoMMrsstoNEN . KoMMtsstoN . Couurssrolir
Couutssrott . CotvtursstoxE . CoMMtsstE
* Oplysningsblad om dokumentation
Do k u me nt at io ns b u I I e t i n
Bullet in on Documentation
Bu I I e t i n de re nseig ne me nl doc u me nt aire
Bollettino di informazione documentatia
Documentatiebulletin
(ugentlig . wiichentlich . weekly . hebdomadaire . setti-
manale .wekelijks) (Mult.) Gratuit
* Tilleq Sonderbeilage Supplement . Suppl4ment
Supplemento . Supplement ' l: Publications et articles
s6lectionn6s
(to gange om mflneden. zweimal im Monat. fortnightly. bi-
mensuel . bimensile . halfmaandelijks) Gratuit
* Tilleg Sonderbeilage Supplement . Suppldment
Supplemento . Supplemenr. B.. Bibliographies
(uregelmassig . unregelmiiBig . irregular . irr6gulier . ir-
regolare . onregelmatig) Gratuit
* Tilleg Sonderbeilage . Supplement Suppliment
Supplemento. Supplement. C.. Cumulatif par matieres(uregelmassig' unregelmiBig . irregular . indgulier . ir-
Gratuit
regolare . onregelmatig)
* Foilegnelse over nyerhvervelser. Bibliotek
Verzeichnis der Neuerwerbungez. Bibliothek
List of Additionr. Library
Bu I I et i n des a c q u is i t io ns. BibliothEque
Gratuit
Boll et t ino de lle ac quisizio ni. Biblioteca
Lijst van aanwinstez, Bibliotheek(m8nedlig monatlich . monthly mensuel
maandelijks) (Mult.)
* Dokumente und Publikationen.
Europiiische Gemeinschaften.
A Bonn (zweimal im Monat) (D)
* ef-dokumentation.
A Kpbenhavn(togangeommAneden)(DK) Gratisr
* ef-kalender.
A K6benhavn (ugentlig) (DK) Gratis
* ef-guide.
A K/benhavn (uregelmessig) (DK) Gratis
mensile .
Gratuit
I xlx
Salgs- og abonnementskontorer ' Vertrlebsb0ros ' Sales Offlces
Bureaux de vente ' Ufflcl dl vendlta ' VerkooPkantoren
Belglque - Belg16
Montteur belge 
- 
Borgrsc, SlaatsD,ad
Rue de Louvaln 4G42 
-
Leuvenseweg 40-42
1000 Bruxelles 
- 
1000 Brussel
T6t.5120026
ccP 000-2005502-27
Post re ke n I n g 00 0-2005502-27
Sous-d6p6l 
- 
Agentschaq :
Llbralrle surop6enne 
- 
EuroPese
Boekhandel
Rue de la Lol 244 
- 
Wetstraat 244
1040 Bruxelles 
- 
1040 Brussel
Danmark
J. H. Schula 
- 
Boghandel
Montergade 19
11 '16 Ksbenhavn K
Tel. 1411 95
Girokonto 1195
D€utschland (BR)
Veilag Bundesanzelget
5 K6ln 1 
- 
Brelte StraB€ 
- 
Postlach
1 08006
Tel. (0221) 21 0348
(Fernschreiber : Anz€lger Bonn
0888259s)
Postscheckkonto 8tl4 00 K6ln
France
Servtco de vente en Fnnce des Publlca-
ttons des Communautas eurcPaennes
Joumat ofiictet Staatsdrukkeill- en ultgevoilibedilfi Llbreile Mundl-Prcnsa I
26, rue Desalx Christolfel Plantlinstraat, 's-Gravenhage Castell6 37 I
75732Parls-Cedexl5 Tel.(070)81 4511 Madridl
T6l. (1)57861 39 
- 
CCP Parls 23-96 Postglro 425300 Tel' 2754655
Andre lande . Andere Lender ' Other countrles . Autres pays ' Attrl paesl ' Andere tanden I{
Kontorot tor Ds europElsks F€Bflesskabsrs ottlolells Publlkatloner . Amt lUr amlllchs Vetoflentllchungen det Europelschsn Gsmelnschaften ' Otlice tor Oflicl I
publlcailons ot ihe Europsan communluss . Olflco ds8 publlcatlo;s ottlciettes des Communaui6i europ6snnos ' Utllclo dallo Pubbllcazlonl ufflclall dello '
Comunlte europeo ' Bureau Yoot offlclBls publlkaue3 der Europes€ Gemsenschapp€n
Lurembourg E,ruedu Commorce BottepostslelOOs T6l.49OOOi CcP191-90 ComptecourantbancalreBlL &109/6003/300
lreland
Statlonery otlice
Beggar's Bush
Dublln 4
Te|.765401
Italla
Llbrcila dello Stato
PiazzaG. Verdi 10
00198 Roma 
- 
Tel. (6) 8508
Telex 62008
ccP 1t2640
Agenzie:
00187 Roma 
- 
Vla XX Settembre
(Palazzo Ministgro
del t€soro)
20121 Milano 
- 
Gallerla
Vlttorlo Emanuele 3
Te|.806406
Grand-Duch6
de Luxembourg
Ofl lce des pu bl icatlon s olf iciel les
d es Co m m u n aut6 s ou top6e n n es
5, ruE du Commsrce
Boite postale 1003 
- 
Luxembourg
T6r.490081 
-CCP191-90
Compte courant bancaire :
BtL &109/6003/300
Nederland
Unlted Klngdom
H.M. Statlonery Olllce
P.O. Box 569
London SEI 9NH
Tel. (01) 9286977, ext.365
Unlted States ot Amerlca
Eu ropean Com m u n ltY I nl omatlo n
Seryice
2'100 M Street, N.W.
Sulte 707
Washlngton, D.C.20037
Te|.29651 3t
Schwelz - Sulsse. Svlzzera !
Libruiile Payot l
6, rueGrenus I
1211 Gen6ve
T6t.31 8950
CCP 12-236 GenOvE
Sverlge
Librdhle C.E. FtlEe
2, Fredsgaten
Stockholm 16
Post Glro 193, Bank Glro 7314015
Espafia
Ii\,
a.r I
%'
